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Voorwoord 
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Mijn ouders wil ik in het bijzonder bedanken omdat zij altijd achter mij hebben ge­
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 The morphology of crystals 
Crystals have fascinated men for centuries. Precious and semiprecious stones were cut 
and polished in order to obtain beautifully faceted gems. The possible presence of flat 
and shiny faces appeared to be an intrinsic material property of crystals. Many types 
of mineral crystals that are found in nature also display these shiny facets without any 
artificial treatment. Think about the, sometimes very large, quartz crystals. 
In 1669 Steno discovered that for each type of crystal the facets have fixed angles with 
respect to each other. In 1784 Haiiy proposed that this regularity could be understood if 
crystals would be built up out of identical building blocks that are all stacked with the 
same orientation. These theories led to the postulation of the law of rational indices. In 
1848 Bravais stated that all crystal facets can be described by a set of three integers (hkl), 
called Miller indices, defining vectors perpendicular to these facets in a reciprocal space. 
Based on the concept of building blocks, called unit cells, Bravais discriminated 14 types 
of these cells, i.e. 14 types of lattices, which were sufficient to describe all known crystals. 
The combination of the outer shape of the building blocks, which is determined by the 
translational symmetry, with (local) symmetry elements such as η-fold rotation axes and 
mirror planes led to the identification of 32 possible point groups. These symmetry groups 
appear to be relevant for the morphology of the crystals, i.e. they (partly) determine the 
set of faces that appear on the crystal shape. 
In 1913 von Laue introduced X-ray diffraction experiments revealing the internal struc­
ture of the unit cells. Using this technique both the outer dimensions of the unit cells as 
well as the positions of the atoms within the unit cell and thus the symmetry elements 
can be determined. The knowledge of the crystal structure, which thus can be obtained 
appears to be of considerable importance for understanding the crystal morphology. 
A first step in predicting the morphology on the basis of the internal structure of 
the crystals was made by Bravais and Friedel [21]. They stated that the morphological 
importance (MI) of a face on the crystal shape is larger when the set of corresponding 
equivalent lattice planes (hkl) has a larger interlayer spacing dhia-
алы > ¿ν*-«- => МІ
Ш
 > MI him· (1-1) 
Donnay and Harker [22] refined this law by taking also the reflection conditions of the 
space group symmetry into account, аш is thus defined as the smallest lattice vector 
oriented perpendicularly to the corresponding face (hkl). 
An important tool for predicting crystal morphologies was developed by Hartman 
and Perdok in 1955 [4]. Apart from the unit cell dimensions, they also considered the 
positions of the atoms within the unit cell together with the first nearest neighbour bonds. 
In their model a unit cell consists of balls (atoms or growth units) and sticks (the bonds 
connecting atoms or growth units). A crystal face (hkl) is expected to be stable when 
all atoms within a slice аны are connected to other atoms by bonds, and are in this way 
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forming a connected net of bonds. Such a connected net is called an F-face, and can 
be considered to consist of at least two periodic bond chains (PBC's). Here, a PBC is 
an uninterrupted chain of bonds that is periodically repeated in the crystal lattice. By 
identifying all PBC's that are present in the crystal lattice and checking the connectivity 
of every pair of intersecting PBC's the possible F-faces can be found. Thus, a list of 
possible crystal faces is generated. 
In order to predict which faces appear on the morphology additional criteria for the 
stability of the faces were introduced. For an equilibrium crystal form the surface free 
energy summed over all faces has to be minimal. As a measure for the surface free energy 
Hartman and Perdok took the so-called attachment energy (£„«). Here E$¡¡ is the energy 
per growth unit that is required to create a surface with orientation (hkl) by breaking a 
selection of bonds. Thus the MI of a face is expected to be larger for a face with a smaller 
attachment energy. 
£ $ > Я&і· =» МІ
Ш
 < MIKwe (1.2) 
This model appeared to work rather well to describe the morphology of many crystals. 
However, because of it's limitations a general validity can not be obtained; the morphology 
was determined for a crystal in vacuum at 0 K. Furthermore, an equilibrium instead of a 
growth form is derived using the above mentioned criterion. Therefore, in order to obtain 
a prediction of a growth morphology the thermal stability and the growth rates of the 
faces as well as the interaction of the faces with the vapour, melt or solvent have to be 
taken into account [5]. 
For the crystal morphology studies that are subject of investigation in this thesis the 
latter expansion of the Hartman Perdok theory is not of major importance. Essential 
is that one can generate a list of possible crystal faces and deduce the symmetry of the 
experimental morphology by examining the X-ray diffraction data, i.e. by considering the 
shape and internal structure of the elementary building blocks: the unit cells. 
1.2 Crystal growth 
As was mentioned above the morphology of crystals is partly determined by the growth 
conditions. However, these conditions do not only influence the shape but also the quality 
of the crystals. For some crystalline materials that are used for technical applications, such 
as K2H2PO4 (KDP) crystals for frequency doubling in laser devices, it is very important 
to have large single crystals with a low defect density. Therefore, it is important to 
understand and control the growth process. This process is not only determined by the 
relative stabilities of the faces, as was discussed in the previous section, but also by the 
supply of growth units towards the growing crystal and by the growth mechanism itself. 
Depending on growth parameters such as temperature, supersaturation and supply 
rate different growth mechanisms can be present. At low supersaturations growth occurs 
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via the addition of growth units at the kink sites of steps that are present on a crystal 
surface. These steps can be generated by a variety of sources, one of the most common 
ones being the screw dislocation. This defect results in a so-called growth spiral. Spiral 
growth is typical for growth at low supersaturations on stable crystal faces. At higher 
supersaturations growth on these faces occurs via two-dimensional nucleation of growth 
units on the entire surface. This implies that these faces will become kinetically rough, 
resulting in macroscopically rounded surfaces. At even higher supersaturations the mor-
phology is no longer determined by facets, but by a dendritic, fractal or dense branching 
morphology. Dendritic growth only occurs if in transport limited growth there is a finite 
surface (step) free energy and a small lateral anisotropy in (step) growth rate. If the 
latter two are negligibly low then fractal or dense branching growth rather than dendritic 
growth takes place. 
The crystals reported on in this thesis display a faceted growth shape. Studies on 
growth mechanisms, as were performed for Ceo crystals, were therefore focused on the 
types of step sources and the rates of the different processes involved in step growth, such 
as volume and surface diffusion of the growth units and the integration process of growth 
units at the step edges. 
1.3 Scope and summary of this thesis 
This thesis contains the results of studies on three types of crystals: fullerene crystals, 
(in)commensurately modulated crystals and NH4H2PO4 (ADP) crystals. Because of the 
different scopes of research for these three crystal types they will be discussed separately 
below. 
1.3.1 Fullerene crystals 
Since Kratschmer and coworkers in 1990 succeeded in developing a route to synthesize 
fullerenes in macroscopic amounts [5], studies of the solid state properties of this novel 
type of material were made possible. Therefore many research groups put effort in growing 
single crystals of (especially) Ceo-
From a crystal growth point of view Ceo crystals are interesting objects for studies, 
both experimental as well as theoretical; because of the large diameter of the "balls" 
it should be possible to monitor monomolecular growth steps on the crystal surfaces 
using optical microscopy techniques. Furthermore the molecules have a nearly spherical 
interaction potential and are bounded to eachother by relatively weak van der Waals 
forces. These aspects in combination with such a simple crystal structure as a close 
packing of spheres make Ceo a. very interesting compound for using, testing and developing 
crystal growth theories. 
The first reports on Ceo crystal growth referred to growth from various types of sol-
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vents. A variety of crystal structures was thus obtained, many of them containing solvent 
molecules built-in in the crystal lattice [6]. 
Simultaneously, several groups started growing Ceo crystals from the vapour phase. In 
this way well defined crystals could be obtained, having an f.c.c. structure without inclu­
sion of solvent molecules. One of the first reports on sublimation-grown Ceo is presented 
in chapter 2. It starts with a detailed description of the growth procedure. An important 
step in this process is the purification of the Ceo powder by means of vapour transport. In 
this way the pure material is separated from a residue containing Ceo-solvent complexes. 
On subsequent growth crystals are obtained that clearly display an f.c.c. morphology, 
which is in agreement with a morphology prediction on the basis of the Hartman-Perdok 
theory. Preliminary surface structure studies show large faceted features. The occurrence 
of these phenomena were explained by step blocking by impurities, the contamination 
being either oxidized Ceo or higher fullerenes, such as C70. These observations showed a 
need for a higher purity of the starting material. Therefore, in subsequent studies Ceo 
powder was used with a purity of at least 99.95% instead of 99.5%. 
In chapters 3 and 4 more detailed surface morphology studies are presented. Most 
probably owing to the larger purity of the starting material the surface phenomena as 
described in chapter 2 were no longer observed. Instead, a whole variety of other surface 
phenomena was observed. The presence of several types of step sources, epitaxial dendrites 
and the manifestations of defects is discussed. 
After the first years of structural studies on Ceo crystals it was well established that 
upon growth from the gas phase the Ceo molecules stack in a cubic close-packing of 
spheres. However, in our vapour growth experiments several crystals displaying a hexag­
onal symmetry were found as well. Single crystal X-ray diffraction studies showed that 
these crystals have a hexagonal close-packed structure and have a quality comparable 
to the cubic close-packed ones. The structural data of the hexagonal crystals is briefly 
presented in chapter 4. 
Although a lot of research groups nowadays succeed in growing well-defined Сво crys­
tals, little is known about the mechanism of the vapour growth. The growth process 
mostly takes place in a closed furnace, which thus acts as a black box producing crystals. 
In chapter 5 a first step to the understanding of the growth process is made. Quenching 
experiments are presented that show the surface morphology that is representative for the 
main stage of the growth process. An analysis of the data is given on the basis of existing 
crystal growth theories. 
During the usual production of the fullerene molecules a whole series of different 
fullerenes is formed, the major fraction being Сво· The second largest fraction is formed 
by C70 of which macroscopic quantities are nowadays also readily available. The first paper 
on the structure of C70 crystals grown from the vapour phase by Vaughan and coworkers 
[1] reported on the presence of both cubic and hexagonal close-packed structures, the 
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latter being a metastable minority phase. 
In chapter 6 a detailed study of the different phases of both types of C70 crystals is 
given. Both h.c.p. and f.c.c. grown crystals were studied by single crystal X-ray diffraction 
and transmission electron microscopy. H.c.p. grown crystals were found to undergo two 
phase transitions upon cooling, resulting in a second h.c.p. phase and a monoclinic phase 
respectively. Upon heating the structure of these crystals irreversibly transforms into an 
f.c.c. stacking via a rhombohedral intermediate phase. The general outline of this phase 
diagram, as was presented in 1992, still holds. Refinement of the crystallographic studies, 
however, led later on to the assignment of orthorhombic symmetry to the low temperature 
phase that was assumed to be monoclinic [4, 5, 6]. Subsequent studies by other resarch 
groups led to the identification of (at least) two low temperature phases of f.c.c. grown C70 
crystals: a trigonal symmetry at intermediate temperatures and a monoclinic structure 
at low temperatures [7, 8]. 
Apart from studies concerning the crystal structures, chapter 6 also comprises cal-
culations of lattice energies and crystal morphologies. A reasonable agreement with the 
experimentally observed shape is obtained. 
In chapter 7 surface studies of the phase transition of the f.c.c. towards the trigonal 
structure are described. By means of in-situ optical reflection microscopy and ex-situ 
interference contrast, phase contrast, polarization and atomic force microscopy domain 
patterns on the surfaces were studied and interpreted. In this way it was possible to 
determine the orientations of the C70 molecules within all domain patterns. 
1.3.2 (In)commensurately modulated crystals 
As was mentioned in the first paragraph, most of the crystals can be described using 
lattice translational vectors in three independent directions. In modulated crystals an 
extra periodicity is present in the lattice. If this modulation is commensurate with the 
underlying lattice, a new unit cell can be defined again describing the lattice in three 
dimensions. In case the modulation is incommensurate with the basic lattice, no transla-
tional symmetry is present in three dimensions. Nevertheless, the crystal can be described 
using (at least) four vectors in reciprocal space. 
The presence of the extra periodicity has implications for the properties of the crys-
talline material [13]. Our interest was focused on the effect on the morphology and growth 
kinetics. 
One of the most important features of the morphology of modulated crystals is 
the possible presence of so-called satellite faces. On crystals of the mineral calaverite 
(Aui_IAgITe2) many faces were observed that could only be indexed using four Miller 
indices (hklm), i.e. these faces were oriented perpendicular to the reciprocal lattice vector 
Hhtím = h&i* + ка2* + ¿аз* + mq [14, 15]. Неге q is the modulation wave vector, which 
is defined as q = aai* + /Заг* + 7a3*. The occurrence of these satellite faces raises many 
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interesting fundamental questions. From a morphological point of view we would like to 
understand the presence of these extra faces, or in other words, find the reason for the 
stabilization of these satellite faces in a structure which has no translational symmetry 
in three dimensions. For this kind of structures the Hartman-Perdok theory can not be 
used to predict possible crystal faces, however, as this theory is based on the use of lattice 
translational symmetry. In order to overcome this limitation a new theory for predicting 
crystal morphologies was developed, based on a description of the modulated crystals in 
a (3+l)-dimensional setting. A first stage in the development of this theory is presented 
in chapter 8. Here the case of a 1-dimensional modulated crystal, described in a (1+1)-
dimensional setting, is treated. Using this model it is shown that satellite orientations can 
indeed be stabilized when a modulation is present in the crystal structure. Furthermore, 
the stability of the satellite faces was predicted to be dependent on the length of the 
modulation wave vector. 
In subsequent reports the extension of the theory to 3-dimensional modulated crystals 
is treated [13]. However, these reports are not included in this thesis. Still, the general 
concepts and results of the (l+l)-dimensional model should also hold for the 3-dimensional 
modulated crystals. One of the aims of this thesis therefore was to verify the validity of 
the theoretical results. 
As a model compound for these studies a family of distorted /?-K2SC>4-type structures 
with general formula A2BX4 was taken. On the morphology of several of these compounds 
satellite forms had already been observed before. 
Most of these compounds have a temperature dependent modulation wave vector. In 
chapter 9 it is shown that the variation in length of q can be monitored as a function of 
temperature by determining the orientations of the satellite faces relative to the orien-
tations of the main faces for crystals of ((CH3)4N)2ZnCl4_IBrI (tmaZCB). The satellite 
faces are obtained on the growth form by allowing spherically polished tmaZCB crystals 
to grow at relatively low supersaturations. 
In chapter 10 the relative stability of the satellite faces of tmaZCB and several other 
A2BX4 compounds are studied as a function of the length of q. As a result not only an 
inventory of all different satellite forms observed on this type of crystals is obtained, but 
also the results of the theoretical studies as presented in chapter 8 could be confirmed by 
the experimental data. 
1.3.3 ADP crystals 
From X-ray and neutron diffraction experiments the crystal structure of NH4H2PO4 
(ADP) was determined to be tetragonal, the point group being 42m. Sphere growth 
experiments performed by Bennema in 1965, however, displayed sets of bands and faces 
reflecting a (lower) 222 symmetry [5]. This observation is in contrast with the concept 
as presented above that the symmetry of the morphology is determined by the point 
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group symmetry of the unit cell. No explanation for this discrepancy in symmetries was 
found. We therefore studied the morphology of ADP in more detail. In chapter 11 a 
PBC analysis is presented, containing a complete list of PBC's and F-faces. The set of 
PBC's is used in chapter 12 to characterize the bands occurring on the spheres. The latter 
chapter also comprises a detailed study of the morphology of the spheres; the effect on 
the growth habit of a series of experimental parameters relevant for the crystal growth 
was investigated. As a result, is shown that the reduced symmetry either is the bulk 
symmetry or is induced by stereospecific interactions at the surface. 
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M.A. Verheijen, H. Meekes, G. Meijer, E. Raas and P. Bennema * 
Abstract 
Single crystals of pure Ceo axe grown from the vapour phase. The crystal morphology is 
compared to the theoretical equilibrium form, predicted on the basis of a periodic bond 
chain analysis and a statistical mechanical approach. Some interesting growth phenomena 
are observed and discussed. 
2.1 Introduction 
Since Krätschmer et al. [1] discovered a way to synthesize Сзд and other Fullerenes 
in macroscopic amounts a lot of research has been performed on these new all-carbon 
molecules [2]. It appeared to be difficult to obtain large crystals of pure Ceo, however. 
When the crystals are grown from solution, solvent molecules can be incorporated in 
the crystal lattice and various crystal structures can result [2, 4, 5]. Growth from the 
vapour phase, on the contrary, can result in pure crystals with a well defined structure 
[5]. Multiple sublimation steps can be used to assure high purity of the Ceo material from 
which the crystals are grown. 
At room temperature the C 6 0 crystal structure can be regarded as an excellent ex­
ample of cubic close-packing of isotropic spheres because the molecules have almost total 
rotational freedom in the f.c.c. lattice [7, 8]. Moreover, growth from the vapour minimizes 
the interactions between the crystal interface and the mother phase. For these reasons 
crystalline Ceo is well-suited to test crystal growth theories. We therefore started to in­
vestigate the growth, the morphology and the surface structure of pure Сво crystals using 
optical microscopy and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). 
2.2 Crystal growth 
The Ceo used in this study is obtained via by now standard procedures [1]. In short, 
carbon soot is produced in a dc arc discharge between two high purity graphite electrodes 
in a 0.2 atm He environment. Soxhlet extraction of this soot in boiling toluene is used 
to separate (mainly) Ceo and C70 from the rest. Liquid column chromatography [9] is 
'The work presented in this chapter has been published in: Chem. Phys. Lett. 191 (1992) 339. 
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used to obtain Ceo with a purity of at least 99.5%, as checked by mass-spectometry, and 
NMR and Raman spectroscopy. The Ceo powder is washed with cyclohexane, to remove 
any poly aromatic hydrocarbons that might still be present in the sample. About 10 mg 
of this Ceo material is placed at the closed end of a 50 cm long, 1 cm diameter quartz 
tube with four necks at equal distances. The tube is evacuated downto 10 - 5 Torr and 
heated to 200°C for several hours to remove all the solvent that is embedded in the Ceo 
mini-crystallites that are formed after solvent evaporation of the the chromatographically 
separated solution. 
During all the further heat treatments the quartz tube is kept at low pressure by 
continuous pumping. The end of the tube that contains the Ceo powder is placed in a 
furnace and heated up to 500° С The vapour pressure of C«) is strongly dependent on 
the temperature [10] and the sublimed Сбо solidifies in the next section of the quartz 
tube, which is kept at a 100-150°C lower temperature. Thus a large part of the Ceo is 
vapour transported between two sections in an approximately half an hour time period. 
Surprisingly, about 1/3 of the original material stays behind in the first section even after 
allowing vapour transport (at 500°C for several hours. Although both mass spectrometry 
and Raman spectroscopy seem to indicate that the material that stays behind is also Ceo, 
we prefer not to use this material any longer as its vapour pressure is somewhat different. 
We therefore melt off the first segment of the tube, and repeat the vapour transport two 
more times with the Ceo material that did vapour transport the first time. Almost all 
of the latter material can easily be vapour transported into the fourth segment, which 
is subsequently sealed off on both sides. The isolated very pure Cœ is then placed in a 
furnace kept at 500°C for half an hour and cooled down to room temperature in about 4 
hours. Beautiful Ceo crystals as large as 0.5-0.5-0.5 mm3 are obtained in this way. 
2.3 The theoretical morphology 
The C6o crystals have an f.c:c. structure with 4 molecules per unit cell and cell 
dimensions of 14.17 Â (at 300 K) [11]. Starting from this unit cell one can predict the 
possible crystal faces by means of the periodic bond chain (PBC) theory [12, 13, 14]. A 
PBC is an uninterrupted periodic chain consisting of molecules connected by bonds. Two 
different intersecting PBC's can form a connected net, i.e. a layer in the crystal lattice 
with Miller indices (hkl) containing molecules that are all connected with other molecules 
in this layer. Such a connected net is parallel to a possible crystal face. Considering only 
nearest neighbour interactions in the crystal lattice two possible types of faces can be 
expected for an f.c.c. structure, namely {111} and {200}. When next nearest neighbour 
interactions are taken into account {220} forms are also connected and by introducing 
third nearest neighbour interactions the forms {210}, {311} and {531} can also occur. 
Note that we use the notation {200} and {220} instead of {100} and {110} because of 
the extinction conditions of the space group which will be relevant for the interplanar 
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distances and the roughening temperatures calculated further on. 
Using the interaction potential for Ceo molecules as proposed by Girifalco [15] the bond 
strengths in the crystal lattice were calculated. For a molecular diameter of 7.04 À and 
a nearest neighbour distance of 10.02 Â the relative bond strengths of first, second and 
third nearest neighbour interactions are 1 : 7.8-10-2 : 4.4-10~3. It should be noted that 
variations within 1% of the values for the molecular diameter and the nearest neighbour 
distance do not change the relative bond strengths given above. From these numbers it 
can be concluded that third nearest neighbour interactions can be neglected and second 
nearest neighbour interactions will only be of minor importance for the morphology. 
face 
{111} 
{200} 
{220} 
TR(nn) 
2.8-103 К 
1.9-103 К 
0.66· IO3 К 
Тл(ппп) 
2.8-103 К 
1.7-103 К 
OK 
Table 2.1 Theoretical roughening temperatures for 3 crystal faces taking into account only 
nearest neighbour interactions (nn) or both nearest and next nearest neighbour interactions 
(nnn). 
Given the set of possible faces, one can introduce a further criterium to determine 
their stability. This is done using a statistical king model as proposed by Rijpkema et al. 
[16, 17]. The Ising temperatures of the {200}, {220} and {111} faces are calculated, both 
with and without next nearest neighbour interactions (see tabel 2.1). From literature it 
is known [18, 19, 20] that the Ising temperatures are typically about 10% less than the 
actual roughening temperatures of the faces. As can be seen from table 2.1 the {220} face 
will be roughened when next nearest neighbour interactions are neglected. If not, an Ising 
temperature of 6.6-ΙΟ2 К is predicted. This means that at the growth temperature we use 
(which is approximately 400°C) the {220} face will grow roughened or nearly roughened. 
In both cases the {220} face will not occur as a macroscopic face, because its growth 
velocity will be much larger than the growth velocities of the {111} and {200} faces as 
the growth rate of a face increases exponentially just below its roughening temperature 
[21]. The {111} and the {200} faces however grow far below their roughening temperatures 
and are expected to appear on the crystals. 
By means of a minimalisation of the Gibbs free energy the equilibrium form of a crystal 
can now be obtained. The Gibbs free energy is given by: 
G = N-ß + J2Ahu^hu (2.1) 
ш 
where N is the total number of particles, μ is the chemical potential per particle, Аш is 
the surface area of a face (hkl) and аш is the specific surface free energy. Minimalisation 
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face 
{111} 
{200} 
Eatt 
1.3710-19 J 
1.73-10"19 J 
dhki 
8.18 A 
7.09 A 
Table 2.2 Attachment energy and interlayer spacing for the {111} and {200} face. 
of G means a minimalisation of the second term in the equation. The equilibrium crystal 
form can easily be found now by constructing a Gibbs-Wulff plot, i.e. plotting ст
лы
 versus 
orientation. We will take E^ · аны as a measure for the specific surface free energy a^y. 
Here, dhki is the distance between two adjacent layers {hkl} and E^t is the so-called 
attachment energy or broken bond energy, which is the sum of the energies of the bonds 
per molecule which lack due to a surface. In table 2.2 the values of E
att and d^u are 
given for the {111} and {200} faces. The values for the {220} face are omitted because 
we want to predict the equilibrium crystal form at the growth temperature which is equal 
to or above the roughening temperature of the {220} face. A plot of the thus obtained 
equilibrium form is given in figure 2.1. 
S l ^ ч < І Ш 
/ XX . l\ <I00> 
Figure 2.1 Theoretical equilibrium crystal form of f.c.c. Ceo· 
2.4 Experimental morphology and discussion 
The crystals have a morphology in accordance with the f.c.c. structure. They have only 
two different types of faces, namely {111} and {200}. Though the relative sizes of these 
faces differ strongly between several crystals, the crystal shown in figure 2.2 describes the 
average morphology quite well and it is in good agreement with the theoretical equilibrium 
form of figure 2.1 which is surprising because the crystals are grown under circumstances 
that are far from equilibrium. 
SEM studies show that most of the surfaces are very flat on a microscopic scale 
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Figure 2.2 Average morphology of a (twinned) Ceo crystal. 
when the crystals are grown under the circumstances described above. On some faces 
macrosteps are seen. Some {200} faces have a 'swimming pool' like shape, i.e. at the 
edges of the face there is a ridge of about 1 μιτι height confined by {111} and {200} faces 
(see figure 2.3). Also rectangularly shaped growth hillocks can be seen on these faces 
(see figure 2.4). These patterns suggest that two dimensional nucleation occurs on {200} 
faces in accordance with a kind of birth and spread model [22, 23]. This means that nu­
cleation and spreading of growth layers occur simultaneously. When step bunching takes 
place at the step edge {111} faces can be created. Because the latter are more stable 
than the {200} faces the created side face will grow more slowly than the {200} face and 
thus a growth hillock with {111} side faces results. The original bunching of the steps is 
expected to be due to impurities adsorbed on the {200} step edges [24]. The relatively 
large number of nuclei on the surfaces can either be due to these impurities obstructing 
the layer growth or by a relatively large driving force which facilitates two dimensional 
nucleation. 
The appearance of swimming pool like shapes on the {200} surfaces can be explained 
by a relatively low temperature at the edges in comparison with the middle of a crystal face 
and therefore a higher local driving force for crystallisation. This temperature difference 
is due to a larger surface area per unit volume at the edges resulting in a more effective 
radiative cooling, this effect being stronger the faster the crystal is growing. It is also 
possible that at the corners due to steep gradients in the vapour concentration, a higher 
transport of growth units occurs than at the centre. At the corners two dimensional 
nucleation may occur. In both cases the {111} faces are the most stable, resulting in 
ridges on the {200} faces. 
A further observation is the frequent appearance of twinned crystals. This twinning 
occurs mostly in the form of two individuals. The twinning plane connecting the two 
parts is a common {111} plane. The twinning is observed as one individual being rotated 
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Figure 2.3 a) 'Swimming pool' like structure on a {200} face, b) Detail of the ridge. In 
both pictures the black line indicates ΙΟμπι. 
over 60° around the [111] axis with respect to the other individual. This sixfold rotation 
can be explained by a stacking fault, for which in one single plane the cubic close-packing 
is disturbed by the hexagonal one. 
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Figure 2.4 Growth hillocks on a {200} face. 
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M.A. Verheijen, W.J.P. van Enckevort and G. Meijer * 
Abstract 
The {111} and {100} faces of С
м
 crystals grown from the vapour phase have been studied 
by phase sensitive optical microscopy. On these faces growth steps, dislocation outcrops, 
epitaxial dendrites, slip lines and cracks have been observed, their occurrence depending 
on the face and the growth conditions. 
3.1 Introduction 
Since Krätschmer et al. [1] described a method to synthesize fullerenes in macroscopic 
amounts, a lot of research has been performed on especially См- Crystals of Cgo have 
been grown from various solutions as well as from the vapour phase [1-5]. Growth from 
solutions results in different crystal structures, depending on the solvent used and on the 
amount of solvent incorporated into the crystal lattice. By growth from the vapour phase 
one is able to obtain solvent free crystals of relatively good crystallographic perfection, 
which have the f.c.c. crystal structure. 
The size of the Ceo molecules (7 Â cage diameter) creates the opportunity to ob-
serve low, down to monomolecular, growth layers on a crystal surface by atomic force 
microscopy (AFM) and by phase sensitive optical microscopy [6]. When the crystals are 
grown from low pressure vapour the surface patterns occuring during growth remain vir-
tually unchanged after arrest of growth and subsequent cooling down. In other words 
artifacts due to the shut-off effect [6] are minimal. Therefore, Ceo is well-suited for an 
experimental study of crystal growth phenomena by ex-situ surface topography. 
The growth of C6o crystals can be modelled quite accurately because the molecules 
can be regarded spherically symmetrical; at the growth temperature the Сю molecules 
rotate rapidly and isotropically around their centre of gravity. The interaction between 
the molecules is accurately described using van der Waals forces only. This implies that 
only nearest and next nearest neighbour interactions have to be considered. 
The combination of this experimental and theoretical accessibility makes Ceo grown 
from the vapour phase an ideal model compound for crystal growth studies. In this Letter 
we present the first results of our surface studies of vapour grown Сад crystals using phase 
sensitive optical microscopy. 
'The work presented in this chapter has been published in: Chem. Phys. Lett. 216 (1993) 72. 
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3.2 Experimental 
As starting material for crystal growth chromatographically purified С
ю
 having a 
purity of at least 99.95% (Syncom, the Netherlands) is used. The growth procedure 
has already been described in detail elsewhere [7]. In short, an evacuated quartz tube 
containing 6-10 mg of purified Ceo powder is placed in a furnace and subsequently heated 
to 600°C. By applying a temperature gradient of approximately 30°C the material is 
transported towards the low temperature end of the tube, after which the furnace is 
cooled down to room temperature. After this preparation step a major part of the tube 
is clean, i.e. free from possible nuclei. 
The tube is subsequently heated with a constant temperature difference of 30eC be­
tween the two opposite ends of the tube, the Сво originally being in the hotter end. Thus 
the nucleation is allowed to take place at a moderate temperature and supersaturation, i.e. 
before the maximum temperature is reached. After the hotter end of the tube has been at 
its maximum temperature of 600°C for 20 minutes, the furnace is gradually cooled down 
to room temperature in 4 hours. In this way beautiful shiny crystals are obtained, the 
largest one being 0.8x0.8x0.8 mm3 in size. The crystals have the f.c.c. crystal structure 
and are bounded by {111} and {100} faces. 
The advantage of the procedure described above is that nucleation takes place at an 
early stage of the process, that is at a moderate supersaturation. Because the nuclei 
that are formed act as growth centres, the supersaturation will not become very high 
and crystal growth occurs in a rather neat way. It is not possible to control the process 
completely, however, so the temperature at which the nucleation occurs is different for 
each growth run. As a consequence, the supersaturation is not the same for each growth 
run. These differences are clearly recognizable on the crystal surfaces (see section 3.3.3 
below). 
Some of the crystals are grown by a different procedure, in which a two-zone furnace 
is used. Growth takes place at 600°C at a constant temperature gradient of 20°C. The 
tube containing the crystals is cooled down to room temperature in 6 hours. In this way 
very large crystals up to 3.5x3.0x1.2 mm3 are obtained. 
It should be mentioned that the outer layers of the crystals are deposited while the 
tube is cooling down from 600°C to room temperature. Therefore the growth features on 
the crystal surfaces are not completely representative for the circumstances at one specific 
growth temperature. Cooling from 600°C to room temperature results in an estimated 
post-growth deposition of approximately 15 nm [8]. For cooling from 400°C this is 10 - 2 
nm. 
The crystal surfaces are examined by optical Phase Contrast Microscopy (PCM) and 
Differential Interference Contrast Microscopy (DICM) in combination with normal and 
high contrast photography [6]. To avoid cracking of the surfaces due to the heat introduced 
by illumination, low level light intensities and a green transmission filter is used. It should 
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be mentioned that the irradiance on the sample surface is more than one magnitude below 
the level'at which polymerization occurs [14]. 
To minimize contamination and oxidation effects the quartz tubes containing the crys­
tals are opened just before beginning the optical studies. 
3.3 Observations and Discussion 
On the surfaces of the Ceo crystals several features are observed. In figure 3.1 the most 
important ones are summarized for both the {111} and the {100} faces. In this section 
we shall first discuss the post-growth phenomena observed on the surfaces (cracks and 
slip lines). After this, we will concentrate on the observed growth steps. 
/ / / /si 
/ / / / 
'11/ 
_ / 
St ^^y/ 
St 
Ρ — 1 
si 
с 
[MO]-» [Oil]-» 
Figure 3.1 Schematic drawing showing the different phenomena observed on a) the {111} 
and b) the {100} surfaces; st = steps, с = cracks, si = slip lines, ρ = planar faults. 
3.3.1 Fracture 
As was already reported by Haluska et al. [4] both the {111} and the {100} faces 
display cracks upon illumination. Li et al. [11] report on crack lines after indentation of 
the surfaces. On the {111} faces they observe crack lines that are aligned perpendicular 
to the side faces, that is crack lines that propagate parallel to the /211/ directions. On 
the {100} faces their average orientation is along the diagonal directions, parallel to the 
/010/ directions. In this notation, symmetrically equivalent directions h',k',l' in a given 
plane (hkl) are denoted as /h'k'l'/ [12]. 
On our crystals the crack lines occuring upon illumination are oriented along the 
/011/ directions on the {100} faces and along /211/ on the {111} faces, i.e. on both 
facets they are oriented perpendicular to the edges (see figure 3.1 and 3.2a). Cracking 
occurrs mainly at the highest magnification used, when the intensity of the incident light 
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Figure 3.2 Post-growth phenomena on the {111} faces: a) Cracks parallel to the /211/ 
directions. In the upper part of the figure two exceptional cracks running in one of the /110/ 
directions can be seen (DICM). b) Left half: slip lines parallel to /110/. Also numerous steps 
emerging from a low angle grain boundary can be seen on the right half of the figure (PCM). 
beam is maximal. The number of cracks depends strongly on the crystal quality. More 
perfect crystals, grown at low supersaturation show almost no cracking upon illumination. 
Cracking occurs along those {110} cleavage planes that are oriented perpendicularly 
to the crystal faces as evidenced by the observation that the cracks run parallel to the 
/Oil/ directions on the {100} faces and parallel to the /211/ directions on the {111} 
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faces. The fact that cleavage only occurs along the perpendicular planes indicates that 
the thermally induced tensile or shear stresses are parallel to the surface. Otherwise also 
the other set of {110} cleavage planes would have been formed, making an angle of 45° 
and 35° with the {100} planes and the {111} planes respectively. 
3.3.2 Slip lines 
On both the {111} and the {100} faces slip lines are commonly observed, always 
having a direction parallel to one of the /110/ directions (see figures 3.1 and 3.2b). The 
slip lines are thus originating from {111} glide planes, which are typical for the dislocation 
movement in metal f.c.c. lattices [13]. 
The majority of the slip lines cross the growth steps (section 3.3.3) without influencing 
the shape of the steps. Furthermore the slip lines are perfectly straight, indicating that 
no further growth at the slip line (which in fact is a step) has occurred. This means that 
the slip lines must have been formed after cessation of crystal growth, i.e. during cooling 
down from 600°C to room temperature. In this period dislocation glide is induced by 
shear stresses resulting from temperature gradients in the crystal or from a difference in 
thermal expansion between the Ceo and the adhering quartz wall. The slip lines often 
start at low angle grain boundaries, which in fact are groups of dislocations, and are 
restricted to the lower quality parts of the crystals. The estimated height of the slip lines 
ranges from approximately 1 to 100 nm and therefore corresponds with the movement of 
single (unit) or arrays of dislocations. 
3.3.3 Growth steps 
3.3.3.1 The {111} faces 
As mentioned previously, in the different growth runs different supersaturations were 
present, which resulted in different growth phenomena on the crystal surfaces. This 
section is therefore divided into two parts: first the growth phenomena observed on {111} 
faces grown at low supersaturations are described and second, attention is paid to the 
features on faces grown at higher supersaturations. 
At low supersaturation large, molecularly flat regions are found between growth steps. 
The steps are very low: one to several nanometers high, i.e. one to a few times the mono-
layer thickness (see figure 3.3a). The heights are estimated by comparing the contrast 
of the steps with that on a reference sample with known stepheights. Most of the steps 
are curved. Only on a few faces slightly facetted steps are found. In these cases the step 
edges run parallel to the Periodic Bond Chains (PBC's) in the /110/ directions and are 
relatively high. 
The steps nearly all originate from a distinct step source near or at the edge of the 
crystal face. On almost every face one, maximal two step sources are found. In a very 
few cases the step source is found to be in the middle of a face where the individual steps 
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Figure 3.3 Step patterns on the {111} faces: a) monomolecular steps and slip lines imaged 
by PCM followed by image processing, using unsharp masking and subsequent contrast 
enhancement, b) Higher, faceted steps (DICM). 
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emerge from a low angle grain boundary area with many dislocation outcrops (see figure 
3.2b). 
The occurence of nearly all step sources near or at the edge of the face can have 
several reasons. One possibility is contact nucleation, in which steps are formed at the 
place where a neighbouring crystal is touching the face. On several crystals this effect 
has indeed been observed. As a large part of the crystals did not have any contacting 
neighbours at all, this explanation is not valid for ail step sources, however. An other 
reason is that the supersaturation will be slightly higher near the edges than at the middle 
of the face due to volume diffusion [14]. In this case the activity, that is the number of 
steps generated per unit of time, of step sources related to defects will be higher at the 
edges of the faces. 
The distance between two neighbouring steps as well as the step shape did not change 
noticably near the edges of the growth faces. This indicates that in these regions the step 
velocity remains unaltered, so that volume diffusion must be less important than surface 
kinetics as a rate limiting step in crystal growth. 
On surfaces grown at higher supersaturations a major part of the growth steps is 
faceted and they are many monolayers high (see figure 3.3b). In addition a lot of step-
bunching, i.e. an accumulation of lower steps, occurs. Very low, unfaceted steps have 
nevertheless also been observed. The steps originate from sources at or near the edge of 
the face, from sources at grain boundaries or from isolated points, possibly dislocation 
outcrops. 
On some faces two-dimensional morphological instabilities are present (see figure 3.4a). 
In this case the step edges are very rough and though a certain degree of anisotropy is 
present (displaying the threefold symmetry of the surface) only a very small part of the 
sawtooth-like step edges is facetted. 
Another phenomenon observed on the {111} faces is the occurence of epitaxial den-
drites (see figure 3.4b). These dendrites were already reported by HaluSka et al. [4]. The 
patterns, 250 to 500 nm high as determined by optical interferometry, are present on an 
otherwise flat surface, which indicates that their growth took place while the crystal was 
cooling down, i.e. after the underlaying crystal had been formed. Since dendrites are 
the characteristic features for transport limited growth, it is suggested that in this case 
during cooling down growth was limited by volume diffusion [15]. 
The shape of the dendrites reflects the threefold symmetry of the {111} face, i.e. the 
tips are growing in the three /211/ directions, and thus point away from the neighbouring 
{100} faces. Note that also the side branches make an angle of 120° with the stem, obeying 
the threefold symmetry. Dendrite growth only occurs if in transport limited growth there 
is a finite surface (step) free energy and a small lateral anisotropy in (step) growth rate. 
If the latter two are negligibly low then fractal or dense branching growth rather than 
dendrite growth takes place [16, 17]. The tip of a dendrite either points towards the 
direction of fastest step growth or towards the direction of lowest step free energy where 
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the Gibbs-Thompson effect is minimal [15]. The dendrites observed in our studies point 
towards the directions perpendicular to the PBC /1Ï0/. This is a direction of minimal 
step free energy and lowest step advancement rate. Therefore it can be concluded that 
anisotropy in step free energy rather than anisotropy in growth kinetics is decisive for the 
direction of epitaxial dendrite growth on the {111} surfaces of Ceo crystals. 
Figure 3.4 Growth phenomena on the {111} faces at higher supersaturation: a) Morpho-
logical instabilities (PCM) and b) epitaxial dendrites (DICM). 
3.3.3.2 The {100} faces 
On the {100} faces rounded steps of varying heights are observed (see figures 3.5a+b). 
If emitted from one point, the steps are circular and do not show any tendency to faceting. 
On crystals grown at lower supersaturations the steps are very low, down to one monolayer 
high; at higher supersaturation they are higher. Similar as observed for {111}, also on 
the {100} face the steps originate from sources near or at the edge of the face. On both 
the {111} and the {100} faces the steps are curved. This absence of anisotropy in the 
step patterns can have several reasons. First, the density of kink sites at the step edges 
can be independent of the orientation of the step edge. In case of step integration limited 
growth the step velocity will now be isotropic. Second, surface diffusion can be the rate 
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limiting step in the crystal growth process. Since on the {111} and {100} planes with 
the respective two-dimensional point groups 3m and 4m the surface diffusion tensor is 
isotropic, the step advancement rate should also be isotropic. From our observations it 
can not be concluded which of these mechanisms accounts for the isotropic step patterns. 
On several faces the outcrops of planar faults are observed (see figure 3.5c). They 
manifest themselves as straight macrosteps running parallel to the /Oil / directions on 
{100}. Most of the fault outcrops do not end at the edges of the faces. As can be seen 
in figure 3.5c the pattern of the growth steps is influenced by the outcrops of the planar 
faults. This means that these defects are already present during growth. Some of the 
lines even act as step sources. As their shape apparently did not change during growth 
they are not manifestations of glide planes. The exact nature of the defects is not known, 
but probably they can be assigned as stacking faults or microtwinning lamella [18]. As 
the outcrops are not seen on the {111} faces the faults will most likely run parallel to the 
{111} planes. Finally, on the {100} faces we neither have observed any morphological 
instabilities, nor have we seen any dendrites. 
3.4 Conclusions 
On the faces of Ceo crystals several growth and post-growth phenomena were observed, 
their presence depending on the growth conditions. On crystals grown at low supersat-
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Figure 3.5 Phenomena on {100} faces (PCM): a) A group of slip lines and very low steps 
emerging from one growth centre, b) Very low steps emerging from a linear defect, c) 
outcrops of planar faults. 
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urations low steps down to monolayer height were observed on both the {111} and the 
{100} faces. At higher supersaturations macrosteps as well as epitaxial dendrites were 
found. 
The treatment of the crystals after cessation of growth is of vital importance for their 
quality. When the crystals are cooled down to room temperature very rapidly, plastic 
deformation occurs leading to many slip lines at the surfaces. Heating the crystal surfaces 
with an intense light beam causes fracture of the surfaces. 
The growth mechanism of Ceo crystals is still partly unknown. We do not know which 
process is rate determining during crystal growth. Furthermore the origin of the growth 
steps is not always clear as yet. 
Vapour growth of CM can be modelled relatively easily. Therefore theoretical studies 
of the vapour growth will be performed in the near future to solve the remaining questions. 
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Structure and surface studies of Сво crystals 
Structure and surface studies of Сбо crystals 
M.A. Verheijen, W.J.P. van Enckevort, G. Meijer, J.L. de Boer, S. van 
Smaalen, V. Petricek and M. Dusek * 
Abstract 
Single crystal X-ray diffraction studies of hexagonal Ceo crystals have shown that these 
crystals can be regarded as a closest packing of spheres in a h.c.p. lattice. Surface 
studies of cubic crystals by phase sensitive optical microscopy show slip lines, stacking 
fault outcrops, cleavage patterns and steps. The latter two are discussed in some detail. 
4.1 Introduction 
Over the last few years a lot of research has been carried out to elucidate the crystal 
structure and the phase transitions in solid Ceo It has been well established that above 
260 К Сво forms an f.c.c. lattice in which the molecules have almost complete rotational 
freedom. Below 260 К the unit cell becomes simple cubic having 4 molecules per unit cell 
[1, 2, 3]. 
Recently, we have observed that a minority of the Ceo crystals grown from the vapour 
phase show facets corresponding to a hexagonal symmetry. Here we will briefly present 
the room temperature structure of these hexagonal crystals. 
Furthermore, we will present phase sensitive optical microscopy studies of growth 
phenomena on the {111} and {100} faces of cubic Ceo crystals. Special attention will be 
paid to the origins of growth steps and the formation of cracks on these surfaces. 
4.2 Crystal growth and structure 
The Сбо crystals have been grown from the vapour phase by a multiple sublimation 
technique, which has been described elsewhere [4, 5]. Many batches of crystals have been 
prepared. Most of the crystals display a f.c.c. morphology having {111} and {100} faces. 
Three crystals, however, clearly show faces characteristic for a hexagonal symmetry. The 
morphology of these crystals consists of at least two types of facets, the {101} and the 
{100} faces. 
'The work presented in this chapter has been published in' International winterschool on electronic 
properties of novel materials, progress mfullerene research, World Scientific Publishing, Singapore (1994) 
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Figure 4.1 Cleavage pattern on a {111} face introduced by cracking of the surface. The 
cleavage plane is {111} (magnification 1.2103 x). 
One of these crystals has been analyzed using single crystal X-ray diffraction [6]. The 
diffraction experiment was performed at room temperature. Prolonged random search for 
reflections only gave reflections which could be indexed on a hexagonal unit cell. Averaging 
in Laue symmetry 6/mmm reduced 5923 measured reflections to 629 unique ones, with 
internal consistency R/ = 0.045. Extinction conditions were found to be compatible with 
the space group Рбз/mmc. The lattice parameters were determined to be a = 10.009 
Â and с = 16.338 Á . The unit cell contains two molecules, having their centers at the 
positions (1/3, 2/3, 1/4) and (2/3, 1/3, 3/4). At room temperature these molecules have 
almost complete rotational freedom. Thus the crystal structure can be regarded as an 
ideal hexagonal closest packing of spheres. 
4.3 Surface studies 
The crystal surfaces are examined by optical Phase Contrast Microscopy (PCM) and 
Differential Interference Contrast Microscopy (DICM) in combination with normal and 
high contrast photography. These methods are capable of detecting height differences 
down to several Â , which means that monomolecular steps can be identified. The lateral 
resolution is limited to about half a micrometer. To minimize contamination and oxidation 
effects the quartz tubes containing the crystals are opened just prior to the optical studies. 
A detailed discussion of growth phenomena observed on the {100} and {111} faces is given 
in ref. [5]. We will here focus on the origin of growth steps and the formation of cracks. 
4.3.1 Fracture 
As was already reported by Haluska et al. [7] both the {111} and the {100} faces 
display cracks upon illumination. Also on our crystals crack lines can be found. This 
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fracture can be obtained in air as well as in vacuum, where the irradiance on the sample 
surface is more than one order of magnitude lower then the level at which polymerization 
occurs [8]. Therefore, the cracking must be due to an accumulation of heat in the near 
surface volume of the crystal, resulting in an expansion of this part of the crystal. The 
strains induced in this way thus cause fracture. In microscopy cracking of the surfaces 
can be prevented by using low level light intensities and an infrared blocking filter. 
Cracking occurs along those {110} cleavage planes that are oriented perpendicularly to 
the crystal faces. The fact that cleavage only occurs along the perpendicular {110} planes 
indicates that the thermally induced tensile or shear stresses act parallel to the surface. 
The crack lines do not proceed through the entire crystal; for the {111} faces, at a depth 
of 1 - 5 д т below the surface fracture occurs parallel to the surface. As a result, the outer 
layer of a cracked surface consists of flakes with a thickness of several microns. When 
these flakes are removed a beautiful cleavage pattern can be seen (see figure 4.1). The 
step edges on the {111} cleavage plane are oriented parallel to the /ПО/ directions and 
thus reflect the threefold symmetry of this plane. Interesting is the fact that cracking is 
not accompanied by the formation of slip lines or slip bands. This indicates that at room 
temperature dislocations are relatively immobile and not easily formed. Therefore, the 
crystals do not easily deform plastically and cracking occurs upon application of stresses. 
4.3.2 Growth steps 
The different growth runs are carried out at different supersaturations, which results 
in different step shapes. At low supersaturations low (one to a few times the monolayer 
thickness), curved steps are present on both types of faces. At higher supersaturations the 
steps on the {111} faces are faceted and many monolayers high. Here the step edges run 
parallel to the Periodic Bond Chains (PBC's) in the /110/ directions [4] and are relatively 
high. In addition a lot of stepbunching, i.e. an accumulation of lower steps, occurs. Very 
low, unfaceted steps have nevertheless also been observed. 
As was mentioned above several step sources have been found. On many crystals the 
steps originate from one or maximal two distinct points near or at the edge of the crystal 
faces. The occurrence of these sources near or at the edge of the face can be the result 
of either contact nucleation or volume diffusion [5]. Another step source which has been 
observed frequently is a defect or a group of defects, e.g. low angle grain boundaries, 
planar faults and twin boundaries [5]. On a {100} face we once observed a macroscopic 
growth spiral (figure 4.2a). The origin of this spiral is a screw dislocation which is situated 
at the end of a low angle twist boundary. After arrest of growth the crystal was shortly 
etched by heating the crystal. By preferential etching the tilt boundary has been made 
clearly visible. Note that the steps on the {100} face are very high. We suppose this is 
due to the large burgers vector of the dislocation(s) at the centre of the spiral. 
A last mechanism for step generation which has been observed on the {111} surfaces 
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Figure 4.2 a) Growth spiral on a {100} face having its origin at the end of a low angle 
twist boundary (magnification 320 x). b) A step source emitting very low, presumably 
monomolecular growth steps on a {111} face (magnification 1.2103 x). 
of C 6 0 crystals is two-dimensional nucleation. In figure 4.2b circular steps can be seen 
which are generated from a few distinct points. We therefore suppose that on this surface 
steps can also be created by two-dimensional nucleation at preferred sites. In contrast 
to the birth and spread model here the nuclei are repeatedly formed at the same point. 
This suggests nucleation at a preferential site, for instance at an edge dislocation or at 
a very small particle. As the frequency of step nucleation is low the separation between 
adjacent steps is large. This implies that the two-dimensional nucleation centres are 
easily overgrown by step trains emitted from screw dislocations, stacking faults and twins. 
Furthermore the small particles attached to the surface that act as a step source have a 
limited height. Therefore their resulting growth hillock will only become as high as the 
nucleus itself. Thus these particles will incidently be overgrown unless a non-vanishing 
defect is involved. 
4.4 Conclusions 
Сбо crystals are merely a stacking of hollow carbon spheres held together by van der 
Waals forces in an uncomplicated crystal structure. Despite their simple crystallogra­
phy and the absence of long range forces the crystals show a wealth of crystallization 
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phenomena. 
Ceo crystallizes out in the cubic closest stacking of spheres as well as in the hexagonal 
one. The latter structure is a minority phase and most probably a metastable one. 
A whole variety of growth and post-growth phenomena can be found on the surfaces 
of these crystals. On the faces of f.c.c. crystals several types of step sources have been 
observed. It appears that not only defects such as screw dislocations, twin boudaries, low 
angle grain boundaries and planar faults can act as a step source, but that two-dimensional 
nucleation also can play a role. The cracking of the surfaces due to a local heating of 
the crystals appears to occur along well defined, crystallographic direction resulting in 
beautiful cleavage patterns. 
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Kinetics of Сбо crystal growth from the vapour 
Kinetics of Сбо crystal growth from t h e vapour 
M.A. Verheijen and W.J.P. van Enckevort 
Abstract 
The crystal growth of Сад from the vapour phase has been studied by quenching ex­
periments followed by surface topography. Two growth mechanisms were found to be 
present: hopper growth and step growth from dislocation, stacking fault and microtwin-
ning sources. The results were interpreted using existing crystal growth theories con­
cerning volume transport, surface migration and kink integration limited growth. On the 
basis of step shapes and growth rates it was concluded that the growth is determined by 
volume and surface diffusion. 
5.1 Introduction 
During the last few years many papers have been published on the growth of f.c.c. C M 
crystals. Although the growth procedure was described in extense, the mechanism of Сад 
crystal growth was only discussed in preliminary terms. In our first paper on f.c.c. Ceo 
crystal surface studies [1] we reported on Ιμπι high ridges and faceted growth islands on 
the {200} faces. These macroscopic features were likely introduced by impurities adsorbed 
on the crystal surfaces during growth. In subsequent studies [2, 3], in which a higher 
degree of purity of both starting material and crystals was obtained, the above mentioned 
features were never observed. In these studies many different growth phenomena were 
observed, such as stacking faults, dislocation outcrops, low angle grain boundaries, slip 
lines, surface fracture, epitaxial dendrites, growth spirals and several other step sources. 
Several of these phenomena have also been reported by Haluäka et al. [4]. Part of the 
features have been discussed in detail. However, no overall model was presented in order 
to explain the occurrence of this wide range of surface features. In a subsequent paper 
HaluSka and Kuzmany [5] reported on a reduction in growth velocity as a function of time 
at constant supersaturation. No definite explanation of this phenomenon was given. In 
order to obtain more insight in the origin of these phenomena, in this paper the mechanism 
of Сбо crystal growth from the vapour phase will be discussed in more detail. 
In our experimental set-up it is not possible to study crystal growth in-situ using 
optical microscopy. Therefore, studies were restricted to ex-situ characterization of crystal 
surfaces. This method has several disadvantages. First, the growth process can not be 
followed in real-time. Therefore, it is not possible to directly measure growth velocities 
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and to monitor changes in surface structure. Second, the growth process consists of 
several stages with different supersaturations. The surfaces, that are studied ex-situ, thus 
might exhibit several phenomena that are representative for the different stages of the 
growth process. In this paper we will show that it is still possible to assign the growth 
phenomena to the different stages of the growth process and thus to draw conclusions 
about the growth mechanism from the surface studies. 
As the growth mechanism will be (partly) dependent on the growth procedure, we will 
first present the recipe we used to grow the f.c.c. Сед crystals. Next, the possible growth 
mechanisms will be discussed and compared to the results of ex-situ optical microscopy 
studies. 
5.2 Growth procedure 
F.c.c. Ceo crystals were grown according to the procedure as described in ref. [2]. 
In summary, an evacuated quartz tube containing approximately 6 mg of 99.95% pure 
Сад powder was placed in a furnace and heated up to (Τ9ΓθωίΛ-30 Κ, TgTowth), i.e. with 
a linear temperature gradient of 3 K/cm between the two ends of the tube, the powder 
being in the lower temperature end. In most of the experiments Tgrowth was 873 K. 
Subsequently, the temperature gradient was reversed to (T9rou,tfc+20 K, Tgrowth). Because 
of a difference in maximal vapour pressure ρ,ηοι(Τ) along the tube, volume diffusion of 
the gas-phase molecules resulted in a supersaturated gas-phase at the cooler end of the 
tube. When the supersaturation was sufficiently high, nucleation occurred and crystal 
growth took place. Due to the temperature gradient a continuous supply of material was 
present until all powder was sublimed. (At Tgrowth = 873 К all powder was sublimed 
after approximately half an hour.) Then, the supersaturation gradually reduced to zero. 
After cessation of the growth, the tube was cooled down to room temperature in 10 h. 
Due to a drop in Pmoi(T) additional growth occurred, corresponding with an additional 
layer of approximately 10 nm thickness [6]. However, because of the slow cooling rate the 
supersaturation was smaller than that of the original growth process. 
5.3 Volume diffusion 
As was mentioned above, the crystals were not grown at a constant supersaturation and 
surface features observed after cessation of growth thus probably are merely representative 
for the last stage of the growth process. At this latter stage the supersaturation was 
relatively low in comparison to that during the main stage of the process. In order 
to reduce the effects of this last growth stage, several tubes were quenched to room 
temperature during growth. As a result, crystals were obtained displaying rough facets. 
The rough surface structure is due to the fast condensation of the gas-phase Сад· As was 
mentioned above, this extra surface layer is approximately 10 nm thick. Therefore, only 
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the surface features of a few growth layers in height will be buried under the surplus layer. 
Other features will still be recognizable and can be uniquely assigned to the main growth 
phase. 
In order to obtain a first indication of the growth velocity, the quenching experiment 
was performed about 15 times, each experiment having a different growth time. By 
determining the fraction of vapour transported material as a function of growth time, it 
was found that in our experiments the growth rate of the Ceo crystals was approximately 
constant in time. This result is essentially different from the one obtained by HaluSka 
and Kuzmany [5]. The decrease of the growth velocity as a function of time is thus not 
expected to be due to an intrinsic material property (such as an accumulation of heat of 
crystallization), but more likely to an artifact of the growth equipment, or to impurity 
effects. 
Figure 5.1 Differential interference contrast microscopic image of a {200} surface of a 
quenched crystal (magnification 180 x). 
In figure 5.1a representative picture of a {200} face that is obtained after quenching is 
shown. Clearly recognizable are several steep growth hillocks. Using an optical goniometer 
and a Nomarsky polarization interferometer the hillocks were determined to have a slope 
of approximately 1.2°. In case these hillocks consist of monomolecular steps, the step 
spacing is approximately 0.05 μπι. These growth hillocks were observed on nearly all 
surfaces that were studied. In addition, on the surface shown in figure 5.1 slopes can 
be observed going downwards from the edges to the centre of the face. These slopes 
are caused by hopper growth [7], which is a growth mechanism characteristic for volume 
diffusion limited growth. At the edges of the crystal the supersaturation is higher than 
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at the centre of the faces. As a result, the critical nucleus is smaller at the step edge, 
which gives an enhanced step generation by two-dimensional nucleation near the edges. 
This results in a step propagation inwards from the edges (see figure 5.2). Because of 
the steepness of the slopes, being approximately 1.2°, step sources having an isolated 
dislocation with a small Burgers vector will be totally overgrown and only those having 
a dislocation with a relatively large Burgers vector or a bundle of dislocations with low 
Burgers vectors, or a favourable stacking fault or microtwin configuration at the centre 
will manifest themselves at the surface, as can be seen in figure 5.1. Hopper growth 
was observed on a large part of the surfaces studied. Only on those faces having a large 
number of steep growth hillocks the extra slopes were not observed. 
Figure 6.2 Schematic drawing of the morphology of a {200} surface during the main stage 
of the growth process. Visible are growth hillocks originating from dislocation sources at 
the center of the face and inclinations towards the edges of the face resulting from volume 
diffusion limited growth ("hopper growth"). 
In conclusion, during the main stage of the growth process growth occurs owing to 
spirals induced by groups of dislocations or dislocations having a large Burgers vector 
and to enhanced two-dimensional nucleation at the crystal edges due to volume diffusion 
limited growth. Only at lower supersaturations, i.e. at the last stage of our crystal growth 
process, single dislocations having a small Burgers vector, down to d^u, will get a chance 
to show up at the surface. Therefore, the monomolecular steps with large spacing as 
presented in ref. [2, 3] are most plausibly representative for the last stage of the growth 
process. 
As it was concluded that volume diffusion is important for the Сад crystal growth in 
our set-up, it is interesting to calculate the total diffusion time, i.e. the time needed to 
vapour transport 6 mg of Ceo о е г a distance of 10 cm in our tube, and compare this 
time to the experimentally determined growth time. In the calculation, it is assumed 
that the crystal growth process itself is relatively fast and thus only a negligibly low 
supersaturation will be present in the growth section of the tube. The diffusion rate is 
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given by: 
j = A-Dg-(dc/dx) (5.1) 
where A is the cross-section of the tube, (dc/dx) the concentration gradient and Dg the 
gas-phase diffusion coefficient, given by: 
where σ is the collision cross-section, ρ the pressure and m the molecular weight. 
At Tgrowth = 873 К the diffusion rate is calculated to be 0.2 mg/min. Thus, the 
total diffusion time will be 30 minutes, which is equal to the experimentally determined 
value. Therefore, also from this simple calculation it is shown that volume diffusion is an 
important parameter for the crystal growth process. 
5.4 Step growth: surface diffusion or kink integration 
As was reported in our previous papers [2, 3] growth steps were frequently observed 
on all crystal surfaces. Therefore, growth has occurred by the propagation of steps on the 
surfaces. The advancement rate of these steps can be determined either by the supply of 
new material via volume diffusion, surface diffusion or by the the integration process of 
molecules at the kink sites of the steps. 
As was concluded in the previous section, the supply of Сю molecules to the growing 
crystal by gas phase diffusion is the rate determining step in the growth process. Taking 
this limited supply into account we now want to determine to what extent the step shape 
and growth rate are determined by volume difusión, surface diffusion and kink integration. 
Therefore, we will first consider the influence of volume diffusion on the micrometer 
scale. The mean free path of the gas phase Ceo molecules is: 
A ={\/\Í2o){kTlp). (5.3) 
At 873 Κ, λ is 1 mm, which is in the same order of magnitude as the size of the entire 
crystals. Thus on the scale of step spacings a homogeneous concentration field will be 
present. For the steps and the terraces in between the direct supply from the vapour is 
uniform, regardless of their separation. Therefore, the volume diffusion model as proposed 
by Chernov [8] for solution growth is not operative in the present case; volume diffusion 
is not the underlying cause of the observed isotropy in step shapes and can not determine 
any interaction between adjacent steps. Only at the edges of the crystals a somewhat 
increased flux of particles can be expected, resulting in the already mentioned hopper 
growth. 
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5.4.1 The crystal growth rate 
As the growth mechanisms of kink integration limited and diffusion limited growth 
differ, the corresponding growth rates will also be different. In this section we will discuss 
the possibility of excluding either of the growth mechanisms on the basis of growth rates. 
Let us first consider growth in the absence of surface diffusion. The growth rate is 
now determined by the direct incorporation of gas phase particles at the kink sites. The 
number of collisions of gas phase molecules per unit time per unit surface area is 
Z
w
 = р/{2кткТ) 2. (5.4) 
When the temperature is taken to be 873 К and the pressure is assumed to be close to the 
equilibrium pressure, Z„(873K) = 8.0-1021/m2s, which is 6.9-103 per second per molecular 
site. We now assume that the sticking coefficient is 1, i.e. that all molecules that hit the 
surface are adsorbed and will not desorb again. In order to calculate the growth rate, the 
effective surface has to be determined, which is related to the density of kink sites. For a 
straight step the probabilities for having a kink or no kink are 2n and l-2n respectively. 
Then the kink density is given by [12] 
n/(l - 2n) = ¿-+'kT) (5.5) 
The formation energy φ of a kink position at a step edge corresponds with half the Сво-Сад 
nearest neighbour interaction energy. This implies that 2n = 0.24. If we now consider a 
surface with step spacing 0.05 μπι, the effective surface is 4.1-10-3, resulting in a growth 
rate of 28 layers per second. This would imply a total growth time of 12 hours for a 
1 mm sized crystal. Here, one should keep in mind that the sticking coefficient will be 
considerably smaller than 1, resulting in a lower growth rate. As the actual growth time 
was about 0.5 hours, it can be concluded that merely kink integration can not account 
for the observed growth rate. Also step integration, followed by ledge diffusion towards 
a kink site can not account for the observed growth rate. In that case the growth rate 
increases maximally by a factor l/2n, which is still not sufficient to explain the observed 
rate. Therefore, on the basis of crystal growth rates it is shown that surface diffusion 
must play a role in the growth process. 
5.4.2 The step shape 
In the microscopy studies it was observed that both on the {111} and {200} faces the 
steps originating from a point source are all circular [2, 3]. This is in agreement with the 
homogeneous concentration field above the crystal surface, if it is assumed that volume 
diffusion determines the step propagation. We will now consider the effect of surface 
diffusion and kink integration on the step shape. 
If kink integration is a relatively fast process in comparison to surface diffusion, the 
growth rate will be determined by the supply of particles via surface migration. As the 
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surface symmetry of the {111} and {200} faces is 3m and 4m respectively, the surface 
diffusion will be isotropic on both faces, resulting in circular steps [9]. Thus, surface 
diffusion limited growth can account for the experimentally observed growth phenomena. 
On the other hand, if surface diffusion is negligable, growth will be determined entirely 
by the direct incorporation of gas phase molecules at the kink sites. Van Enckevort et al. 
[10] developed a model to calculate for Kossel-type crystals the shape of steps far away 
from their nucleation centre in the absence of surface diffusion. This model is based on a 
Gibbs-Wulff construction of growth hillock and spiral shapes on the basis of an orientation-
dependent step velocity. In case the growth process is determined by the integration of 
molecules at the step edge, the velocity is proportional to the density of kink sites, which 
in turn is dependent on the orientation and η = φ/WT. Again, φ is the formation energy 
of a kink position at a step edge. The {200} face of f.c.c. Ceo corresponds to a {100} slice 
of a Kossel crystal: as the surface morphology, the step shape, the kink density and the 
roughening temperature are determined nearly entirely by the properties of the dhid slice 
[11], it can be stated that the properties of a {200} and a {100} f.c.c. slice of a Kossel 
crystal are almost identical. Therefore, the comparison of the {200} face of Ceo with the 
{100} slice of a Kossel crystal is allowed. For the {200} face φ = 2.25-10"20 J. Thus at 
873 Κ, η = 1.86. On comparison of this value with the theoretical shape presented in 
figure 5.3 it can be concluded that in the absence of surface diffusion or if step integration 
rather than surface diffusion is rate limiting the step shape would be clearly polygonized. 
A similar calculation for the {111} face also results in a polygonized shape, the latter 
being hexagon-like in contrast to the four-fold symmetry of the former type. As only 
circular steps have been observed in our experiments on both faces, also from the step 
shapes we conclude that on both the {200} and the {111} face surface diffusion has to 
play a substantial role. 
5.4.3 Surface diffusion versus kink integration 
As was concluded in the previous sections, surface diffusion has to play a role in the 
growth process. In this section we will derive equations for the rate constants of the sur­
face diffusion process and the step integration process. A comparison of these constants 
allows us to find and to confirm the rate determining step of the process. 
For step integration two processes are of importance: the adsorption of a surface 
molecule to the step edge and the reverse process, the desorption. These processes are 
characterized by the following frequencies: 
U = <^-Δ σ-/* τΜΔ""/«')
 (5.6) 
/*. = " Ε ^ - Δ Ο ά Μ / Η 1 С 5 · 7) 
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Figure 5.3 Theoretical shape of steps on a {200} face far away from their nucleation 
centre, calculated in the absence of surface diffusion. The kink energy 0/kT = 1.86. 
Here ν = kT/h, ¿tw.¡ and ¿ttep, are the fractions of coverage of surface and step positions 
respectively, Δ β ^ and ДС^,,, are the activation free energies for adsorption at and des-
orption from the steps respectively and Aß"/kT is the driving force for step integration. 
Here it is assumed that AGj«,, depends strongly on the type of site г at the step, which 
can be a position without, with one or with two nearest neighbours along the step. On 
the other hand, AG„di is assumed to vary hardly with the type of step site. Further it is 
approximated that the step configuration, i.e. the relative coverages of sites г do not vary 
with Aßn/kT. The situation is similar to the Wilson-Frenkel approach for the growth of 
rough faces [13]. In case of equilibrium the supersaturation is zero and the rates fad, and 
/de, are equal. 
In case of step integration limited growth the step growth rate is given by: 
v., = diU - U.) = {dvd,wfW4kT)¿-*G^lkTi = C„Aßn, (5.8) 
where d is the width of a single row of molecules at the step edge. 
Considering surface diffusion limited growth and assuming that the diffusion fields of 
two adjacent steps do not overlap, the step velocity is given by [12]: 
v.d = 2f0D,aßceJxl, (5.9) 
where 
ß = (coo-c,tep)/{c0O-ct0). (5.10) 
Here fo is the surface area per adsorbed molecule, D, is the surface diffusion constant, 
σ the supersaturation, χ, the surface diffusion length and c«, and c
eq the maximal and 
equilibrium surface concentrations of adsorbed molecules respectively. 
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Taking σ = (с«, - с^/са, and relative surface coverages d = cf0 it follows that 
v.d = 2D.(c'œ-c'ttep)/x.. (5.11) 
For small supersaturations (Αμ/kT < 1) the driving force for surface diffusion can be 
described by: 
Aß'd/kT = (C-c',tcp)/c:tep (5.12) 
Thus, 
v,d = (2Dlc',tepAß'd)/(X.kT) = CtdAß'd. (5.13) 
As the total supersaturation is equal to the sum of the driving forces of the two 
processes (Δμ = Αμ,ά + Δμη) and v
n
 = v,d = ν, the step growth rate can be described 
in terms of the parameters C„ and C.d of equations 5.8 and 5.13 
υ = =_! -^Αμ (5.14) 
By determining the relative magnitude of the two parameters the relative rates of the 
diffusion and step integration processes can be compared. Combining equations 5.8 and 
5.13 and taking the surface diffusion constant to be [12, 14] 
D, = {a2kT/h)¿-AG<"t/kT) (5.15) 
where a is the distance between two adjacent surface sites and AGdiff the activation 
energy for one single diffusion step, results in 
C7d ~ 2 а 2 е ( - д о * " / * г ) ' ( 5 ' 1 6 ) 
As for Ceo crystal growth from the vapour phase only one type of molecule is present in the 
system, no impurity molecules have to be removed from the step edges before adsorption 
can occur at these sites. It can thus be assumed that AG ad, = AGdt¡¡. We then find that 
[12] 
6((Δσί„,Ι,-ΔσΛ//)/2ί!Τ)) (5.17) 
C,d 2a
2
 2a 
in which the relation 
X, = {Dr)1'2 =
 ае
((АО
ич>-ЛО*„)/2*Г) ( 5 Л 8 ) 
is used. Here AG
evap is the activation free energy for the evaporation of absorbed 
molecules to the gas phase. Using the interaction potential for Ceo molecules as proposed 
by Girifalco [15] the activation energies were determined. Calculations were performed 
for Τ = О К, i.e. the entropy effects were neglected. We found E
evap = 1.46-10
_19J and 
Edl¡¡ = 3.1-10-20J. At Τ = 873 К the resulting ratio C,JC,d is 89. From this value it can 
be concluded that surface diffusion is the rate determining process for the vapour-phase 
growth on the surfaces of the Ceo crystals. 
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5.5 Estimation of the actual supersaturation 
For growth from the gas phase without chemical reactions, the relative supersaturation 
σ is denned as follows [13]: 
££=/»(1 + ^ = ) = /τ,(1 + σ), (5.19) 
Kl P e , 
where ρ and p
e
, are the actual and equilibrium pressure respectively. As in our set-up the 
growth rate is limited by the volume diffusion rate, the actual vapour pressure above the 
growing crystal will be considerably smaller than the maximal pressure р(Т
дгои
,4л+20 К). 
Therefore, the actual supersaturation will be smaller than the maximum value of 0.74 at 
^growth = 873 K. Below we will give an estimate of the actual supersaturation considering 
a surface diffusion limited growth process. 
Combining equations 5.9, 5.15 and 5.18 and neglecting entropy effects we obtain the 
following relation for the step velocity for surface diffusion limited growth: 
^
 =
 2toßctqakTca-E,vaO-Ed.rt)/2kT) (5 JO) 
h 
Here σ is the relative supersaturation for the surface diffusion process. If we consider a 
lmm 3 sized crystal grown in 0.5 h. and having growth hillocks with step spacing 0.05 μπι, 
the step growth velocity is v,tep = 34 /ші/s. Using equation 5.20 the actual supersaturation 
during the main stage of the growth process can now be calculated, assuming that this 
supersaturation is representative for nearly the entire growth process. Further it is shown 
in the previous section that /3 « 1. As a result, we find that σ = 8.6·IO-2, which is about 
one eighth of the maximal supersaturation. 
5.6 Discussion and conclusions 
In our experiments the process of vapour growth of Сад crystals consists of four stages. 
In the first stage the growth process starts and the supersaturation increases towards a 
maximum value. The second stage is the main stage of the process and is characterized 
by growth at a fixed supersaturation. In the third stage the source becomes exhausted 
and the supersaturation drops to zero. In the last stage the growth tube is cooled down 
to room temperature, resulting in additional growth at a relatively low supersaturation. 
Quenching experiments during the main stage of the growth process display surface 
morphologies that are clearly different from those observed on crystals that were studied 
after completion of the entire growth process. The morphologies observed on the latter 
crystals [2, 3, 4] show flat faces with step spacings ranging approximately from 1-10 μπι. 
These features are characteristic for the third and fourth stage of the growth process, 
because on the surfaces of the quenched crystals much steeper inclinations were observed, 
corresponding to step spacings of approximately 0.05 μπι in case of monolayer stepheigths. 
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Two types of growth mechanisms were found on these surfaces: hopper growth, which 
is characteristic for volume diffusion limited growth, and step growth from dislocation, 
stacking fault and/or microtwinning sources at the centers of the faces. 
Calculations on the gas-phase diffusion rate and the actual supersaturation in the gas 
phase in the neighbourhood of the growing crystal indeed show that the crystal growth 
rate is determined by volume diffusion. 
From the length of the mean free path of the Ceo molecules in the gas phase it follows 
that on the surfaces a homogeneous concentration field is present on the scale of the step 
spacings. Considering the limited supply of growth units from the gas phase, the step 
growth rate can thus be determined by only two processes: either the surface diffusion 
of growth units towards the step positions or the integration of these units in the kink 
sites. From experimental data on crystal growth rates and step shapes it became clear 
that surface diffusion at least should be present in order to account for the observed rates 
and shapes. From a comparison of the kinetical coefficients for surface diffusion and kink 
integration it could be concluded that the surface diffusion process is the rate limiting 
step in the growth process. 
Resuming, classical crystal growth theories were used to describe the growth of Сад 
crystals from the vapour phase. Part of the growth parameters, that were needed to 
be able to draw conclusions about the growth mechanism, were determined from ex-situ 
studies of the crystals, whereas other parameters, such as D
s
 and χ, were calculated 
from the values for E¿v¡¡ and Eevap. The latter energies were calculated for a crystal 
surface at О К without considering entropy effects. More precise values for D, and \
s
, i.e. 
for AGdiff and AG
e
„
op, can be obtained either from molecular dynamics simulations of 
surface diffusion or by m-situ growth studies. In order to obtain more information on the 
growth of Сад crystals these two types of experiments should therefore be the main topic 
of future research on Сад crystal growth. 
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Chapter 6 
The structure of different phases of pure C70 crystals 
The s t r u c t u r e of different phases of pure C70 crystals 
M.A. Verheijen, H. Meekes, G. Meijer, P. Bennema, 
J.L. de Boer, S. van Smaalen, 
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Abstract 
Single crystals of pure C70 are grown from the vapour phase and the structure and mor­
phology of these crystals is studied. By means of X-ray diffraction and ТЕМ measure­
ments five different phases are observed. The observed phases are (from high to low 
temperatures) f.c.c, rhombohedral, ideal h.c.p. (c/a = 1.63), deformed h.c.p. (c/a = 
1.82) and a monoclinic phase. The occurrence of these different phases and the phase 
transitions is accounted for in a simple model. For the monoclinic structure a model for 
the stacking of the orientationally ordered molecules in the lattice is proposed. For both 
the h.c.p. and f.c.c. phases a Lennard-Jones type interaction potential is used to calculate 
bond strengths, lattice energies and the theoretical morphology. 
6.1 Introduction 
Since the discovery of a method to synthesize fullerenes in macroscopic amounts [1] 
a lot of research has been performed on especially Сад· Several groups have succeeded 
in growing pure, monocrystalline Свд crystals with sizes of some tenths of a mm and 
various techniques have been applied to determine the crystal structures of the different 
phases. Above 250 К the molecules form a f.c.c. lattice, in which they have complete 
rotational freedom. Below 250 К the crystal structure becomes simple cubic with four 
molecules per unit cell. The C6o molecules are still at the same relative positions as in the 
high temperature phase, but the four positions per cell have become inequivalent due to 
rotational ordering [2, 3]. At lower temperatures the structure becomes f.c.c. again with 
doubled cell parameters [4]. 
About the crystalline form of C70, however, very little is known. Thus far, only results 
on powder samples have been reported. Vaughan et al. [5] describe the high temperature 
structure of crystalline powder grown from the vapour phase as being a mixture of h.c.p. 
(a = 10.62 Â, с = 17.31 Â) and f.c.c. (a = 15.01 Â) and report on two reproducible phase 
transitions with onsets at 276 К and 337 K. 
*The work presented in this chapter has been published in: Chem. Phys. 166 (1992) 287. 
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We succeeded in growing large, pure crystals of C70 from the vapour phase and we here 
report on five different phases as determined by X-ray diffraction and ТЕМ measurements. 
The observed phases are (from high to low temperatures) f.c.c, rhombohedral, ideal h.c.p. 
(c/o = 1.63), deformed h.c.p. (c/a = 1.82) and a monoclinic phase. The occurrence of 
and relations between the five phases is discussed. For the monoclinic structure a model 
for the stacking of the orientationally ordered molecules in the lattice is proposed. For 
both h.c.p. phases and for the f.c.c. phase a Lennard-Jones type potential is used to 
describe the interaction between the molecules in the lattice and to estimate the lattice 
energies. With this potential we are able to predict the equilibrium morphology of the 
crystals which is compared to the experimentally observed morphology. 
6.2 Crystal growth 
The C70 crystals used in this study are grown in a similar way as C«) crystals [6]. 
Carbon soot is produced in a DC arc discharge between two high purity graphite electrodes 
in a 0.2 atm He environment [1]. Extraction of this soot in cold toluene is used to separate 
(mainly) Сед and C70 from the rest. Repeated liquid column chromatography is used to 
obtain C70 with a purity of at least 99.9% [7]. About 5-10 mg of this C70 material is 
placed at the closed end of a 50 cm long, 1 cm diameter quartz tube with four necks at 
equal distances. The tube is evacuated down to 10 - 5 Torr and heated to 250°C for several 
hours to remove all the solvent from the C70 powder. 
During all further heat treatments the quartz tube is kept at low pressure by continuous 
pumping. The end of the tube that contains the C70 powder is placed in a furnace and 
heated up to 700°C. The vapour pressure of C70 is strongly dependent on the temperature 
and the sublimed C70 solidifies in the next section of the quartz tube, which is kept at 
some 550-600°C. Thus a large part of the C70 is vapour transported between two sections 
in approximately half an hour. Only a very small fraction of the powder stays behind 
in the first section. We then melt off this segment and repeat the vapour transport two 
more times. Almost all of the material can easily be vapour transported into the fourth 
segment, which is subsequently sealed off on both sides. 
The isolated C70 is then placed in a furnace kept at 675°C for half an hour and cooled 
down to room temperature in about 4 hours. C70 crystals as large as 0.5x0.5x0.5 mm3 
are obtained in this way (see figure 6.1). Note that the actual growth temperature lies 
between 675 and 625°C. Most of the crystals have a f.c.c. morphology with {100} and 
{111} faces, many of them being severely twinned. Some crystals, however, have a h.c.p. 
morphology with {0001} and {lOTl} faces and maybe also {1000} faces. The presence 
of the latter faces could not be verified due to the fact that the crystals formed a twin 
with a f.c.c. part and/or showed only some of the faces because they were attached to 
the side of the quartz tube. It has to be noted that only three out of the approximately 
40 crystals grown have the h.c.p. structure. The two types of crystals are grown at the 
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same temperature. 
Figure 6.1 C70 crystals, the right one having the f.c.c. structure, the left one having the 
h.c.p. structure. 
6.3 The X-ray diffraction measurements 
The lattice parameters of the different phases of C7 0 crystals were determined using a 
four circle diffractometer. The temperature was regulated using a nitrogen gas flow. 
Both a f.c.c. and a h.c.p. grown crystal were analysed at room temperature. Al­
though the morphology of the f.c.c. crystal was obvious, the lattice parameters could not 
be determined due to severe twinning and a possibly disordered structure at low temper­
atures. Also at higher temperatures neither the f.c.c. nor the rhombohedral phase could 
be identified; re-heating the crystals in the diffractometer resulted in a very poor crystal 
quality. A good analysis was therefore not possible. 
The X-ray diffraction pattern of the crystals with a h.c.p. morphology could be in­
terpreted more easily. At room temperature two crystal structures were found. First, 
a h.c.p. structure having the extinction conditions of the space group Рбз/mmc. The 
lattice constants are a = 6 = 10.56 Â and с = 17.18 Â (Ζ = 2). The reliability factor for 
averaging equivalent reflections is R¡ = £ |/ — Iav\/ Σ ƒ = 1.7 % indicating the hexagonal 
symmetry to be present at least in a very good approximation. Only reflections with I > 
2.5 aj , where a¡ is the estimated standard deviation in I, were included in the calculations 
The second crystal phase of the h.c.p. grown crystals determined at room temperature 
has also a h.c.p. structure. The lattice parameters are a = b = 10.11 À and с = 18.58 Â 
(Ζ = 2). The i?/-factor is 11.1 %. The R„ value, which gives the average of the relative 
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error in the intensities, is 5.8 % indicating a reasonable fit of the data set. For the latter 
phase also averaging in the lower symmetry space group P12i/ml was performed resulting 
in R¡ = 5.8 % and Д, = 4.1 % thus giving a better fit. However, because the extinction 
conditions are still those of P63/mmc we conclude this phase to be hexagonal as well. 
Finally, for the h.c.p. grown crystal the low temperature phase was measured at two 
different temperatures, namely 220 К and 100 K. At both temperatures a cell parameter 
doubling for о and 6 was found. This resulted in a = 6 = 20.04 Â and с = 18.53 Â (Ζ = 8) 
at 220 К. Again averaging was performed on both a hexagonal symmetry (Rj = 11.8 %, 
R* = 6.7 %) and a monoclinic symmetry {R¡ = 6.4 %, R„ = 5.3 %). At 100 К we found 
о = с = 19.96 A and b = 18.51 À, R¡ = 11.5 % (hexagonal) and R¡ = 5.4 % (monoclinic, 
a = η = 90°, β = 120°). The reflection conditions corresponding to Рбз/mmc are lost, 
also when only the subcell is considered. Regarding these data it can be concluded that 
the structure is no longer h.c.p. but rather monoclinic having its unique axis along the 
direction of the former hexagonal axis. 
6.4 The Т Е М studies 
Electron diffraction and electron microscopy studies were also performed on both h.c.p. 
and f.c.c. grown crystals. Both crystal types were studied in situ in a wide temperature 
range from liquid nitrogen temperature to above room temperature. In order to minimize 
deformation during specimen preparation the crystals were crushed at liquid nitrogen 
temperature. 
The f.c.c. grown crystals show the abcabc stacking mode at all temperatures. No 
transformation into the abab stacking is observed on cooling these samples. The effective 
c/a ratio is temperature dependent, however. Around room temperature the crystals are 
rhombohedral, the long diagonal (the threefold axis) being parallel to the [111] direction. 
As the temperature increases the rhombohedral deformation decreases and the crystal 
finally becomes f.c.c. having a lattice parameter of α = 14.96 À. 
The h.c.p. grown crystals show a hexagonal stacking at room temperature. It has 
to be noted that the prepared specimens of these crystals became predominantly abcabc 
stacked after keeping them at room temperature for a few days. Cooling these abcabc 
stacked fragments to liquid nitrogen temperature did not revert the stacking to hexagonal. 
The transition hexagonal —• cubic is thus irreversible; its rate depends, moreover, on the 
particle size and occurs more rapidly in the finely divided crystalline material than in 
bulk crystals. 
The room temperature diffraction pattern along the [2110] zone taken from a freshly 
prepared specimen of a hexagonal crystal reveals a c/a ratio of approximately 1.64, which 
is close to the value for the ideal h.c.p. structure. It exhibits streaked spots along two 
out of three c* rows, the third row being unstreaked. The streaked diffraction spots 
are slightly shifted along the c* direction towards the positions of the f.c.c. spots in the 
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corresponding section. This shows that the specimen, although predominantly hexagonal, 
is heavily faulted. 
The high resolution images along a zone parallel to the close packed rows of molecules 
reveal the stacking directly (figure 6.2). It is found that the room temperature structure 
is a mixture of faulted f.c.c. and h.c.p. stacked bands. Such a microstructure is typical 
of a specimen which underwent an incomplete shear transformation by the propagation 
of Shockley partial dislocations along close-packed planes. The image shows that the 
transformation occurred in the sense abab.. —• abcabc. since all interfaces of transformed 
bands are parallel to the same close packed plane namely the (0001) family of planes of 
the hexagonal phase, which becomes after transformation a (111) family of planes in the 
abcabc... phase. 
Figure 6.2 High resolution image showing the interweaving of f.c.c. and h.c.p. bands. In 
the high magnification of b) two stacking faults in the h.c.p. phase are indicated by arrows. 
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At elevated temperatures also a structure was found having an abcabc stacking. The 
quantity equivalent of the c/a ratio was found to be slightly above the ideal one, i.e. 
c/a «1.66. It decreases to the ideal one with increasing temperature, resulting in a f.c.c. 
structure at high temperatures. The corresponding high resolution image leads to very 
nearly the same c/a ratio showing that the structure is slightly rhombohedral. The [001] 
image exhibits rows of bright dots which are not mutually perpendicular but enclose an 
angle of ~91°. 
On cooling a freshly prepared crystal fragment exhibiting a hexagonal diffraction pat­
tern a phase transition from the ideal h.c.p. structure towards the deformed h.c.p. struc­
ture is found to occur slightly above room temperature. The c/a ratio increases from 1.64 
to 1.82 as has been confirmed by electron diffraction as well as by direct measurement 
from high resolution images. 
On further cooling these samples to liquid nitrogen temperature, superstructure spots 
develop below around 270 K. In the [ΟΠΟ] zone (figure 6.3b) the spots with 1 = odd, 
which are normally extinct become visible and in the [1011] zone of figure 6.3a weak 
supplementary spots appear along the [10Ï1]* rows of reflections, midway between the 
basic spots. The c/a ratio is now и 1.83. 
Figure 6.3 Low temperature electron diffraction patterns of h.c.p. grown C70. a) the 
[OlTl] pseudo-hexagonal section b) the [01Ï0] pseudo-hexagonal section. 
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Figure β.4 Phase diagram showing the different phases, the possible transitions and the 
stacking modes. 
6.5 Discussion of t h e different phases 
In figure 6.4 a phase diagram is shown, indicating the five different phases and showing 
the possible transitions. 
Most of the crystals grown have a f.c.c. morphology. At high temperatures these crystals 
indeed have the f.c.c structure, where the molecules in the lattice have total rotational 
freedom [5]. On lowering the temperature the f.c.c. lattice slightly deformes, resulting 
in a rhombohedral structure. Further cooling does not introduce another phase transi­
tion. Particularly, no superstructure spots are developed at liquid nitrogen temperature. 
Heating the crystal causes the lattice to become f.c.c. again. 
The h.c.p. grown crystals, however, have an ideal h.c.p. lattice at high temperatures 
with a c/a ratio of 1.63. Upon heating these crystals starting from room temperature a 
shear transformation from the ideal h.c.p. phase with the abab.. stacking into a rhom­
bohedral one with the abcabc. stacking occurs, resulting in a c/a ratio that is slightly 
above the ideal value. The shear transformation is rather sluggish, occurs over a wide 
temperature range and is irreversible. Heating the crystal to even higher temperatures 
results in a f.c.c. structure. 
When freshly grown h.c.p. crystals are cooled a transition occurs slightly above room 
temperature towards the 'deformed' h.c.p. structure with an elongated c-axis and short-
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ened о ала b axes. The c/o ratio is now 1.82 instead of 1.63 for ideal h.c.p.. The new 
length of the α-axis (o = 10.11 Â) is close to the intermolecular distance in Ceo crystals 
and therefore also close to the center-to-center distance of two aligned C70 molecules. This 
strongly suggests that the structure of the deformed h.c.p. phase is a lattice in which the 
five-fold axes of the different molecules are oriented along the c-axis of the hexagonal 
lattice. The molecules can now only rotate around their long axis. The calculations we 
will present show that the lattice energy of this phase is indeed below that of the ideal 
h.c.p. structure. 
Below approximately 270 К also the latter rotation is no longer possible. Since the 
basic h.c.p. lattice in which all node points are occupied by molecules has not changed 
appreciably, it is very likely that the superstructure built on this monoclinic lattice can 
only differ from the h.c.p. structure by the orientation of the molecules occupying its 
node points. The low temperature structure must therefore be an orientationally ordered 
superstructure of the deformed h.c.p. phase. 
The ordering within the close packed layers, which must be responsible for the observed 
superstructure spots, can be deduced assuming the stacking principle to be the same as 
that found for the С
ю
 molecules in the simple cubic structure [8]. According to this 
principle the regions of large electron density along 6-6 edges of the C-cage tend to face 
the regions of small electron density, i.e. the centres of the pentagons or hexagons, of the 
adjacent molecules. We here apply this principle to C70 molecules within a close packed 
layer. The molecular cages come closest to one another along their equators. Along the 
equator five electron-rich regions along the 6-6 edges alternate with five electron-poor 
regions at the centres of the hexagonal carbon rings. The stacking corresponding to the 
smallest electrostatic energy is one in which electron-poor regions face electron-rich regions 
(indicated with a - and + sign respectively in figure 6.5) to the largest possible extent. For 
one close packed row of molecules one finds that the energetically most favourable stacking 
is one in which the molecules are identically oriented. However, such an arrangement can 
only be achieved along one close packed direction. In order to achieve the optimum two 
dimensional configuration, the molecules in two adjacent parallel rows must differ 180° 
(or equivalently 36°) in orientation. It is clear from figure 6.5 that then electron-rich 
and electron-poor regions face each other not only within one row but also to a good 
approximation between adjacent rows. 
The stacking perpendicular to the close packed layers can now be arranged in two 
ways. The first possibility is an "abab.." arrangement in which the A and В rows of 
the different "a" planes are directly above eachother, resulting in a monoclinic structure 
with its unique 6
m
-axis equal to the former hexagonal c-axis and an angle β close to 
120°. One of the hexagonal α-axes is doubled. In the X-ray diffraction measurements we 
found a monoclinic structure with space group P12i/ml with doubled a/,- and 6/,-axes 
as compared with the hexagonal case. This result is in accord with the above described 
structure if we assume that the X-ray diffraction pattern was a superposition of the three 
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Figure 6.5 Model for the stacking of orientationally ordered C70 molecules in the close 
packed planes in the monoclinic phase. A and В represent the two different orientations of 
molecules within a close packed layer. The molecules A' and B' are positioned in the next 
layer. Electron-rich and electron-poor regions are indicated with + and - respectively. 
different domain orientations possible for this structure. 
The second possibility is an "abcdabcd.." stacking where the "c"-plane is only shifted 
over one row with respect to the underlying "a"-plane, resulting in a centered monoclinic 
structure with a doubled c-axis (6
m
 = 2c/,). The centering is found at \b
m
 + \cm, where 
c
m
 = 2a/,. This is the structure of the sample studied by ТЕМ. Another sample was 
studied by X-ray diffraction and these measurements do not show spots at к = odd, but 
instead diffraction is found at 1 = odd with к = even thus violating the supposed centering 
condition. 
We therefore suggest that both stacking modes will occur. The energy difference be­
tween the two lattices is very small as it is only due to the difference in the interactions 
between second nearest layers, caused by a change in relative orientation. The occurrence 
of two different orientational stackings, based on the same positional stacking "abab..", 
suggest the possibility of a new phenomenon "orientational polytypism". This new form 
of polytypism will clearly interfere with the extensive positional faulting observed in these 
crystals. The electron diffraction experiments suggest in fact that the spots due to orien-
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tationaJ order are often streaked along c*h giving evidence for disorder also in the stacking 
of the orientationally ordered close packed layers. 
6.6 Determination of lattice energies and morphology 
6.6.1 The high temperature phases 
To predict the morphology of the h.c.p. and f.c.c. C70 crystals grown by sublimation 
we have to determine the possible crystal faces and the bond strengths of both crystal 
structures. By means of the Periodic Bond Chain analysis five types of faces are pre-
dicted for a h.c.p. structure taking into account first, second and third nearest neighbour 
interactions, namely {1000}, {0001}, {10Ï1}, {10Ï2} and {1120} [9]. In case of the f.c.c. 
structure three types of faces are predicted taking into account first and second nearest 
neighbour interactions, namely {100}, {001} and {111} [9]. To determine the stability of 
these faces we first have to calculate the strength of the bonds between the C70 molecules 
in both structures. 
We will first consider the h.c.p. structure. In the high temperature phase the C70 
molecules can rotate freely around their centre of gravity. Each carbon atom can thus 
be considered as being smeared out over a spherical shell with a certain radius. For the 
70 carbon atoms there are 5 different radii. Therefore the molecule can be seen as being 
built-up out of 5 spherical shells having the same centre, but different radii and different 
numbers of carbon atoms. For the interaction between two shells of different molecules 
we use an adapted form of the Lennard- Jones potential used for the interaction between 
two Сад molecules as described by Girifalco [10] who considered the atoms to be smeared 
out over a spherical shell. The resulting interaction potential between two C70 molecules 
is therefore a sum over 25 interactions between the five shells of both molecules: 
J. _ __A_\rs N,N> \ x 1 1 
ψ
 48Я ¿-«J=l r.r, L(r,+rj+H)i (r,-r,+R)3 (_г,+г,+Д)Э 
, 1 ] , _B_V5 Ν,Ν, Γ l 
(-r.-rj+R)3] """ 360Д ¿->J=1 r.r, [{τ,+τ,+R)* 
~(г,-г,+Я)» ~ (-г,+г3+Д)5 + (-r.-rj+H)'] ( 6 Л ) 
where jV, is the occupation number of shell г (i.e. the number of carbon atoms in shell г), 
r, the radius of shell i and R is the distance between the centres of the two C70 molecules. 
The constants A and В can now be calculated using the given lattice parameters, the 
heat of sublimation for C70 and the assumption that the lattice energy is at minimum 
for the given lattice parameters. For the lattice energy the interactions up to the sixth 
nearest neighbour are taken into account. This energy (per mole) is equal to the heat of 
sublimation (43.0 ± 2.2 kcal/mole [11]). The ratio A/B is found by putting the derivative 
of the lattice energy with respect to R equal to zero. We thus obtain the values for A 
and B. The calculation was done for two cases, both for a theoretically predicted shape of 
the C70 molecule with radii (r.) of 3.565, 3.665, 3.876, 4.029 and 4.172 Â[12] and a shape 
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which was determined by electron diffraction with radii of 3.424, 3.690, 3.875, 3.985 and 
4.097 A[13]. The values for A and B, the bond strengths for the six different interactions 
and the bond lengths are given in table 1. As can be seen from this table, the two models 
give nearly the same bond strengths. The bonds φ\ and <fa will be dominant in the crystal 
structure. As was already mentioned above in the Periodic Bond Chain analysis only φι, 
φι and фз were taken into account, which appears to be a good approximation regarding 
the bond strengths of 04, 0s and 0O relative to φι. (These bonds contribute less than two 
percent to the lattice energy.) 
bond 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
A 
В 
bond between Сто 's 
at (I, l\) and 
(=1 1 1 ) 
V 3 ' 3 ' i> 
a 2 зл 
\3' 3' i' 
(=1 =1 3) 
(I 1 =3) 
V 3 ' 3 ' 4 / 
\ 3 ' э ч ' (=1 =1 зч 
V 3 · 3 > i' 
number 
of bonds 
6 
6 
6 
2 
6 
12 
! 
bond strengths (xlT^J) 
I 
4.76 
4.73 
0.252 
0.0871 
0.0555 
0.0555 
2.585 
2.455 
II 
4.74 
4.74 
0.267 
0.0919 
0.0586 
0.0586 
2.748 
3.203 
III 
4.74 
4.73 
0.275 
0.0941 
0.0610 
0.0610 
2.973 
4.038 
Table 6.1 The definition of the six different bonds and their strengths in the ideal h.c.p. 
lattice calculated in case of I) the theoretical shape of On es predicted by Pan [11], II) 
the shape determined by electron diffraction [12] III) the same shape as for ¡I and lattice 
parameters as measured by Vaughan et al. [S]. A (xl0~™Jm?) and В (y.lO~l3íJm12) are 
the resulting fitparameters. 
It has to be noted that the calculation described above was done with lattice param-
eters measured at room temperature. The heat of sublimation however was determined 
between 722 К and 760 K. It is therefore interesting to do the same calculation with the 
lattice parameters determined at 440 К by Vaughan et al. [5]. The resulting values for A 
and В and the bond strengths are also given in table 6.1. The bond strengths appear to 
be in good agreement with those calculated for the room temperature lattice parameters, 
although the values for the fitparameter В deviate considerably. 
For the calculations in the f.c.c. structure the same method can be used as for the 
h.c.p. structure. The same interaction potential is used, only some bond lengths are 
different. For our calculations we use the same nearest neighbour distance as in the h.c.p. 
structure, i.e. 10.56 Â, which corresponds to a lattice parameter of 14.93 Â. Only three 
bonds appear to be important (see table 6.2). Using these bond strengths it follows that 
within our model the lattice energy of the f.c.c. structure is equal to that of the ideal 
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h.с.p. structure within a fraction of a percent. This means that there will be a very 
small difference in energy of these phases which explains their coexistence over a large 
temperature range. 
bond 
Φι 
<fa 
фз 
ΦΑ 
Фь 
bond between CJQ 'S 
at (0,0,0) and 
(Й.0) 
(1,0,0) 
(1 - ? ) 
(1,1,0) 
(§,И 
number 
of bonds 
12 
6 
24 
12 
24 
bond strengths 
χ КГ
20
 J 
4.74 
0.265 
0.0586 
0.0216 
0.0103 
Table 6.2 The bond types and strengths in the f.c.c. lattice. 
6.6.2 The deformed h.c.p. structure 
Using the values for A and В calculated above it is also possible to calculate bond 
strengths for the deformed h.c.p. phase, because A and В are considered to be independent 
of the crystal structure. However we assume that in this deformed phase the C 7 0 molecules 
can merely rotate around their five fold axis and that these axes are all aligned parallel 
to each other along the с axis. Therefore the C70 molecule now has to be described as 
being built-up out of nine rings with smeared-out carbon atoms. The interaction potential 
between two C70 molecules is now given by a summation over 81 interactions between such 
rings. 
9
 ЫМ- № /·2τ г — A R ι 
where 
x
2
 = (R
x
 - г
х
со8{ф
х
) + Tjcosfa))2 + (г,8іп(фі) - г3зіп(ф2))2 + (Rz)2 (6.3) 
and where JV, is the number of carbon atoms in ring i, r, its radius and Rx and Rz are 
the distances between the centres of two rings in and perpendicular to the (a,6)-plane 
respectively. For a h.c.p. structure with о = 10.11 Â and с = 18.57 Â these integrals have 
been evaluated numerically. The resulting bond strengths are given in table 6.3. The 
bonds φι and φι appear to be stronger in the deformed h.c.p. phase than in the ideal 
h.c.p. phase. In the latter phase these bonds are of equal magnitude as is expected for 
an ideal h.c.p. structure, whereas in the lower temperature phase φ\ (i.e. the bond in the 
hexagonal plane) is clearly stronger than φι (i.e. a bond between two molecules in adjacent 
hexagonal planes). The overall lattice energy is considerably higher (less negative) in the 
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high temperature h.с.p. phase. (-3.37 χ IO - 1 9 J/molecule for the deformed h.c.p. lattice 
and -2.99 χ IO - 1 9 J/molecule for the ideal h.c.p. lattice). The difference in lattice energies 
has to be larger than the difference in the entropy term in the total free energy in order to 
explain the phase transition. A simple calculation shows that the difference between the 
entropy terms of a freely rotating C70 molecule and of one that can merely rotate along 
its long axis is of the order of 0.3 xlO"1 9 J/molecule at room temperature, thus being 
smaller than the 0.38 x l O - 1 9 J/molecule difference between the lattice energies. 
bond 
Φι 
Фг 
Фз 
ΦΑ 
Фь 
Фб 
bond strengths (У. 10~20J) 
I \U 
5.84 
5.00 
0.212 
0.0585 
0.0607 
0.0607 
5.94 
4.86 
0.273 
0.0604 
0.0735 
0.0642 
Table 6.3 The bond strengths in the deformed h.c.p. lattice calculated for I) the theo­
retically determined C70 shape and II) the experimentally determined shape. 
A reasonable check for the validity of our calculations is to determine the axis lengths 
at which the lattice energy is at its minimum. This was done by calculating the lattice 
energy taking into account ф\, «fo and фз for different values of о and с The axis lengths 
corresponding to the minimum in energy are a = 9.9 Â and с = 18.4 Â, which is in good 
agreement (within 2 %) with the experimentally determined values. 
6.6.3 The theoretical morphology 
The following method to find the equilibrium crystal habit is to a large extent the 
same as the one we used for C6o crystals [6]. Using the bond strengths we are able to 
calculate the roughening temperatures of the predicted faces by means of a statistical 
mechanical Ising model [14, 15]. The resulting values are given in table 6.4 for both 
the f.c.c. and (ideal) h.c.p. structure. Considering the rule of thumb that the calculated 
Ising temperatures are typically about 10 % less than the actual roughening temperatures 
we find that the {110} face will be roughened for both crystal structures at the growth 
temperature of the crystals. However, the growth temperature is close to the roughening 
temperature of the h.c.p. {1012} face resulting in a decreased stability and a higher 
growth velocity of this face. Therefore it is very likely that this face will not occur on the 
growth form. The h.c.p. crystal morphology will thus be determined by three different 
types of faces, while that if the f.c.c. crystal will show merely two types of faces. 
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face 
{111} 
{100} 
{001} 
{101} 
{102} 
{110} 
TR (hep) 
3.2x10* К 
3.2x10* К 
2.6x10* К 
1.0x10* К 
0.67x10* К 
TR (¡cc) 
3.1x10* К 
2.0x10* К 
0.66x10* К 
Table 6.4 Theoretical roughening temperatures for the crystal faces of h.c.p. and f.c.c. 
Сто. Note that we use a growth temperature of approximately 925 K. 
Figure 6.6 Theoretical morphology of C70 crystals having a) a h.c.p. structure and b) a 
f.c.c. structure. 
A measure for the morphological importance of a face is the specific surface free energy, 
which can be approximated by taking E
attdhku where Eatt is the attachment energy, which 
is the sum of the energies of the bonds per molecule which lack due to a surface and аш 
is the distance between two adjacent layers {hkl}. The equilibrium crystal form can now 
be obtained using the Gibbs-Wulff construction. In figure 6.6a the resulting morphology 
for the h.c.p. crystal is given in case the {10Ï2} face is roughened. All the remaining 
three types of faces appear on the crystal. For the f.c.c. crystal the morpolgy is given 
in figure 6.6b. When the predicted morphologies are compared with the observed crystal 
shapes we can conclude that the theoretical equilibrium forms describe the actual shapes 
quite well. Only the presence of the h.c.p. {100} faces could not be verified. 
6.7 Conclusions 
We have succeeded in growing C70 crystals from the vapour phase. By means of X-ray 
diffraction and ТЕМ the different phases occurring in these crystals have been determined. 
Most C70 crystals grow in the f.c.c. structure, while a small fraction forms a h.c.p. 
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phase. The morphology of both the h.c.p ала the f.c.c. grown crystals is in agreement 
with the growth forms predicted using the calculated bond energies, although the f.c.c. 
crystals were severely twinned and the h.c.p crystals were never completely developed. 
The h.c.p. phase is more stable at low temperatures than the f.c.c. structure due to 
a higher lattice energy, the energy difference being very small, however. Thus, the fact 
that also at the temperature at which the crystals are grown h.c.p. crystals are formed 
can be understood. The phase transition h.c.p. -¥ f.c.c. is irreversible. On lowering the 
temperature of the f.c.c. grown crystals a rhombohedral distortion is encountered. 
The f.c.c. grown crystals studied under the ТЕМ turned out to be severely faulted. 
Due to the small difference in lattice energy of the two types of close packed lattices 
stacking faults can easily be introduced. The fact that X-ray diffraction measurements 
did not show a well defined lattice of Bragg reflections also indicates the presence of 
many defects. The structure of the ideal h.c.p. grown crystals for that matter was 
better defined. The space group of this phase is expected to be Рбз/mmc (c/o=1.63). 
On lowering the temperature the ideal h.c.p. crystals transform into a deformed h.c.p. 
phase (Рбз/mmc (c/a=1.82)) slightly above room temperature, where the initially free 
rotations of the molecules are frozen-in to a mere free rotation around their long axis, 
which is oriented parallel to the six-fold axis of the h.c.p. lattice. The lattice energy 
of this phase is considerably lower than that of the ideal h.c.p. structure. We assume 
this phase transition to be the one Vaughan reported on at 337 К [5]. Recent Raman 
measurements [16] observe this transition at approximately 323 K. A final phase transition 
occurs at approximately 270 К (Vaughan et al. reported on a phase transition with an 
onset at 276 K) for which the free rotation around the c-axis is also frozen-in. The 
resulting phase is monoclinic having its unique axis equal to the former hexagonal c-axis 
and an angle β close or equal to 120°. One of the hexagonal α-axes is doubled. The former 
hexagonal plane now consists of two alternating rows of fixed C70 molecules, the molecules 
being oriented parallel to eachother within the rows and antiparallel with respect to the 
neighbouring rows. The stacking perpendicular to this plane can be arranged in two ways, 
one resulting in b
m
 = c ,^ the other one in 6
m
 = 2ch and a centered b
m
 face. Both stacking 
modes will occur, the energy difference between the two lattices being very small as it is 
only due to the difference in the interactions between second nearest layers, caused by a 
change in relative orientation of the molecules. 
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Optical and Atomic Force Microscopy studies of 
rhombohedral domains in C70 crystals 
Optical and Atomic Force Microscopy studies of 
rhombohedral domains in C70 crystals 
M.A. Verheijen, M.S. Couto, K.W.M. Koutstaal and W.J.P. van 
Enckevort * 
Abstract 
On the {100} and {111} surfaces of C 7 0 crystals the phase transition of the f.c.c. structure 
towards the trigonal structure has been studied m-situ with the help of optical reflection 
microscopy. Extensive ex-situ studies of domain patterns on both types of surfaces have 
been performed using both optical and atomic force microscopy. A detailed interpretation 
of the domain patterns is given. An additional phase transition was observed m-situ at 
303 K. 
7.1 Introduction 
The crystal structure of C70 has been the subject of extensive studies. Upon growth 
from the vapour phase both h.c.p. and f.c.c. crystals have been obtained [1, 2, 3]. At 
high temperatures the molecules in both structures are orientationally disordered. Upon 
cooling the rotation of the molecules freezes in two steps. In the intermediate phase the 
molecules are all aligned with their long axes parallel to each other and rotation only 
occurs around this long axis. At low temperatures rotation is completely frozen in and an 
ordered structure results. For the h.c.p. grown crystals thus an orthorhombic structure 
is formed [4, 5, 6] via an intermediate hexagonal phase. 
Cooling down f.c.c. C70 crystals results in a rhombohedral distortion of the cubic 
lattice. The deformation of the cubic unit cell can be considered as a stretching of this 
cell along one of the four body diagonals (the <111> directions), the C 7 0 molecules having 
their long axis parallel to this body diagonal. This results in four different rhombohedral 
domains. Each f.c.c. unit cell with о = 14.943À thus transforms into one of the four 
different rhombohedral cells in the (trigonal) space group R3m with a = 14.96Â and a = 
85.7° [7, 8]. At low temperatures the rhombohedral structure transforms into a monoclinic 
structure in which the molecules do not rotate. The temperatures at which the phase 
transitions of both h.c.p. and f.c.c. grown C70 crystals take place depend strongly on 
the purity of the material [9]. For example, the transition of f.c.c. to rhombohedral C70 
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occurs at 361 К, 318 К and 307 К for Сад contents of 0 %, 1.2% and 1.9% respectively. 
Therefore the room temperature structure of f.c.c. grown CTO is determined by its purity. 
In this paper we will present surface studies of f.c.c. grown C70 crystals. As was 
mentioned above, the room temperature structure of these crystals depends on the purity 
of the material. This enables us to study the surfaces of both the f.c.c. and the rhombo-
hedral crystals at room temperature conditions. In this study attention is focused on the 
surface morphology of the rhombohedral crystals and on the phase transition rhombohe-
dral to f.c.c. and vice versa. Furthermore, the occurrence of a low-temperature transition 
of the rhombohedral structure towards a possible monoclinic one is studied. The surface 
structures of the different phases are studied ex-situ at room temperature using Atomic 
Force Microscopy (AFM), Differential Interference Contrast Microscopy (DICM) and Re­
flection Polarization Microscopy (RPM), while the phase transitions are studied m-situ 
by optical reflection microscopy. 
7.2 Experimental 
As a starting material for crystal growth either 90% or 99.9% pure C70 was used, the 
contamination being Ceo- The growth procedure has been described in detail elsewhere 
[10]. As a result crystals with either a h.c.p. or a f.c.c. morphology were obtained. How­
ever, during cooling down from 900 К to room temperature the crystals grown from the 
pure material all undergo a phase transition. The crystal structure of the h.c.p. crystals 
transforms into the deformed h.c.p. structure, which causes fracture of the crystals and 
does not allow for surface studies. The structure of the f.c.c. grown crystals becomes 
rhombohedrally distorted resulting in crystals made up of the four types of domains. The 
surfaces of these crystals show many domain walls, the largest of which are just visible 
by eye. On the other hand, the crystals grown from the 90% pure material all remain in 
the high temperature phases and thus have smooth faces. In this study we focused our 
attention on the domain structure of the {111} and the {100} surfaces of the f.c.c. grown 
crystals. In order to be able to directly compare the results obtained by the different 
surface topographic methods, all observations were carried out on one single surface for 
both the {111} and the {100} faces. The reproducibility of our observations was verified 
on several other crystals. The surfaces studied were approximately 1 mm2 in size. To 
minimize contamination and oxidation effects the quartz tubes containing the crystals 
were opened just before beginning the optical and AFM studies. 
For the DICM and the RPM studies a Reichert MeF II optical microscope was used in 
combination with normal and high contrast photography. DICM is a differential, phase 
sensitive technique by which inclinations down to 0.05° can be detected [11]. Reflection 
polarization microscopy was used in order to identify the crystallographic orientations of 
the different domains outcropping at the surfaces. These surfaces, which were oriented 
perpendicular to the direction of the incident beam of light, were examined with crossed 
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polarizers by careful observation of local intensity changes upon rotating the samples 
around their surface normal. Extinction occurs if the polarization direction of the incident 
light is parallel to one of the two perpendicular principal axes of the elliptical intersection 
of the optical indicatrix with the surface. 
To avoid cracking of the surfaces due to the heat introduced by illumination, low level 
light intensities were used in combination with a green transmission filter. 
In order to study the phase transition in-situ a single crystal of about 1 mm3 was placed 
in a thermostated vessel under a continuous nitrogen flow. The vessel was placed under 
an optical reflection microscope provided with a video camera. The experiment could 
be followed on a monitor and was recorded on videotape. Both bright field reflection 
microscopy and DICM were used to study the surfaces. The temperature which ranged 
from 298 К to 363 К during the experiments was measured with the help of a Pt/PtEhlO% 
thermocouple. 
The AFM used was a TopoMetrix TMX 2010. Two different scanners with scan 
ranges of 75 μιη and 7.5 μιη respectively, together with silicon nitride cantilevers and 
pyramidal silicon nitride tips, were used. The radius of these tips was less than 50 nm. 
All measurements were carried out under atmospheric conditions in the constant force 
mode. Forces ranging from 10_9N to 10 - 8N were used. 
7.3 Results 
In this study the two different types of faces occurring on the crystals have been 
examined in detail. For convenience, the faces of both the f.c.c. and the rhombohedral 
phase will be indicated by the Miller indices representative for the high temperature f.c.c. 
structure, i.e. {111} and {100}. As the phenomena on both faces show large differences 
the observations will be described seperately for all techniques used. 
7.3.1 In-situ studies of the phase transitions 
The phase transition of the f.c.c. towards the trigonal structure of a 99.9% pure C70 
crystal was studied in-situ. Two series of experiments were carried out, one concerning 
a {111} surface, the other a {100} surface. The temperature of the specimen under the 
microscope was raised from room temperature with a rate of 8 K/min. At approximately 
353 К the phase transition took place. The domains vanished and a flat surface resulted. 
When the crystal was cooled down, again a domain structure was formed on the entire 
surface. This temperature cycle was repeated several times in order to study the phase 
transition in more detail. Heating rates ranging from 0.5 to 8 K/min were applied. The 
temperature at which the transition was observed varied from 352 to 355 K. In each cycle 
the domain structure vanished upon heating and a new domain pattern was formed upon 
cooling, showing that the phase transition is a reversible process. This was observed 
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for both the {111} and the {100} face. In figure 7.1 the result of a temperature cycle 
for the {111} face is shown. For both types of faces the pattern of domain lines is not 
reproduced exactly after a temperature cycle, but in most cases the general distributions 
of preferential orientations of the domain walls persist. From our observations it is not 
clear whether domain growth nucleates at the surface or in the bulk of the crystal and at 
what type of defect. 
Upon studying the phase transition in more detail, several phenomena were observed 
on both types of faces. Upon heating, the domains are mostly transformed as a whole 
into the f.c.c. structure, i.e. within the time resolution of our video equipment they 
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Figure 7.1 Optical reflection microscopy images of the morphology of a {111} surface 
during a heating cycle: a) at 300 К (before heating); b) at 363 K; c) at 300K (after cooling). 
disappeared instantaneously. In some cases this transition occurred in several stages. 
In this case, the domain lines shrunk stepwise in their length direction. This suggests 
that in this situation the rhombohedral phase is metastable and that the domains are 
temporarily stabilized by pinning points. During this phase transition in a few cases also 
some decrease in the width of the domains could be observed. The same phenomena were 
also observed during the reverse transition from f.c.c. towards rhombohedral, 
In order to investigate the mobility of the domain walls, a crystal that had been studied 
in detail with DICM was placed in a quartz tube that was subsequently pulped down 
to 10 - 5 Torr, sealed off and stored in a furnace at 333 K. After 21 days the tube was 
reopened and the crystal was again studied with DICM. No changes in the patterns of 
the domain structure could be observed on either of the faces. We therefore conclude that 
Ostwald ripening [12] of the domains does not play an essential role, i.e. no growth of 
large domains at the cost of smaller domains due to interface energy minimization takes 
place. 
Comparing the shape of the domains before and after several temperature cycles a 
significant decrease in domain size was observed (approximately one third to one fifth of 
the original size). This points to an increase in the number of nucleation sites. This can 
be due to a faster cooling rate in the last cycles resulting in the formation of a larger 
number of nuclei. It might also be possible that after each cycle non-vanishing defects are 
formed, which may act as points for new domain nucleation. 
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7.3.2 The {111} faces 
7.3.2.1 DICM and AFM studies 
The {111} surfaces of 99.9% pure C70 crystals were studied with DICM. The pattern of 
lines and regions with different inclinations that can be seen in figure 7.2 is characteristic 
for the domain structure that is introduced by the transition from the f.c.c. to the 
trigonal phase. The lines observed in the in-situ studies are in fact an alternating sequence 
of domains forming a kind of 'feather pattern'. The {111} surfaces of 90% pure C70 
crystals do not display any domain walls at all, indicating that these crystals have the 
high temperature f.c.c. structure. 
Figure 7.2 DICM image of a {111} surface displaying a pattern of rhombohedral domains. 
A more detailed view of these feather patterns is obtained by using AFM. In figures 
7.3a and b AFM images of a {111} face of a 99.9% pure C70 crystal are shown. Three 
different inclinations can be recognized, which indicates the presence of at least three 
different domain types on this part of the surface. Furthermore, three types of domain 
walls can be observed. The first type of domain wall is a long interrupted line running in 
one of the three /110/ directions on the (111) face (type I). Here /uvw/ is defined as the 
vector [uvw] and its symmetrical equivalents in a given plane (hkl). On both sides of each 
line of type I shorter lines are present that represent a different type of domain boundary 
as will be shown below. One set of these lines runs in one of the /211/ directions (type 
Ha) whereas the other set is parallel to one of the /110/ directions (type lib). In this way 
a type I line accompanied by a set of type IIa and lib lines forms the feather pattern. 
The type II domain walls in each feather are connected with those of the neighbouring 
parallel feathers. A schematic drawing of this morphology is given in figure 7.4. The 
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three different inclinations are indicated with A, B/C and D. The dashed lines in this 
figure represent domain walls that have been observed by RPM as will be discussed in 
section 7.3.2.2. These walls can not be seen with AFM as the inclinations of the В and 
С domains are identical for this type of feather on the (111) face. 
Figure 7.3 AFM topographs of {111} surfaces of 99.9% pure rhombohedral C70 crystals, 
a) Detail of a feather pattern. The scan size is 8 μτη χ 8 ßm. b) Detail of the same face as 
shown in a) with twin boundary running from the bottom left to the top right of the figure. 
The scan size is 20 μπι χ 20 μτη. 
As is indicated in this figure two patterns of domain walls occur which are mirror 
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Figure 7.4 Schematic drawing of rhombohedral domain feather patterns F
a
e and Fg
a
 on 
{111} with indication of domain types А, В, С and D, domain wall types I:(001), IIa:(10Ï) 
and lib: (101) and angles a and β. For the feather pattern Faß for each domain the main 
axes of the intersections of the indicatrices as well as the orientations of the C70 molecules 
are given (The + and - signs indicate the orientation of the long axis.) А, В, С and D 
represent rhombohedral domains having their unique axis in the [111], the [111], the [ill] 
and the [111] directions respectively. The dashed lines represent domain walls that can only 
be observed by RPM. 
images (Faß and F^a) in the two-dimensional point group 3m of the {111} face in the 
high temperature f.c.c. structure. These feathers mostly occur in groups of the same 
pattern, which is either Faß or Fßa. In these groups all the parallel type I lines point in 
one of the three /ПО/ directions. In the regions where two groups meet either one of the 
sets of lines stops or, in a few cases, a crossing of the feathers can be observed. 
The differences in the orientations of the four domains were determined by measuring 
the difference in the inclinations of two domains along a line perpendicular to the domain 
wall separating these domains. For the boundaries of type I, IIa and lib orientational 
differences of respectively 6.4 ± 0.8°, 5.7 ± 0.3° and 3.6 ± 0.3° were found for the F
a0 
feathers and respectively 8 ± I o, 6.8 ± 0.3° and 3.8 ± 0.6° for the Fßa feathers. 
Also the angles between the different domain walls as projected on the {111} surface 
were measured. The average values of the angles a (between line type I and IIa) and β 
(between line type I and lib) were determined to be 31 ± 2° and 68 ± 2° for the Faß 
feathers and 32 ± 2° and 66 ± 4" for the Fßa feathers respectively. These values may 
deviate slightly from the real ones due to the drift in the AFM. 
In figure 7.3b the {111} surface is divided in two symmetrically equivalent surfaces by 
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а /ПО/ boundary which is formed by the intersection of an even number of parallel twin 
planes with the growth face. None of the domains crosses the twin boundary. Domain 
growth across this boundary seems to be impossible. In the left part of the figure two 
different groups of feathers meet each other. The boundary between these two groups 
forms a zigzag pattern that follows the orientations of the domain walls of the two types 
of feathers. Some of the domain walls seem to proceed into the neighbouring group of 
domains. 
In most of the AFM pictures many rounded particles can be seen. During scanning 
they can quite easily be displaced by the AFM tip. This indicates that the interaction 
between these particles and the underlying surface is weak and, therefore, these particles 
probably consist of a compound different from C70. An interesting observation is that these 
particles are all lying in parallel rows that do not follow the underlying domain pattern. In 
fact these particles are attached to the edges of the growth steps present on these surfaces. 
The fact that the particles decorate the steps indicates that the nucleation and growth 
of these particles occurred after cessation of the growth of the C70 crystal itself. As no 
domain walls are decorated, the nucleation must have taken place at a temperature above 
the f.c.c. to rhombohedral phase transition. The identity of the particles is unknown. 
7.3.2.2 Reflection polarization microscopy studies 
Several {111} faces of both 90% and 99.9% pure C70 crystals were studied under crossed 
polarizers. The {111} faces of the 90% pure crystals remained dark upon rotation around 
the surface normal indicating an isotropic reflectivity. This agrees with the optically 
isotropic nature of the f.c.c. crystals that did not undergo the phase transition during 
cooling down. 
On the contrary, on the {111} faces of the 99.9% pure rhombohedral crystals anisotropy 
of the reflectivity could be observed. Figure 7.5 shows a representative RPM image of a 
part of a {111} face. The feather-like shape of type Faß as observed by DICM and AFM 
is clearly visible. However, by means of RPM four instead of three different groups of 
domains can be observed. 
When the orientation of the sample is rotated with respect to the polarizer one of the 
domains remains dark in all orientations (type A), whereas the other domains show a 
minimum in the intensity of the reflected light every 90 ± 4°. Type D domains are dark 
when the polarization of the incident light beam is parallel or perpendicular to the type 
I lines and the type В and С domains are dark when the polarization is rotated 60 ± 4° 
and 30 ± 4° clockwise respectively with respect to the former orientations. In figure 7.4 
the principal axes of the intersections of the indicatrices are indicated for the domains 
present in this 'feather-like' structure. 
As illustrated in figure 7.4 for all domains the orientation of the C70 molecules can now 
be determined. A rhombohedral domain has an indicatrix with its unique axis pointing 
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Figure 7.5 RPM image of a {111} surface under crossed polarizers displaying four types 
of domains within a feather. 
in one of the <111> directions. For domains of type A the section of the indicatrix is 
circular. This implies that the unique axis of the indicatrix of a rhombohedral domain is 
oriented perpendicular to the (111) surface. Since the molecules are pointing with their 
long axis along the unique axis of the trigonal unit cell this means that they point along 
the surface normal of the (111) face. For types В, С and D one of the principal axes of 
the section of the indicatrix is a projection of this unique axis on the surface. For the В 
domain the projection of the unique axis is pointing in the [211] direction. Thus, the C 7 0 
molecules within this domain all have their long axis parallel to the [Til] direction. In a 
similar way it can be deduced that the molecules in the domains of type С and D have 
their long axis parallel to the [111] and [111] directions respectively. 
RPM studies of several other {111} faces also showed that both the Faß and the Fßa 
feathers occur. For both types of feathers only one arrangement of domains was found, 
namely the ones presented in figure 7.2. 
7.3.3 The {100} faces 
7.3.3.1 DICM and AFM studies 
In figure 7.6a a DICM image of the {100} face of a 99.9% pure C70 crystal is presented. 
Characteristic for this surface are the domain walls running in the /010/ directions sep-
arating domains elongated in these directions, indicating a preferential orientation of the 
domain growth during the phase transition. 
The AFM topograph presented in figure 7.6b shows the same geometry in more detail. 
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Figure 7.6 a) Pattern of rhomohedral domains on a {100} face (DICM). b) Arrangement 
of domains forming so-called 'basins' and 'grooves'. The scan size is 22 firn χ 22 μηι (AFM). 
Most of the surface parts corresponding with separate domains are tilted away a few 
degrees from the original orientation of the f.c.c. {100} face. Tilts have been found 
corresponding with the four different orientations (150), (150), (105) and (10<5) on (100) 
with δ < 1. However, some regions appear to have conserved the original orientation. 
The combination of all these domains results in a complex surface pattern displaying 
'basin'-like structures and grooves. 
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Figure 7.7 a) Feather patterns on the {100} face (DICM). b) {100} feather pattern. The 
scan size is 5 μιτι χ 5 μνη (AFM). 
Details of such a basin can be seen in figure 7.6b. Here a flat {100} area is bounded 
by the four different {1¿0} domains all tilted in a different direction and thus forming 
the side walls of the basin. The question now arises whether the bottom of the basin is 
really molecularly flat and corresponds with non-transformed f.c.c. material or consists of 
numerous unresolved submicrometer domains. Detailed AFM scans were carried out on 
several of these regions. In part of the regions a pattern of narrow parallel domains was 
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found. However, in other regions no fine structure could be identified. The latter surface 
areas thus either have the original orientation of the untransformed f.c.c. {100} face or 
consist of a dense pattern of nanometer size tilted rhombohedral domains that could not 
be resolved during the scans. For all domains that form the side walls of the basins the 
inclination with respect to the original {100} orientation was determined. Inclinations 
ranging from 3° to 5° were found. 
In figure 7.6b also a pattern of grooves running in the /010/ directions is shown, which 
seems to be made up of an alternation of two types of domains. The tilt of these domains 
with respect to the original f.c.c. {100} orientation was 4 ± Io. 
On several other {100} faces feather patterns were observed (see figure 7.7a).The shape 
of these feathers differs from those observed on the {111} faces. The main stems and the 
side branches of the former feathers run in the /010/ and the /Oil / directions respectively. 
A schematic drawing of this morphology is presented in figure 7.8. 
Figure 7.8 Schematic drawing of domain patterns on {100} showing feathers (f), grooves 
(g) and a basin (b). 
In figure 7.7b an AFM topograph of such a feather pattern is shown. Also for the 
feather patterns the differences in surface orientations between adjacent domains were 
measured. For two domains separated by a /010/ line an orientational difference of 8 ± 
Ie was found, whereas for domains bounded by a /011/ line a difference of 11 ± Io was 
observed. No basins have been observed in this region. 
When the edge connecting a {111} and a {100} face was studied it could be seen that 
the type I boundaries on the {111} face (running in the /HO/ directions) proceeded as 
domain boundaries on the {100} face. As the latter lines run in the /010/ directions it 
can be concluded that the type I boundaries on {111} and the /010/ boundaries on {100} 
are caused by a domain wall parallel to a {001} face. 
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7.3.3.2 Reflection polarization microscopy studies 
The {100} faces of rhombohedral C70 crystals showed a position dependent anisotropy 
in the reflectivity upon rotation of the crystal surface under croseed polarizers. Large 
parts of the surface remained dark upon rotation. For the other parts of the surface, 
extinction could be observed every 90°. The minima in intensity were observed when the 
polarization direction of the incident light was parallel to one of the four /Oil/ directions 
on (100). For all domains the unique axis of the indicatrix is parallel to one of the <111> 
directions. The projections of these unique axes on the (100) face are pointing in the four 
/011/ directions. Therefore, for every domain the principal axes are pointing in the /011/ 
directions and thus the four types of domains all have the same extinction directions as 
observed in the RPM studies. 
The fact that some regions remain dark upon rotation can have two reasons. First, the 
reflectivity of these regions might be isotropic, indicating that these regions still have the 
f.c.c. structure and did not undergo the phase transition during cooling down. Second, 
these regions may consist of a very dense structure of microdomains, their dimensions 
being below the resolution of optical microscopy. The latter possibility is supported 
by the observation of pseudo-domains, the so-called 'puzzle game domains' [13, 14] as 
shown in figure 7.9. In areas with puzzle game domains a dense structure of domain 
walls parallel to /010/ is present. A group of parallel, elongated domain walls with 
submicrometer spacing introduces a pseudo-symmetry with pseudo mirror planes being 
parallel and perpendicular to the /010/ directions, i.e. making an angle of 45° with 
the extinction directions of the domains. Due to form birefringence inside each of these 
puzzle domains, an anisotropic reflectivity occurs that is characterized by a difference in 
reflectivity for light with its polarization parallel and perpendicular to the domain walls. 
When linearly polarized light is incident on this bireflecting domain wall structure and 
the polarization direction is making an angle of 45° with the /010/ length directions of 
the adjacent domain walls (i.e. parallel to the extinction directions of the domains itself) 
this light becomes slightly elliptical upon reflection and in addition is rotated over a small 
angle. As a result, maximal contrast will be obtained for the puzzle domains when the 
crossed polarizers are parallel to /Oil/ on (100) and are slightly uncrossed. In case of 
figure 7.9a and 7.9b the analyzer is rotated +2° and -2° respectively with respect to 
the crossed position, which leads to reversal of the image contrast. Within each puzzle 
domain often a dense pattern of parallel domain walls can just be discerned at the highest 
magnifications. 
7.3.4 Observation of a phase transition at 303 К 
During the present DICM and RPM studies a second phase transition was observed 
in-situ at 303 ± 2 K. This phase transition could be initiated by changing the intensity of 
the microscope light incident on the surface, or by heating or cooling the crystal with the 
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Figure 7.9 RPM pictures of a {100} face under slightly uncrossed polarizers: a) uncrossed 
over +2°: b) uncrossed over -2°. The 'puzzle domains' invert their contrasts upon switching 
the analyzer to the other uncrossed position. The polarization direction of the incident light 
(P) is parallel to one of the main axes of the section of the indicatrices of the rhombohedral 
domains. 
help of a Peltier element. The heat introduced by the incident light raises the temperature 
maximally 6 K, as no phase transition could be introduced at crystal temperatures below 
297 K. Upon reducing the temperature below 303 К the patterns of rhombohedral domain 
walls remained unchanged on both the {100} and the {111} faces, but additional domains 
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superimposed on the rhombohedral domains appeared on both types of faces. With 
the help of RPM the appearance of bright regions moving fast over the surface could 
be monitored. DICM studies showed the formation of extra structure on the surface. 
Domains having a surface orientation slightly different from the tilts in the feather patterns 
appeared, moved and were subsequently pinned. Increasing the temperature reversed 
the process, that is, the superimposed domains moved in the opposite direction and 
subsequently disappeared. By means of slight changes in temperature the movement of 
the domain walls could be controlled and the motion of the walls could be stopped and 
reversed at any place on the surface. 
On the {111} faces the extra domain lines are connecting two rhombohedral domain 
lines of type I and make an angle of 80 - 85° with the type I lines (see figure 7.10a). When 
the extra lines cross a type I line they change direction, whereas no changes in direction 
are observed at the crossings with the type II lines. Figure 7.10b shows the extra domain 
patterns on the {100} faces. On these surfaces at least two types of domain lines were 
found. These sets of lines make angles of approximately 45° and 80° with the main stems 
of the feathers. The latter ones are visible in figure 7.10b. Several individual domain 
walls running in other directions were monitored (e.g. parallel to the stems). 
Upon further cooling to 268 К no changes were observed on the surfaces, although 
the phase transition of the trigonal structure towards the monoclinic structure has been 
reported to occur at 282 К [9] or 295 К [7]. 
7.4 General discussion and conclusions 
7.4.1 The formation of rhombohedral domains 
In-situ studies of the phase transition showed that both on the {100} and the {111} 
faces the domains appeared and disappeared in groups. On the {111} surfaces growth of 
the domains occurred along the length direction of the feathers. On the {100} faces do­
main growth can also occur along feathers. On both types of surfaces the feather patterns 
consist of four different types of domains implying an alternating creation of two sets of 
domains. Such a regularity of the arrangement of domains has already been described 
for the domain patterns on surfaces of, for example, Pb 3(P0 4)2 [15], KFe(Mo04)2 and 
KIn(W04)2 [16] crystals and is explained by a reduction of the internal stress by means 
of an alternation of opposite inclinations. 
Although the feathers on one single surface were not formed at the same time the 
domain walls of parallel, adjacent feathers on both types of surfaces of the C70 crystals are 
connected. This implies either that the shape of a newly formed feather is determined by 
the shape of a neighbouring feather or that domain wall movement occurs after formation 
of the domain pattern. The second possibility seems unlikely, since during the present 
study never a moving boundary was observed. Both mechanisms suggest that the resulting 
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Figure 7.10 DICM pictures showing the extra domains below 303 К on a) a {111} face 
and b) a {100} face. The domains manifest themselves as an alternating sequence of darker 
and brighter regions within each rhombohedral domain. The extra domain lines proceed 
across the type II domain lines and run parallel to the arrows indicated in the figure. 
pattern is formed by a reduction of internal stress. 
On both types of surfaces the domain walls manifest themselves as lines running in sev­
eral directions. In order to assign orientations of domain walls to these lines, the domain 
walls that are allowed in this system have to be determined. Following the assumption 
that a change in length, due to spontaneous strain formed during the phase transition, of 
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unique axes of 
neighbouring domains 
A: [111] and B: [111] 
A: [111] and C: [HI] 
A: [111] and D: [llT] 
C: [111] and B: [111] 
D: [111] and B: [111] 
C: [111] and D: [llT] 
allowed 
domain walls 
(100) 
(Oil) 
(010) 
(101) 
(001) 
(110) 
(001) 
(no) 
(010) 
(ЮГ) 
(100) 
(oiT) 
orientational differences 
on (111) 
8.2° 
4.4° 
8.2° 
4.4° 
8.2° 
4.4° 
0° 
6.1" 
0° 
6.1° 
0° 
6.1° 
on (100) 
12.5° 
8.5" 
4.3° 
8.5° 
4.3° 
8.5° 
4.3° 
8.5° 
4.3e 
12.5° 
Table 7.1 Orientations of domain walls between two adjacent domains that are indicated 
by the direction of their unique axes. Also the calculated orientational differences of the 
(111) and (100) surfaces of these domains along a ¡me perpendicular to the intersection line 
of the domain wall and these (111) and (100) surfaces are given 
any infinitesimal vector contained in a domain wall, is equal in the two adjacent domains, 
all possible domain walls can be determined [17]. For the phase transition of m3m to 3m 
the walls that are predicted [18, 19] are listed in table 7.1. 
7.4.2 The domain patterns on the {111} faces 
Using table 7.1 domain walls can be assigned to all the lines that are present in the 
Faß and the symmetrically equivalent Fßa feathers. For the Faß feathers in figure 7.4 the 
type Ha lines are the manifestation of (ЮТ) domain walls, the type I lines are either due 
to (001) or (110) domain walls and the type IIb lines are the result of either (101) or (010) 
domain walls. 
It can also be derived from table 7.1 that for each type of feather only one arrangement 
of domains is possible, namely the one that is observed in the RPM measurements (see 
figure 7.4). Thus, an interrupted type I line as observed with DICM and AFM is in fact 
an uninterrupted line composed of domain walls between A and D and between В and 
С domains. Comparing the orientational differences along the type I lines as determined 
in the AFM measurements (see section 7.3.2.1) with the calculated values (see table 7.1) 
it can be concluded that the type I lines are the manifestation of (001) domain walls 
at the (111) surface. This agrees with the same conclusion in section 7.3.3.1, which was 
deduced from the fact that the type I lines on the {111} faces proceed as the main stems of 
feathers on the {100} faces. The domain wall between the В and С domains as indicated 
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by a dashed line in figure 7.4 can not be observed with DICM and AFM because В and С 
domains that are separated by a (001) domain wall have the same inclination on the (111) 
surface. Similarly, it can be concluded that the type lib lines are due to (101) domain 
walls. 
7.4.3 The domain patterns on the {100} faces 
Using table 7.1 the orientations of the different domains of the feather patterns on the 
{100} surfaces can be deduced. As is shown in figure 7.8 feathers running in two directions 
have been observed on the (100) face. These two feathers are symmetry related by the 
fourfold axis. Each symmetrically unique feather allows for two different assignments of 
domains and domain walls to their pattern, as is schematized in figure 7.11. There are no 
other possibilities. The pattern presented in figure 7.11b can be rejected for two reasons. 
First, as was mentioned in section 7.3.3.1, the type I lines on the {111} faces proceed 
as the main stems of the feathers on the {100} faces. Thus, these lines are the outcrops 
of {001} domain walls. Only in figure 7.11a the main stems of the feathers are formed 
by these domain walls. Second, from the analysis of the AFM images it follows that the 
difference in orientation between two domains being separated by the line corresponding 
with the main stem of a feather is 8 ± I o (see section 7.3.3.1). Calculations show that this 
difference is 4.3° for a (1Ï0), (110), (101) or (ЮТ) domain wall, whereas it is 8.5° in case 
of a (010) or a (001) domain wall (see table 7.1). The calculated orientational difference 
between two domains separated by a line forming the side branch of a feather is 12.5° for 
both patterns presented in figure 7.11, which is in accordance with the angle of 11 ± I o 
that was measured by AFM. 
In the same way as above it can be deduced that the domains in the groove-patterns 
parallel to [001] on the (100) face are В and D or A and С domains separated by (010) 
walls and those in the grooves parallel to [010] on the same face are A and D or В and С 
domains separated by (001) walls. 
For the basin-like structures on the {100} faces no final explanation could be found. 
The orientational differences between the bottom of the basin and its side walls as deter­
mined by AFM measurements are approximately half as large as those for the boundaries 
between two tilted domains. This strongly suggests either that the bottom of the basin 
has kept the original orientation of the f.c.c. {100} face and thus still has the f.c.c. struc­
ture or consists of a very dense structure of nanodomains, i.e. the spacing between two 
adjacent walls must be smaller than 10 imi in this case. The former explanation, however, 
is not very likely as it implies high residual stresses in the f.c.c. areas as well as in the 
boundaries between f.c.c. and rhombohedral domains. Still, no definite explanation has 
been found. At this moment high resolution ТЕМ measurements are being performed on 
these crystals in order to study their microstructure [20]. 
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Figure 7.11 Assignment of domains and domain walls to the feather patterns on the (100) 
face. Using the criterion of allowed domain walls two possible arrangements, a and b, can be 
derived. Confrontation with the results of DICM and AFM measurements rejects possibility 
b. А, В, С and D represent rhombohedral domains having their unique axis in the [111], 
the [111], the [111] and the [111] directions respectively. 
7.4.4 The phase transition at 303 К 
Thus far, for f.c.c. grown C70 crystals only two phase transitions have been reported, 
i.e. the transformation of the (high temperature) f.c.c. lattice into the rhombohedral 
lattice at 361 К and the subsequent transition towards a monoclinic structure at 282 К 
[9]. At both phase transitions the symmetry reduction will introduce domain walls. The 
361 К phase transition could be identified unambiguously in our experiments. However, 
we observed a second phase transition introducing extra domain walls at a temperature 
that is 21 К higher than the 282 К transition. No hysteresis could be observed in the 
temperature of the phase transition. The exact nature of the phase transition at 303 К and 
the extra domain lines occurring below this temperature is still unknown. Considering the 
fact that the existing domain walls remained while the new domain walls appeared, the low 
temperature structure is most likely a subgroup of the trigonal structure. Thus, either a 
monoclinic or a triclinic structure is formed [19]. As the number of expected domains and 
domain walls for the f.c.c. grown crystals after transition from the rhombohedral phase is 
12 respectively 45 for the monoclinic phase and 24 respectively 117 for the triclinic phase, 
the patterns of domain walls in figure 7.9 are too complicated to be easily identified. 
It has to be mentioned that McGhie et al. performed their measurements on a mixture 
of f.c.c and h.c.p. grown material and observed four transitions of which two were assigned 
to the h.c.p. grown crystals. One of the latter two transitions occurred at approximately 
300 K. This could either suggest that this transition is the one of the trigonal towards the 
monoclinic phase or that three transitions can be observed in the f.c.c. grown crystals. In 
our experiments no evidence for a third transition was found: in the temperature region 
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between 303 К and 268 К no changes in surface structure were observed during the RPM 
and DICM studies. Detailed studies of the crystal structure below 303 К are in progress. 
The fact that the extra domain walls have not been observed during the AFM mea­
surements can be explained by a local heating of the crystal surfaces during the scans by 
the solid state laser in the AFM equipment. 
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A superspace description for t h e morphology of 
modulated crystals 
— an explanation for t h e occurrence of faces (hklm) -
M. Kremers, H. Meekes, P. Bennema, K. Balzuweit and M.A. Verheijen * 
Abstract 
A theory is presented for the explanation of equilibrium forms of modulated crystals In 
this theory crystallographic concepts are generalised to a superspace description of these 
crystals The aim is to be able to deal with the case of incommensurately modulated crys­
tals and consequently explain the occurrence of satellite faces The case of a modulated 
one-dimensional crystal is treated 
8.1 Introduction 
Non-modulated crystals show lattice translational periodicity in three independent di­
rections They have a lattice spanned by three vectors oi, o
a
 and аз Modulated crystals 
have a periodic distortion In commensurately modulated crystals this extra periodicity 
is commensurate with the lattice The crystal can then be described by choosing a dif­
ferent lattice with another unit cell In incommensurately modulated crystals there is no 
integral combination of oi, аг and a¡ that is commensurate with the periodicity of the 
modulation The crystal loses its translational symmetry in at least one direction The 
average structure can still be described by the original lattice 
A typical macroscopic property of crystals is their morphology Crystals are often 
bounded by flat faces For non-modulated crystals these faces are perpendicular to recip-
rocal lattice vectors 
Hhki = ha\ + ka2 + la*3 (8 1) 
and can thus be characterised by three integral numbers (hkl) This corresponds to 
the law of rational indices Morphological theories for the explanation of the stability 
of crystal faces, with respect to faces perpendicular to arbitrary vectors from reciprocal 
space, already exist [4] The modern morphological theory is based on an integration 
of the crystallographic Hartman Perdok theory [9] and statistical mechanical theory of 
roughening transition ([1], [5]) A crystallographic face (hkl) can be constructed by cutting 
"The work presented in this chapter has been published in Phtl Mag Β β9 (1994) 69 
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l/h of αϊ, 1/k of α 2 ала 1/1 of α 3 and taking the plane through these points. It follows that 
in each such face a two-dimensional lattice can be defined, which is a periodic repetition 
of a planar elementary cell. In the calculation of stability of crystal faces this fact is very 
useful, since only this planar cell, called the mesh area Мш, has to be considered. 
Modulated crystals are also bounded by flat faces. A striking example is the mineral 
calaverite (АиТег). Its very rich morphology has puzzled crystallographers for a long time 
until a very satisfying description was eventually given by [7]. When the modulation is 
one-dimensional, it has been found ([3], [13], [6], [7]) that these faces are perpendicular to 
vectors which are integral linear combinations of four vectors from reciprocal space and 
can therefore be characterised by four integral numbers (hklm). Three of these vectors, 
a j , aj and aj, span the reciprocal lattice of the average structure and the fourth is the 
modulation wave vector q. Suppose that this vector is ς = aa\ + βα\ + 7aJ. The face 
(hklm) is then perpendicular to the vector 
Hhhim = ha\ + ka*2 + lal + mq (8.2) 
It cuts the aj axis at l/(h +ora), the ог axis at l/(k +/3m) and the аз axis at 1/(1 +7m). 
If at least one of the three numbers α, β or 7 is irrational, we speak of an incommensurate 
modulation and it is not always possible to define a planar elementary cell on this surface, 
because the translational symmetry can be broken. Therefore, in calculating the stability 
of such a face in a traditional way [16], it would be necessary to consider the complete 
face instead of just one planar elementary cell. Moreover, the exact surface structure can 
be very complicated due to the modulation and calculations using this structure will at 
least be very involved. Furthermore, because (hklm) faces do show up as stable faces on 
modulated crystals we are led to the question in what respect such a face (hklm) differs 
from a face perpendicular to any vector from reciprocal space that can not be described 
by equation 8.2. 
In this paper we approach this problem in the following manner. There exists a clear 
relationship between crystallographic faces and the crystal's X-ray diffraction pattern. 
Faces are found to be perpendicular to vectors Hhum and diffraction spots are found in 
the directions of these vectors. In crystals, X-ray reflections are found in directions к = 
hal+ka^+lal+mq. They are called satellite reflections when m φ 0, because they usually 
have smaller intensities than main reflections (m = 0) and are in the neighbourhood of 
the latter. Faces (hklm) are therefore called satellite faces when τη φ 0. It has been 
shown [14] that the vectors fc can be considered as projections of lattice vectors in a 
reciprocal superspace (of dimension higher than three) on the physical three-dimensional 
reciprocal space. This corresponds to an embedding of the modulated crystal in this 
superspace, where it has full lattice translational symmetry. The physical crystal is then 
a three-dimensional section of the superspace. Therefore crystal faces are generalised to 
hyperfaces in superspace as suggested by [12]. Also other crystallographic concepts will 
be generalised. In this paper we give the example of a modulated one-dimensional crystal 
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embedded in a 1+1-dimensional superspace. Some preliminary results of this approach 
have been published earlier [5]. 
8.2 The embedding of a modulated one-dimensional crystal 
Here, a set of displacively modulated one-dimensional crystals is treated instead of 
just one. The atomic positions are given by: 
r(n, φ) = na + fsin2n(qna + φ) (8.3) 
η labels the cell and ƒ is the modulation amplitude. All crystals from the set have the 
same average lattice determined by α and the same modulation wavelength q. The phase 
factor φ determines the phase of the modulation wave with respect to the origin. Each 
crystal from the set is characterised by a different phase φ modulo 1. 
The modulation wavevector q, is given by 
q = aa', 0<a< 1 (8.4) 
where a* defines a basic vector in the reciprocal lattice of the average structure. 
In order to embed the modulated crystal in a 1+1-dimensional superspace a lattice 
must be defined in this space. On an orthonormal basis, this lattice is spanned by the 
vectors: 
a, = (a, -ad) 
d
e
 = (0, d) 
The reciprocal lattice is defined by: 
o; = (o*,0) 
d'
s
 = (q,d-), 
where a', d and d* are chosen such that 
aa' = dd* = 1. 
Therefore, (with Eq. 4), we have 
a
s
 • a* = d, • d
e
 = 1 
a„ • d*
s
 = a* · d„ = 0. 
In principle there are no further restrictions on the vector d. However, we take the 
unit of length in the internal space to be the modulation wavelength in real space, which 
is a natural choice [12]: 
d = K 1=1/9· 
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Internal 
Space 
Supe repace 
Internal 
Space 
Reciprocal 
Superspace 
Figure 8.1 The 1+1-dimensional superspace construction for a modulated one-
dimensional structure. The atoms embedded in this superspace are shown (a) and the 
lattice in reciprocal superspace is given (b). 
The vector a, then becomes (o, —a) and consequently the angle between α = (α, 0) 
and α, has to be 
ρ = π/4 
The two periodicities α and \/q present in the crystal are thus represented in superspace by 
respectively a and d,. From here on, we will only consider incommensurate modulations, 
so only irrational values for α = qa. 
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The atoms embedded in 1+1-dimensional superspace (see figure 8.1) are described by: 
r . (n , r ) = (na + f sin(2n(qna + τ + τ0),τ) = (г(п,т + т0),т) (8.5) 
and it is clear that a physical crystal is a section at τ + τ0 = φ. The parameter τ 
can thus be considered as a phase which runs along the d, axis, called internal axis, 
perpendicular to the space of the physical crystal, denoted as external space. A section 
at a different phase τ gives another modulated one-dimensional crystal with the same 
average lattice and the same, though shifted with respect to the origin, modulation wave. 
It is important to realise that the embedding therefore represents an continuum of these 
modulated crystals. 
8.3 Generalisation of crystallographic concepts to superspace 
8.3.1 Chemical bonds 
A crystal can be considered to be a collection of atoms in a lattice where the atoms 
are bound to each other by chemical bonds. An often used interpretation of a chemical 
bond is that the corresponding binding energy is the energy needed to take the two atoms 
infinitely far apart. The bond is represented by a line segment connecting the atoms and 
it is assumed that the energy is a function of the bond length. Normally a longer bond 
corresponds to a lower energy. We generalise this concept and connect at each phase τ 
in equation 8.5, thus for each crystal, the atoms in superspace with each other. Instead 
of a finite number of bonds per unit internal axis length, we thus obtain a bond density 
in superspace, as is shown in appendix A. The bonds are taken to be parallel to the 
physical space. By defining bonds in this way, it is guaranteed that a generalised Wulff 
plot construction, that we will introduce, yields the physical crystal, as we will explain 
later. 
8.3.2 Crystallographic planes 
The generalisation of a crystallographic plane (hm) is straightforward [12]. A crystal­
lographic hyperplane is taken to be perpendicular to the vector 
H(hm),a = ha', + md's. (8.6) 
It can be constructed by cutting the o, axis at 1/Λ and the d
s
 axis at 1/m and taking 
the plane through these points. In our 1+1-dimensional case this will be a line. 
8.3.3 Interplanar distances 
Now a grid of netplanes (hm)
s
 can be constructed in superspace with interplanar 
distance 
d(hm),B = TTT г = 77T~. 7T~, , ,чі- С8·?) 
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This is essentially different from the result obtained when the notion of interplanar dis­
tance would be generalised for satellite planes in physical space. In that case one would 
find 
d(hm) = r S Γ = ι. , „ ι · ( 8 · 8 ) 
It is important to realise that this interplanar distance becomes infinite when h = —ma, 
which can not have a physical meaning. However, if α is a true irrational number h never 
equals —ma. 
8.3.4 Mesh area 
In close connection with the idea of interplanar distance is that of mesh area M. It is 
formally defined as the surface area of the planar elementary cell of a lattice plane and 
therefore fulfills the relation 
M ( h m ) d ( h m ) = V, (8.9) 
where V is the volume of the unit cell of the lattice. We generalise this concept to 
Míhm)t,díhm),s = V„ (8.10) 
so that the mesh area in 1+1-dimensional superspace is given by 
M(Am)„ = K ( ( / l + m ^ + m 2 Q 2 ) è . (8.11) 
The generalisation in physical space would give: 
M(ftm) = V* к (8.12) 
α 
It is clear that for the case h = —ma the definition in physical space is again useless since 
the mesh area then becomes equal to zero. 
8.4 The principle of selective cuts in superspace 
One of the ways of calculating the stability of crystal faces is to consider the surface 
free energy Γ [4]. A face is more stable when its surface free energy is lower. In a chemical 
bond model, as described above, the surface free energy is taken to be the energy per unit 
area necessary to create this surface by cutting bonds. The surface free energy thus 
corresponds to the broken bond energy per unit area involved in dividing an infinite 
crystal over the plane, in two semi-infinite halves. The equilibrium form of a crystal will 
then be such that the total surface free energy is minimal. The equilibrium form of a 
crystal can differ substantially from its growth form. The calculation of growth forms is 
more complicated and will not be considered in this paper. 
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The generalisation of several crystallographic concepts in the previous section, now 
allows for the calculation of surface energies using superspace. The broken bond energy 
per unit area is calculated for a crystallographic hyperplane cutting the embedded 1+1-
dimensional crystal. Since we are now dealing with a bond density, we have to integrate 
the broken bond energy over a generalised mesh area M^m),·· The surface free energy is 
then obtained by dividing this result by the mesh area. 
It is very important to see that in the intersection of one hyperplane with the 1+1-
dimensional embedded crystal (described by equation 8.5) the same bonds are cut as 
in the intersection of a grid of these planes (with interplanar distance d(/,
m
),») with the 
physical crystal. This is illustrated in figure 8.2 for the (01) plane. Traveling along the α 
axis, the relation in bond length between successive bonds cut by the grid in the physical 
crystal is very complicated. The bond density cut in superspace, indicated by the hatched 
area in the figure, is mathematically clearly much more convenient for calculations. 
From the foregoing it is clear that the generalisation of calculating broken bond ener­
gies per mesh area to superspace for one (hm)B plane is equivalent to taking the physical 
crystal and cutting it at its intersections with all planes (hm), of the grid. These planes 
intersect the physical crystal at distances d^
m
) apart. 
If the crystal is not modulated each such cut gives the same result and it is sufficient 
to consider a constant energy over the whole mesh area of a plane. Now one can see that 
in the case that there is a modulation, in fact a bond average over the grid of planes is 
taken. We will assume that this average determines the equilibrium form of the modulated 
crystal. This assumption will be addressed in the discussion.!d 
The described procedure has a further striking aspect, which will be referred to as the 
principle of selective cuts, which is essential for the stability of satellite faces on modulated 
crystals. At first instance it might seem that in the grid of planes each possible modulated 
bond is encountered since there is no periodicity. However, from figure 8.2 it is, already 
by inspection, obvious that only a fraction of all possible bonds is found. This fraction is 
indicated for the (01) plane in the figure by depicting a finite number of its bonds. The 
energy of a bond is taken to be lower when the bond is longer. Therefore, it is obvious 
that the surface free energy of a hyperplane can be lower than the free energy obtained 
if we average over all possible bonds. This means that the average bond length in the 
fraction is then larger than a. 
One must realise that for hyperplanes of which the indices h and m have some common 
divisor (other than 1) not every plane from the grid of planes (hm)B cuts the same set of 
bonds. (The same problem occurs for (hkl) faces with common divisors in non-modulated 
three-dimensional crystals.) We will not consider such planes in this paper, but they could 
be taken into account by averaging over all bonds cut by all the planes from the grid 
within one unit cell of the superspace lattice. For hyperplanes of which the indices have 
no common divisor (except 1) this procedure gives exactly the same result as integrating 
over a generalised mesh area. 
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Figure 8.2 The principle of selective cuts demonstrated for the (01) plane. The mesh 
area М(
И
),
а
 is indicated. 
As mentioned before, each phase τ along the internal d. axis corresponds to a modu­
lated crystal with the same two periodicities a and 1/q. Therefore we assume that it is a 
legitimate procedure to minimise the surface free energy individually for each plane (hm)
s 
by varying the phase at which the hyperplane intersects the d, axis. That is equivalent 
to varying the phase τ 0 in equation 8.5. This assumption will also be addressed in the 
discussion. 
We have thus obtained the very important result that the principle of selectivity gives 
rise to stabilised satellite faces. One already expects that for large mesh areas (roughly 
corresponding to high index planes) it is more difficult to let the selectivity principle work 
favourably. So, as a rule of thumb, high index planes will be less stable than low index 
planes. 
8.5 Extension of the Wulff plot construction according to Her­
ring 
The construction of an equilibrium form of a crystal from calculated surface energies 
has been treated by Herring ([10], [11]). In short, one draws a radius vector, with the 
surface free energy Γ as a measure for its length, in the direction of the face normal. Then 
a plane is constructed through the tip of each radius vector perpendicular to the vector. 
The shape of the equilibrium form is the body formed by all points reachable from the 
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origin without crossing any of these planes. Cusps in the polar Γ plot can thus give planes 
on the equilibrium form. We will show that performing the same procedure in superspace 
can give a modulated one-dimensional crystal with satellite faces. 
Since only bonds parallel to the physical space are considered, a crystallographic hy­
perplane parallel to this space will never cut a bond. Its surface free energy must therefore 
be zero. Let's now consider an arbitrary direction of a face normal which makes an angle 
θ with the α axis and assume that for this direction there is no selectivity. This latter 
assumption for example always holds when the modulation amplitude is zero. The surface 
free energy then fulfills the following relation: 
T{0) = T a l c o s o | . (8.13) 
The cos θ dependence is simply the area along the d, axis of the cut bond density, divided 
by the corresponding mesh area. Making a polar plot of Γ thus yields two circles. All 
constructed planes at tips of radial vectors of the Γ plot intersect the a axis in the same 
point corresponding to Γ,^χ in physical space. In figure 8.3 the Wulff plot of a model 
calculation is shown. The details will be treated in the next section, but at this point 
the figure is already illustrative for the two circles in superspace. The infinitely sharp 
cusp for θ = ± | corresponds to the face h = —ma, which strictly speaking never occurs 
due to the irrationality of a. This cusp, however, actually reduces the dimension of the 
equilibrium form by one. In this way, the equilibrium form becomes one-dimensional 
as required, since we consider a modulated one-dimensional crystal. It is important to 
realise that the generalisation of bonds with no internal component is essential for this 
reduction. If bonds also had an internal component, the obtained equilibrium form would 
be 1+1-dimensional. The notion of a crystal form in superspace was introduced by [12]. 
Figure 8.3 Generalised Wulff plot construction in superspace for the case a = 0.3 and 
ƒ = 0.2a. Faces with indices up to 3 have been plotted. 
As we have derived, (hm) planes can be stabilised due to the principle of selectivity. 
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They therefore give cusps in the two-circle Wulff plot ала the planes constructed at the 
minimum energy vectors in principle do not cut the α axis at the same point any longer. 
The intersection closest to the origin will determine the morphology and this may very 
well correspond to a satellite face. The distance ξ, between the origin and the intersection 
of a plane with the a axis, thus determines the morphological importance of the plane. 
The surface free energy Γ and the distance ξ are related in the following way: 
f = r/|coefl|. 
8.6 A model calculation 
A calculation of surface energies has been performed for 200 different values of α in 
q = aa', 0 < a < 1 and a constant amplitude ƒ = 0.2a. Crystallographic planes (hm) 
have been considered for which — 4 < h, m < 4. For the minimisation the phase TQ was 
varied over 750 different values, in order to find the spreading between maximal and 
minimal surface energies. 
The length of a bond at phase τ in cell η along the α axis is given by 
l(n, r) = α + ƒ (sin 2π(α(η + 1) + τ + τ0) - sin 2π(αη + τ + τ0)), (8.14) 
where we assume that 2f < a. The energy of a bond as function of its length is taken to 
be 
Щп,т)) = j£- (8.15) 
l(n,r) 
The surface free energy Γ is then calculated according to 
r ( f c m ) = - ' — Ι άΜΦ(1(η(Μ),τ(Μ))) (8.16) 
where σ is the bond density in superspace, which we take to be equal to 1 m - 1 . 
The integration only runs over one generalised mesh area, since the remainder of the 
plane is just a periodic repetition of this mesh area. 
In figure 8.3 the results for q = 0.3a* and ƒ = 0.2a are represented in the Wulff plot 
for — 3 < h, m < 3. The line segments intersecting the circles represent the spreading of 
the surface energies found for the 750 values of т. The figure shows that cusps indeed 
occur for (hm) planes. In this case the modulated one-dimensional crystal is bounded 
by (01) faces. It is interesting to know what the exact shape of the cusps is. Therefore, 
the calculation has been repeated for all faces with indices —40 < h, m < 40, which have 
their face normals in some restricted part of the two-circle Wulff plot. 
The results are shown in figure 8.4, from which it is clear that the spreading in energy 
is definitely much larger for the low index planes already present in figure 8.3, than for 
any other crystallographic plane in their neighbourhood. It is clear that the cusps in the 
extended Wulff plot have a singular character. 
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Figure 8.4 Part of the generalised Wulff plot construction of figure 8.3 for indices up to 
40. It clearly shows the singular shape of the cusps. 
Figure 8.5 shows the results of the ξ = Γ/ |cos0| values, that determine the morpho­
logical importance, calculated for the 200 different α values. In order to keep this figure 
surveyable not all calculated crystallographic planes have been plotted; instead, it has 
been tried to give a representative picture. As explained before, the surface free energy 
is, per construction, zero when α is exactly —h/m. These singular points are therefore 
not drawn. From the figure it becomes clear that the order in stability of faces is strongly 
dependent on a. Consider for example the (li) plane. It is very stable for large values 
of a, but less stable, with respect to other planes, for small values of a. One can also 
observe that in general the surface free energy of low index planes is stabilised more than 
that of high index planes. Looking more closely to this figure one can see that it has a 
mirror symmetry in a = 0.5. The origin of this symmetry is explained in appendix B. 
8.7 Discussion 
In this section we will discuss the essential assumptions made in this paper in more 
detail. 
One of these assumptions is that the average energy of all bonds cut by a mesh area 
of one hyperplane determines the presence of this face on the equilibrium form of the 
modulated crystal. This may seem strange for a modulated one-dimensional crystal, 
because its equilibrium form is determined by merely two faces. Only two bonds have 
to be cut in order to create the faceted crystal from the infinite crystal. However, for 
a modulated three-dimensional crystal (and even for a modulated two-dimensional one), 
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Figure 8.5 Normalised ξ = Γ/ |cosí | values for 200 a points, calculated by minimising 
over 750 phases. The smallest value of ξ corresponds to the highest morphological impor­
tance. A representative set of crystallographic planes has been plotted, ƒ = 0.2a. 
it does make sense to average over all bonds cut by the mesh area. In order to create 
a satellite face (hklm) from an infinite crystal, in general not only one, but an infinite 
number of modulated bonds must be cut. All of these cut modulated bonds can be 
represented by sets of bonds intersected by mesh areas in superspace. This will be worked 
out in a forthcoming paper. 
Now, consider a very large equilibrium form. Then, in creating a face from the infinite 
crystal so many bonds must be cut, that adding or subtracting one bond will have no 
influence on the overall free energy of the equilibrium form. On a face of such a very large 
crystal, many complete mesh areas M^m),» will be present. With respect to this, the 
number of non complete mesh areas present on the face will be negligible. In other words 
we approximate the surface free energy as if an integer number of mesh areas determines 
the free energy. 
Closely connected to the averaging procedure is the assumption that the phase of 
the modulation can be adjusted for each face independently, in order to minimise the 
free energy of the face. Again we will discuss the relevance of this assumption for the 
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modulated three-dimensional crystal. For an ideal modulated crystal all bonds on all 
faces in principle change when the phase of the modulation is varied. This implies that 
varying the phase, in order to minimise the surface free energy of one face, automatically 
changes the free energy of all other faces. Nevertheless, we have used independent phases 
for each face. The reason for this is the following. Adding a single layer of atoms to one 
particular face, clearly changes the phase of the modulation at that surface, but there is 
no change in the phases of the modulation at the other faces. In the case of a very large 
crystal, adding this layer to the face hardly changes the size of the surface. However, 
the surface free energy may change considerably due to the selectivity principle. Thus, 
the total surface free energy of a large crystal can, even for a fixed number of particles, 
be minimised by adding and removing layers on different faces. Thereby not so much 
the surface area is changed, but to a larger extent the phase of the modulation at each 
individual face and therefore its surface free energy. 
In real, non ideal, crystals this minimising process will certainly be influenced by the 
presence of defects that locally alter (pin) the modulation phase in such a way that the 
bulk energy is minimal. A crystal surface is an intrinsic defect of a finite crystal and will 
therefore tend to minimise the surface free energy. We think that our assumption of using 
independent phases in the minimising procedure is therefore a realistic one. 
8.8 Conclusions 
It has been shown that the well known procedure for calculating the stability of faces 
from surface energies can be extended to superspace for modulated crystals. 
It is very well possible to generalise concepts as chemical bonds, crystallographic 
planes, interplanar distances and mesh areas. Also a Wulff plot can be drawn in su-
perspace yielding the equilibrium form of the physical crystal. 
Due to the principle of selectivity, satellite faces indeed get a chance of appearing, 
which is not a priori obvious. Satellite faces can even be more stabilised than main faces 
and the shape of cusps in the generalised Wulff plot is singular. 
In order to demonstrate the selectivity principle the situation has been outlined for a 
modulated one-dimensional crystal. There are however no limitations for the extension 
of the presented method to higher dimensions. It turns out that the (3+l)-dimensional 
case can be treated by considering for each bond present a different (l+l)-dimensional 
embedding. Results of this approach for modulated three-dimensional cases have been 
published in a separate paper [13]. 
In the one-dimensional case it has been demonstrated that the order in stability of 
faces is strongly dependent on the modulation parameter a. In general low index faces 
will be more stable than high index faces. Further, it has become clear that with a larger 
modulation amplitude, in general, more stabilisation can be obtained. 
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Our analysis shows that the superspace construction is not only relevant for a struc­
tural description, but also for the analysis of physical properties of modulated crystals, 
the example in this paper being the morphology. 
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Appendix A 
In this appendix we will show that the generalisation of chemical bonds, encountered 
in a modulated one-dimensional crystal, to bonds in superspace with only an external 
component, yields a uniform bond density. If one travels in the modulated one-dimensional 
crystal starting from the origin along the bonds, one encounters bonds in such a way that 
the n'th bond has phase ηα + φ as can be seen from equation 8.3. This means that for the 
generalisation we must draw successively bonds in superspace, each time separated along 
the d, axis by a phase a. Since a is an irrational number, it is not so easy to see what 
the result of this procedure is. Therefore, we use the following approach. Every irrational 
number can be approximated by means of a continued fraction expansion [8]. Thus, the 
irrational number is approximated by a fraction p/q in which ρ and q are both integers. In 
every next approximation, which is a better one, q increases. The irrational number can 
be considered to be the approximation for which q becomes infinite. Now consider such 
a commensurate approximation p/q « a. In this case we must draw bonds in superspace 
separated by a phase p/q. After drawing q bonds the total phase has increased by ρ which 
is an integer number. This combined with the periodicity along the d, axis leads to the 
conclusion that there are q different bonds in every unit cell in superspace. It is easy to 
see that within each unit cell these bonds have a mutual constant distance in phase of 
l/q. In the limit that q goes to infinity, we get an infinite number of bonds in every unit 
cell and the constant distance in phase between two successive bonds becomes zero in this 
limit. So, we obtain a uniform bond density in superspace. 
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Appendix В 
The reason for the mirror symmetry in figure 8.5 is the following. Let the atomic 
positions of a certain modulated one-dimensional crystal be given by equation 8.3 with 
fixed phase φ = φ\. 
г(п,ф) = na + f sin 2π(ςηα + φι). 
Then, there exists another modulation wave of the same type that gives the same dis­
placements of the atoms from their average positions, but that is different between the 
atoms. This is the modulation wave with 
q' = a* — q = (1 — a)a" 
and 
Φ = ΦΊ = 1/2 — φ\. 
Namely 
sin 2ir(qna + фг) = sin 2ж(спа + φι). 
Since the atomic positions are the same for both modulation waves, also the chemical 
bonds must be the same, since in our model these depend only on the positions of the 
atoms. 
A face (hm) for a certain a is equivalent to a ((h + m)m) face for a' = 1 — a, because 
ha' + mq 
becomes 
(h + m)a* — mq' 
in the new crystal upon substituting 
q = a* -q'. 
This explains the observed symmetry in figure 8.5, which is reflected in the same relation 
between the indices h and m. 
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dependence of the modulation wave vector in 
((CH3)4N)2ZnCl4_2;Br
x
 compounds determined from 
the morphology 
L.J.P. Vogels, M.A. Verheijen, H. Meekes ала P. Bennema * 
Abstract 
In this paper we investigate the morphology of ((CH3)4N)2ZnCl4_IBrI (x = 0 to 4) solid 
solution crystals in the incommensurate and lock-in phases by sphere growth experiments. 
On these spheres satellite faces appear, which give direct information about the crystal 
structure. The crystal structure can be described by a normal basic structure distorted 
by a displacive modulation with wave vector q, added to the classical 3D lattice. The 
sphere experiments reveal directly the phase transitions in the crystal structure as well as 
the magnitude of the modulation wave vector. As a result, we confirm the data on q as 
determined in X-ray diffraction experiments, and find in addition a new commensurate 
phase (q = 4/1 lc*) for χ = 1.2 to 2.19 in between two incommensurate phases. We 
discuss the possible symmetry of this phase. 
9.1 Introduction 
A description of a crystal structure normally uses three vectors a, b and с together 
with a set of simple symmetry operators. For incommensurately modulated structures 
this is no longer possible [1, 2, 3, 4]. An extra modulation wave vector, q = 7c* in our 
case, is necessary to describe the modulated structure. The 3D crystal structure we are 
able to observe is then an intersection of a 4D descriptive so-called super space. A crystal 
is incommensurately modulated if 7 is not a rational number. 
Due to the modulation, the morphology description changes as well. Apart from the 
main faces, which can be described with three Miller indices (hkl), also satellite faces 
appear, indexed with four integers (hklm) [5, 6]. The fourth index is correlated to the 
modulation wave vector. The reciprocal lattice vector perpendicular to the satellite face 
(hklm) is given by the relation Η = ha.' + fcb* + ic* + mq. The orientation of a satellite 
face (hklm) relative to a normal face (hklQ) is in a straightforward way related to the 
relative magnitude of the modulation wave vector as described by 7 . 
'The work presented in this chapter has been published in: J. Cryst. Growth 121 (1992) 697. 
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((CH3)4N)2ZnCl4_IBrI (TMAZCB), a solid solution, is a member of the large family 
of dielectrics of the type A2BX4. Here A stands for an alkali or earth alkali element 
(K, Rb, Cs, Sr, Ba, Ca) or an ammonium (NH^) or tetra-methyl-ammonium (N(CH3)4 ) 
ion. В represents a variety of metals (Zn, Cd, Hg, Fe, Mn, Ti, Be, Cu, Ni, Co) forming 
tetrahedral ions with halides (Cl, Br, I, F) denoted as X. Also the oxides of S, Se, Si and 
Ti are reported for these tetrahedral units. Most of these compounds have a rich phase 
diagram (especially as a function of temperature). These phases can be seen as distorted 
(modulated) /?-K2S04 (space group Pcmn) type of structures. A nice comparison and 
review of the structure (determinations) of these compounds was reported by Hogervorst 
[7]. In fact, this author gave a description for which one and the same superspace group 
is used as a sort of prototype symmetry group for all the different phases reported for the 
members of the A2BX4 family. This idea was supported by a semi-microscopic model. 
Janssen [8] used an analogous approach in terms of a model. Plesko et al. [9] and Muralt 
et al. [10] gave a different description based on the average space group of the modulated 
structures in Landau's theory for second order phase transitions. 
The 4D superspace group compatible with the description of Hogervorst [7] and 
Janssen [8] is Pcmn(007)(lsï), describing a structure with basic (i.e. without the mod-
ulation) space group Pcmn together with a modulation with wave vector q = 7c*. For 
rational values of 7, one has a commensurate superstructure, while for irrational 7 the 
structure is incommensurate. The symbols s and Τ describe a shift and the inversion in 
the additional, so-called internal, ID space. This group is expected to be consistent with 
the X-ray diffraction pattern of the incommensurate phases of most of the modulated 
/3-K2SO4 structures, which has been tested for only a few members up to now. 
Also for TMAZC (i.e. χ = 0) the compatibility between the (single) superspace group 
description and the actual symmetry was looked at for different (commensurate) super­
structure phases. Even the monoclinic phases of TMAZC turned out to be described to a 
very good approximation by the (orthorhombic) superspace" group. To test this compat­
ibility also for other physical properties (than the structure itself), the morphology and 
growth kinetical properties [6, 11, 12, 13] and also Raman and infrared scattering [14] 
were considered. Especially the morphology of TMAZC turned out to obey the selection 
rules for the superspace group in different superstructure phases. 
Moreover, these investigations show that satellite faces have similar properties as main 
faces; that is, both on a macroscopic level (flatness and orientation) and on a mesoscopic 
level (optical microscopy; step and spiral growth is observed). They also show that the 
satellite faces are not very stable, e.g. they easily roughen and they also are sensitive to 
the supersaturation imposed on a crystal, i.e. they roughen kinetically. 
As the origin of the modulation is concerned, we refer to Janssen [8] who studied a 
model based on potentials describing the interaction between layers perpendicular to с 
(i.e. perpendicular to the modulation wave vector q). Thus, the modulation can be ex­
plained as an electronic instability, which is stabilized by steric hindrance potentials. The 
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modulation period arises from the inter layer interaction between first and second neigh­
bouring layers which are opposite in sign. The relative strength of the two interactions 
determines the magnitude of the modulation wave vector. 
To study the morphology in dependence of the modulation wave vector in more detail 
our choice fell upon TMAZCB, because for thie compound, besides the temperature, 
the composition parameter (x) gives a means for changing the value of 7. Besides this, 
also the large variety of phases in the neighbourhood of room temperature provides an 
experimentally attractive feature to study the morphology. The relevant part of the phase 
diagram of TMAZCB is given in fig. 9.1. The incommensurate phase in this diagram has 
(at least for TMAZC) Pcmn(007)(lsT) as its symmetry group [15]. 
Bromine concentration (x) 
Figure Θ.1 The phase diagram of ((CHa^N^ZnCU-xBr* solid solution [16]. 
Structurally the displacive modulation is superposed on the undistorted basic struc­
ture with space group Pcmn for TMAZCB. The corresponding wave vector attains sev­
eral commensurate (1/3 and 2/5) and incommensurate values. X-ray scattering and dif­
ferential scanning calorimetry (DSC) have been used to determine the emperature and 
i-dependency of the wave vector in TMAZCB [16, 17, 18, 19]. 
We note that the magnitude of 7 changes significantly with temperature. The position 
of the satellite faces relative to that of a normal face yields directly the information about 
the magnitude of 7. The relevant information can be obtained by studying the morphology 
of crystals or polished spheres. 
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To predict the morphology and the main crystal faces (m=0) present, a PBC-analysis 
has been carried out [20]. The stability of the main faces is almost independent of temper­
ature. This is consistent with the fact that the ratios of the lengths of the crystal axes do 
not vary in the temperature range of our experiments [21]. We use a/c = 1.266 and b/c = 
0.733. Also the stability of the faces is hardly affected by the temperature dependence of 
the modulation wave [12], because the overall connectedness of a net is almost constant. 
Within one net the effect of the displacive modulation will be a (small) modulation of the 
bond strengths. 
In this paper we will study the magnitude of the modulation parameter 7 as a func­
tion of the temperature in the range (0-20°C) and composition χ (0-4) by studying the 
morphology on polished as-grown half spheres. Although this study will not deal so much 
with the actual symmetry and selection rules, but more with the value of 7 as a function 
of temperature and 1 as determined from the morphology, we will in passing also pay 
some attention to the different symmetries, especially to that of the newly found phase. 
In section 9.2 we describe the experimental set-up while in section 9.3 the results are 
presented. We discuss these results in section 9.4 and conclusions are presented in section 
9.5. 
9.2 Experimental procedure 
9.2.1 Growth and morphology of single crystals of ((CH3)4N)2ZnCl4_IBrI 
For our experiments we need single crystals of TMAZCB of good quality and with 
a volume of a few cm3. At the start of the growth of these crystals we place a seed on 
a plastic tube in a vessel with a saturated solution. The vessel we use is constructed 
in such a way that a constant flow of supersaturated solution around the crystal takes 
place [21]. The difference in temperature between the bottom and the top of the vessel 
causes this flow. The crystal grows away from the seed, so the top of the crystal is of 
good quality. Using two thermostats we keep the two temperatures constant within 0.1CC. 
Using this type of vessel the crystal grows with a minimum of material used. The growth 
temperature of the crystal varies from 26 to 30°C, the cold finger is approximately 3CC 
cooler than the solution. Therefore these crystals all grow in the so-called para phase (7 = 
0). In one to three weeks it is possible to gather crystals of good optical quality. However, 
these crystals remain very brittle. Under acute temperature differences they crack easily 
and split into two perpendicular to the α-axis, which causes some trouble when handling 
during experiments. On these crystals we observe the following forms: {002}, {012}, 
{020}, {101}, {102}, {110}, {111}, {112}, {113}, {200}, {201}, {211}, {301}, {302} 
and {310}, where we have taken the selection rules for the para phase symmetry into 
account (Pcmn: Okl with I even and hkO with h+k even). In this way the indices refer to 
microscopic slices and thicknesses and not only to macroscopic forms. The growth habit 
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of the crystals normally is determined by fewer forms, though spheres have a much richer 
morphology (fig. 9.2) [20]. 
Figure 9.2 The morphology of ((CH3)4N)2ZnCLi_IBrI crystals after growth [20]. 
9.2.2 Sphere experiments 
After we gather the crystals we polish them into half spheres on a plateau, succeedingly 
with the help of a polishing tissue, a small drilling device with a hollow spherical drill 
and water. The water is quite essential, it cools the crystal and improves the etching 
properties of the drill. The drills have a diameter of 10 or 5 mm. We always choose the 
(002) face to be at the top of the sphere or equivalently at the bottom af the plateau. 
Next we polish the spheres again by hand with a wet tissue and etch them slightly in 
n-hexane. Then we grow the spheres in an undercooled solution (-Δί = 0.1-0.2°C) for 
about 3 hours. The stability of the temperature is better than 0.05° C. We obtain the 
best results if the solution is heated beforehand for a couple of hours to about 10°C 
above the growth temperature dissolving the crystalline material present, then cooled to 
a temperature slightly above the growth temperature (At = 0.1-0.2°C) for one or two 
hours to stabilize and then cooled again to the growth temperature to secure growth. We 
measure the temperature of the solution before and after growth. The solution is in the 
inner of a double walled cylindrical glass cell (inner dimensions 4 6 cm, height 1-3 cm; 
outer dimensions 4 8 cm, height 3-7 cm) thermostated by a water flow [22]. Further, 
the solution also contains small crystals to reduce the effective super saturation σ or, 
equivalently, to obtain a gentle growth of the spheres, because of the fact that satellite 
faces easily roughen kinetically. 
After growth several satellite faces are present, sometimes as (many) very small facets, 
mere spots, and sometimes even as (small) faces (fig. 9.3). We could observe these faces 
either on the half sphere or on the plateau beneith the sphere. With the help of a 
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goniometer we axe able to identify these faces. We estimate the error in the position of 
the faces as ±10', leading to an approximate error in 7 of ±0.005, for a first order satellite 
face under observation. The error in temperature is estimated to be less than 0.1°C. To 
improve the certainty of our results we simultaneously grew two or three spheres. 
(βίβ) 
t 
i 
Figure 9.3 A view of the relative positions of main and satellite forms on a half sphere. 
Despite the fact that we are able to detect the smaller faces, causing weaker reflections, 
there is some uncertainty about the exact position of these spots. When the spots were 
very faint and resulted in strange values for 7 we discarded them. This is the case for less 
then 10% of the reflections we found. We carried out sphere growth experiments for 11 
different solid solutions of TMAZCB at various temperatures between 0 and 20°C. 
9.3 Results 
After investigating some 40 crystals for about 10 temperatures as their morphology 
is concerned we were able to detect 6 different satellite faces, namely {0101}, {0102}, 
{1012}, {1101}, {1111} and {1112}. Table 9.1 gives the variation in dh/t|m as a function 
of 7. dhkirn varies almost linearly with 7 for the values of 7 and forms we observe. Of 
the forms found the {0101} form is by far the most stable. We observe this form on 
most crystals (as far as 7 φ 0) and the size of the faces is comparable with that of the 
non-satellite faces, though somewhat smaller. The {1101} and {HIT} forms were also 
often present, however we do not find all of the four possible faces on each half sphere. 
The {1012} faces are sometimes present, possibly because of their large values for ашт, 
while the {1112} and 0102 faces do not seem to be very stable. The forms with m = 2 will 
in general be more sensitive to fluctuations in temperature and 7, and therefore might be 
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(20·) 
7 
0.33 
0.42 
Face (hklm) 
1012 
14.25 
15.21 
0101 
8.70 
8.55 
0102 
8.06 
7.63 
1112 
7.58 
7.71 
1101 
7.59 
7.49 
1111 
7.14 
7.28 
2022 
5.92 
6.26 
Table 9.1 dhWm in A as a function of the magnitude of the modulation wave vector -y for 
different satellite forms; the form 2022 w also taken into account, although we did not find 
it, dhkim vanes almost linearly with respect to η for the values observed. 
less stable than the forms with m = 1. It might even be so that the roughening transition 
temperature of the {0102} form is about 7°C [20, 23, 24, 25]. We never observe it above 
this temperature. 
In earlier investigations all the satellite forms were already mentioned except for {0102} 
and {1112} [6, 26]. We do not find the form {1011} as reported by Ribet [26]. Regarding 
extinction conditions the correct notation should be {2022}. 
We present the results of the experiments in fig. 9.4 and table 9.2 . We should keep 
in mind that the composition of the crystal is not equal to that of the solution [21]. We 
denote the composition of the solution as x' and that of the crystal as x. The data in fig. 
9.4 are obtained by first averaging the measurements for each satellite form over different 
crystals and afterwards over all satellites. For χ = 0 we also present the data gathered 
for the different satellites. A typical sphere after growth is shown in fig. 9.5. 
Apart from the satellite forms mentioned above, we observe many other reflections 
during our goniometer experiments. Often these reflections were weak and only small 
facets were visible on the sphere. Not all of these reflections could be identified with 
four relatively low indices (hklm). However we are able to index ten new reflections 
(table 9.3). We observe these forms on different solid solution compounds and at different 
temperatures. We checked if the size of the modulation wave vector is in good agreement 
with the estimates we made earlier. In table 9.3 we also give the size of the inter planar 
distance dhkim and we note if a face is connected [27]. Four out of ten faces are not 
connected and three others are connected only if we disregard the extinction rules and 
take a double layer. A not connected net is not thermodynamically stable and should not 
appear on the growth form. We conclude that only three forms, namely {0112}, {2012} 
and {3012}, are possible new forms. 
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Composition 
( χ ) 
0 
0.12 
0.40 
0.77 
1.20 
1.60 
1.69 
2.19 
2.65 
3.04 
4.00 
Reference 
Colla 
Vogels 
Colla 
Vogels 
Colla 
Vogels 
Colla 
Vogels 
Colla 
Vogels 
Colla 
Vogels 
Colla 
Vogels 
Colla 
Vogels 
Colla 
Vogels 
Colla 
Vogels 
Colla 
Vogels 
Phase 1 
para 
(7=0) 
t > 24 
t > 22 
t > 23 
t > 18 
t >18 - 20 
t > 17 
t > 20 
t > 15 
t > 15 
t > 14 
t > 20 
t > 11 
t > 8 
t > 8 
t > 17 
t > 5 
t > 7 
t > 14 
С 
Phase 2 
ine. 
24-6 
2Г- 6 
22- 11 
20°- 10 
23- 10 
20"- 5 
18- 7 
18-5 
17-7 
20- 10 
15- 5 
14-4 
20- 12 
11 - 3 
6 - 2 
8-(-2) 
8-0 
5- 1 
7 - 0 
С 
Phase 3 
Lock-in 
(7=2/5' 
or 4/11*) 
6 - 3.5T 
6-5+ 
11 - 6T 
10 -5t 
10-5t 
18-15bt 
10-6* 
15-6* 
10- 7* 
8-б* 
_ 
-
С 
Phase 4 
Lock-in 
(7=1/3) 
t < 3.5 
t < 5 
t < 4 
t < 5 
t < 4 
t < 5 
t < 7 
t < 5 
t < 7 
t < 4 
t < 5 
t < 3 
t < 4 
t < 3 
t < 3 
t < 0 
t < -2 
С 
t < 1 
с 
t < 14 
с 
Phase 5 
ine. 
-
6 - 4 
5 - 4 
_ 
-
6 - 3 
7 - 3 
-
-
-
-
Table Θ.2 The observed phases m ((СНз)^)22пСІі-
х
Вт
х
. Indicated are the tempera-
tun ranges (in °C) m which the different phases are observed, as determined both m our 
experiments and those of Colla [28]. 
a) the maximum temperature we investigated is given here. 
b) there might be a lock-m phase m the temperature range given. 
c) No phase transition observed due to the temperature range investigated. 
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Form 
{0112} 
{0406} 
{0442} 
{0312} 
{0334} 
{2012} 
{4046} 
{3012} 
{2211} 
{2223} 
dhklm (A) 
8.87 
2.04 
1.94 
2.98 
2.83 
7.71 
3.49 
5.16 
3.81 
3.77 
obs. 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
5 
2 
1 
1 
7 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
Connected 
У 
η* 
η* 
η 
η 
У 
η* 
У 
η 
η 
χ 
0.4; 1.2 ; 2.65 (2*) 
1.69 
0.12 
1.6 
2.65 
0.12 
0.77; 1.2; 1.6 (2*); 1.69 
0.4; 2.65 
0.4 
2.19 
Table 9.3 The observed possible satellite reflections, 
obs. · number of times a satellite form is observed. 
7 the correlation between the satellite form observed and the calculations made earlier, 
regarding the size of the modulation wave vector 7. 
n*: double layers are connected, 
χ . the different compositions of TMAZCB for which we observe the satellite form 
9.4 Discussion 
9.4.1 Temperature dependence of 7 
Here we will discuss the results as presented in fig. 9.4. We will interpret these as a 
function of decreasing temperature, first going from the para phase to the incommensurate 
phase and further on to the lock-in phase, as far as they exist. For χ = 0 we observe that 
the modulation wave vector slowly decreases from a value of 0.42 to the lock-in value of 
2/5 c*, existing in a temperature range from 6 to 3.5°C, and then drastically dropping to 
1/3 c*, in agreement with the phase transition in fig. 9.1. These results are consistent 
with results reported by Dam [13]. In case of χ = 0.12 the value of 7 drops from 0.42 to 
0.40, clearly showing the first lock-in phase, estimated to be stable between 5 and 10°C. 
After the phase transition to the second commensurate phase, again a value of 1/3 is 
found. For χ = 0.4, there is a decrease from a value of 0.40 to 0.38 and down to 1/3, 
the last value being that of the commensurate phase again. The decrease is a bit more 
moderate here. For χ = 0.77 the value of 7 decreases from almost 0.40 to 0.39 and further 
on to 0.37 before decreasing rapidly to 1/3. It is clear that the phase transition now is 
taking place more smoothly, judging the slope of 7(i). As χ = 1.20, the value decreases 
from 0.38 to a more or less constant value of 0.37, the latter being very close to 4/11. This 
new locking-in seems to be stable in a small temperature range from 10 to 7°C, before 7 
decreases to 0.34 and probably further on to 1/3. As χ increases to 1.60, a plateau of 7 
= 0.36 becomes clearly visible. As we estimate, the lock-in phase exists from 15 to 6°C. 
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Figure Θ.4 The magnitude of the modulation wave vector q = 7c* as a function of tem­
perature t and composition x. Points represent the average of different satellite forms found. 
I indicates the error in 7. T
c
 and Ti indicate the temperatures of the phase transitions from 
the incommensurate phase to the lock-in phase of 1/3 and from the para phase to the incom­
mensurate phase as taken from Colla [16]. Arrows without designation indicate the phase 
transition to a lock-in phase of 2/5. 
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Figure 9.5 A typical sphere after growth. Clearly visible are the stable forms. 
For the lower temperatures the value of 7 gradually drops from 0.36 to 1/3. The plateau 
value of 0.36 confirms the possibility of the proposed lock-in phase with 7 = 4/11. As was 
found earlier, the lock-in phase of 7 = 2/5 is no longer observed. As χ = 1.69, the value 
of 7 drops from 0.4 gradually down to 0.36 or 4/11, although we observe the lock-in phase 
in a smaller temperature range from 10 to 7°C, before dropping to 1/3. As χ = 2.19, the 
value of 7 remains almost constant at 0.36. The lock-in phase with 7 = 1/3 below 3°C 
is not found. For χ = 2.65, the results begin to scatter, probably due to a less distinct 
modulation wave. At lower temperatures 7 drops from 0.35 to 0.34, staying more or less 
constant for a few degrees, may be also dropping to 1/3. For χ = 3.04, only a very small 
incommensurate phase exists (fig. 9.1). In this phase the value of 7 is almost constant, 
being 0.34. At χ = 4.0, no incommensurate phase exists, the results scatter and have little 
meaning. The results presented in figure 9.4 are in agreement with measurements reported 
by Colla [16, 28], although our measurements suggest an additional commensurate phase 
(q = 4/11 с"). Also, our lock-in transition temperatures are somewhat lower. 
9.4.2 Phase transitions 
In table 9.2 we present the data extracted from fig. 9.4 concerning the observed 
possible phases. We are able to find several incommensurate and lock-in phases. The 
lock-in phase of 2/5 is clearly visible in fig. 9.4 for the compositions χ = 0, 0.12 and 0.77. 
Strangely it does not appear for χ = 0.4. Further we note that the transition from the 
first lock-in phase (2/5) to the second (1/3) is intermediated by a second incommensurate 
phase as the concentration Br (x) increases (fig. 9.1); this incommensurate phase is not 
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visible (χ e [0,0 12]). We find a third lock-in phase, with q = 4/11 c*. This is the case for 
the compositions χ = 1 20, 1.60, 1 69 and probably 2.19. This phase is present between 
two incommensurate phases as is the case for the 7 = 2/5 phase. We have included this 
phase in fig 9.6. 
Bromine concentration (x) 
Figure 9.β A magnified part of the phase diagram of ((CHs^N^ZnCU-xBra, showing 
the new lock-in phase with 7 = 4/11 As a guide to the eye points are connected 
In general we can expect that the morphology reflects the internal crystal structure 
A PBC analysis makes explicitly use of the connection between the microscopic structure 
and the (macroscopic) morphology In the case of incommensurate modulated structures 
however, some new elements have to be taken into consideration First of all a PBC 
analysis is based on the translational symmetry of the crystal lattice In an ìncommensu-
rately modulated structure this symmetry is (though restored in the higher dimensional 
description) lost A PBC analysis for such structures has not been worked out yet, only 
the average structure is applicable, resulting in a crystal form with only (to a good ap-
proximation) the main faces 
Secondly, the growth kinetical properties of a satellite face (but also of most main 
faces) in an incommensurate structure can differ from that of a commensurate crystal 
The surface structure of the (modulated) facets is not known yet but could have an 
intrinsic roughness that plays an important role in growth kinetics For example, the 
interaction between the solvent and the actual surface can be quite different Anyway, 
Observations made up till now indicate that satellite faces kinetically roughen easily. 
Moreover the modulated structure of the bulk and therefore that at the surface most 
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certainly is known to be sensitive to different kinds of defects, causing e.g. pinning of 
the modulation wave. The crystal surface itself is per definition symmetry breaking. 
Therefore it could be possible that the additional lock-in phase with q = 4/11 c* merely 
is a surface structural effect. X-ray diffraction experiments should clarify this. This might 
also account for the differences found between the experiments mentioned above as, e.g., 
transition temperatures are concerned. 
From table 9.2 it is clear that apart from the incommensurate phase also at least three 
lock-in phases might exist, one with 7 = 2/5 (x = 0 and 0.12 and perhaps 0.77) and one 
with 7 = 4/11 (1 = 1.20, 1.60, 1.69 and 2.19). The phase with 7 = 1/3 is found for most 
values of x. With our accuracy it is not possible to detect more lock-in phases. Lock-in 
phases being stable in a small temperature range may appear, even leading to a so-called 
"devils staircase", either as a surface structure effect or as a bulk phenomenon. 
In general, the results become less accurate as the temperature reaches the para phase 
and as the bromide concentration increases. The satellite faces become much smaller and 
their stability seems to decrease rapidly in these cases. This is possibly due to the fact that 
the amplitude of the modulation wave vector decreases on approaching the incommen-
surate phase transition temperature or with increasing x. The roughening temperature 
of the satellite faces probably lowers when the stabilizing effects of the modulation for 
these faces diminish [7]. A strange observation is that the 111Ï form generally results in 
a somewhat smaller value of 7 for smaller composition values of x, while at larger χ the 
opposite seems to be true. 
Further, an inhomogeneous distribution of chloride and bromide ions might lead to 
a badly defined structure, which could account for stabilized surface structures or even 
for the facets we find. We are not able to check the homogeneity, although Colla et al. 
and others report that the homogeneity of their crystals is good. Using the Guinier-
Jagodzinski technique, comparing X-ray diffraction powder data of crystals with different 
Br concentration, they show that there is a complete miscibility of the solid solution 
system leaving us with no reason to doubt [21, 28, 29]. 
9.4.3 Symmetry of the phases 
We consider the symmetry and related space groups of the phases found following the 
procedure worked out in more detail by Janssen and Dam and Janner [6, 8]. They deduce 
different sub-space groups of the superspace group. If 7 is approximated by a rational 
number r/s, the parity of г and s determines which sub-space groups are possible. We 
present the results in table 9.4. In this table we give the space groups with the maximum 
symmetry as the subgroups of the superspace groups for rational values of 7. In practice 
these maximal sub-groups are indeed realized for the phases known so far in the family 
of A2BX4 [7]. In the case of TMAZCB this holds as long as we take 7 = 0/1 (instead of 
1/1) for the monoclinic phase in crystals with χ > 2.6. If we extrapolate these results to 
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the new lock-in phase with 7 = 4/11, we find the space group Pc2in. 
~7 0 0/1 1/3 4/11 2/5 1/2 
Space group Pcmn Р с г ^ P2i2t2i Pc2in Pc2tn P2tcn 
Tkble 9.4 The space groups with maximal symmetry for different rational values of 7. 
9.5 Conclusion 
We present a method by which it is possible to determine the phase diagram of the 
solid solution ((CH3)4N)2ZnCU_IBrI quite accurately by measuring the length of the 
modulation vector q = 7c* as determined from the morphology. We demonstrate the 
sensitivity of the morphology of these crystals to their internal structure. The sphere 
experiments we carried out show a strong dependence of the morphology on the tempera­
ture and composition i(Br) of the crystal. This dependence directly reflects the change in 
structure, especially the change in value of 7, and thus the change in the size of the mod­
ulation wave vector. Although not described too explicitly here, the experiments showed 
that the stability (appearance) of the satellite faces decreases with increasing tempera­
ture or increasing composition towards χ = 3 (probably connected to a decrease in the 
amplitude of the modulation) and with increasing supersaturation (indicating kinetical 
roughening effects). The stability of satellite faces is a subject of further investigation. 
We have developed a model which, based on an estimation of the roughening temperature 
for different satellite faces, gives an indication of their stability [30]. 
We observe in addition to several incommensurate phases, a para phase and two lock-
in phases with values of 7 = 1/3 and 2/5 a new lock in phase with 7 = 4/11. We propose 
Pc2in as the space group of the latter phase. Very recent X-ray diffraction experiments 
indicate the existence of this new lock-in phase [31]. 
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The stability of satellite faces on modulated crystals 
M.A. Verheijen, C.J.M. van den Hoogenhof, L.J.P. Vogels and H. Meekes* 
Abstract 
Sphere growth experiments have been performed on a series of distorted /î-KîSCVtype 
structures, all having a modulated crystal structure. An inventory of all occurring satellite 
forms was made. The stabilities of these forms were found to be clearly dependent on the 
length of the modulation wave vector. The results were compared with a connected net 
analysis and calculations on surface energies in a (l+l)-dimensional modulated crystal 
model. A qualitatively good agreement between experiments and theory was found. The 
selection rules of the superspace group were shown to be relevant. 
10.1 Introduction 
The crystal lattice of non-modulated crystals can be described by three independent 
periodicities indicated by the vectors aj, a2 and аз. In modulated crystals at least one 
extra periodic distortion is present. In reciprocal space the periodic distortion is char­
acterized by the modulation wave vector q = a&i' + /Заг* + 7аз*. In commensurately 
modulated structures these modulation wave parameters all have rational values. In that 
case a different unit cell can be defined that describes the lattice of the modulated crystal 
with again three vectors, resulting in a so-called superstructure. In incommensurately 
modulated crystals at least one of the parameters α, β and 7 has an irrational value. The 
structure of the latter type of crystals has no translational symmetry in three dimensions. 
Nevertheless, the X-ray diffraction pattern can be described using a four dimensional 
^-module in· reciprocal space. 
Strikingly, the presence of a periodic distortion in the crystal lattice has been observed 
on the habit of incommensurately modulated crystals. Most crystals are bound by macro­
scopic, flat faces. For non-modulated crystals these faces can be labeled by three indices 
(Ш), defining the reciprocal lattice vectors Щы = Лаі* + ка2* + ^з* oriented perpen­
dicularly to these faces. On the habit of modulated crystals, faces have been observed 
that have to be labeled using a fourth index m, referring to the modulation wave vector 
q. These faces with m φ 0 are called satellite faces. They are thus perpendicular to the 
reciprocal lattice vector "RhUm — h&i* + ^2* + k3* + rnq. Known examples of crystals 
"The work presented in this chapter has been submitted for publication in: J. Phys.: Condens. Matter. 
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displaying satellite faces are Rb2ZnBr4 and Rb2ZnCU [1, 2], calaverite (Aui_IAgITe2) 
[3, 4] and ((CH3)4N)2ZnCl4_xBrI (with 0 < χ < 4) [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. 
For non-modulated crystals theories have been developed to explain and predict the 
stability of the crystal faces and the overall morphology [10]. A simplified model for the 
crystal faces can be obtained by cutting the crystal with a plane {hkl) perpendicular to 
the reciprocal lattice vector Н ш · Concerning the stability of a face (hkl) two parameters 
are important. First, within a layer of thickness аш a connected net of bonds between 
the growth units has to be present. Second, the stability of the face is dependent on the 
surface free energy, i.e. the total energy per unit area that is required to create the surface 
by breaking bonds. This model can be used to describe layer by layer crystal growth and 
predict the crystal morphology. 
Because of lattice periodicity a connected net can be treated as a periodic repetition 
of F-slice cells with thickness dua and surface (mesh) area M^u, the volume of the F-
slice cell being equal to that of the crystallographic unit cell [10]. In order to check 
the connectedness and calculate the sum of broken bond energies therefore only one F-
slice cell needs to be considered. However, for incommensurately modulated crystals it 
is not always possible to define an F-slice cell that is periodically repeated on a face 
because of the breaking of the lattice periodicity due to the modulation. This would 
imply that for these kinds of face the entire surface has to be considered in order to 
calculate (average) surface free energies. Furthermore, these calculations would become 
rather involved because of the complicated surface structure. 
In order to account for these problems Bennema et al. and Kremers et al. developed 
a theory that is able to explain the occurrence and stability of satellite faces [11, 12, 13]. 
In references 9 and 10 the case of a modulated one-dimensional crystal was treated. This 
crystal was embedded in a (1+1)-dimensional superspace, where it has full translational 
symmetry. The description of modulated crystals in terms of a superspace embedding was 
introduced by de Wolff, Janner and Janssen [14, 15, 16, 17]. The physical (1-dimensional) 
space is then a section of the superspace. In references 9 and 10 the chemical bonds are 
constructed parallel to the physical space. The phase of the modulation wave runs along 
the internal axis, i.e. perpendicular to the physical space, called external space. As at 
each phase the atoms are connected to each other by bonds, a bond density is created 
in superspace. As the positions of the atoms are modulated, a continuous range of bond 
lengths is obtained for an incommensurate value of the modulation wave parameter. When 
this crystal is cut by a grid of lines (hm), it was shown that for most faces only a fraction 
of all possible bonds is cut. This is called the principle of selective cuts. It will therefore 
be possible to find a phase of the modulation for which the surface free energy is lower 
than that of the same face for the non-modulated crystal. The principle of selective cuts 
thus introduces the stabilization of satellite faces. 
Subsequently, surface free energy calculations were performed for the equilibrium mor­
phology of the 1-dimensional modulated crystal as a function of a in q = aa". The results 
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are reproduced in figure 10.1 for a selected set of crystallographic planes. Plotted is the 
relative surface free energy (ξ/ξηαχ) as a function of a. Here, ξ/ξηα* = 1.00 represents the 
surface free energy of the forms in the non-modulated crystal. It can clearly be seen that 
the satellite faces are indeed stabilized by the presence of a modulation. Their stability is 
shown to be strongly dependent on the value of a. As a result, also the order in stability 
of the faces changes noticeably with a. Also visible in this figure is a mirror symmetry 
line at α = 0.5. This is present because for each modulation two descriptions are possible, 
giving the same displacements at the positions of the atoms, but different ones between 
the atoms, thus describing essentially the same crystal. These two modulations are re­
lated by: q = a* - q. Thus, a face {hm) for a certain value of α is equivalent to the 
((Λ + m)m) face for a' = 1 - a. 
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Figure 10.1 The relative surface free energy (ξ/ξ
ηαι
) as a function of the modulation 
wave parameter a. A representative set of faces has been plotted [12]. 
The theory was later extended to modulated 3-dimensional crystals embedded in a 
(3+l)-dimensional superspace [13]. It was shown there that the (3+l)-dimensional em­
bedding can be described by a set of (l-t-l)-dimensional embeddings for the different 
modulated bond chains of the connected nets. This implies that the concepts and results 
of the (l-H)-dimensional case are still relevant for modulated 3-dimensional crystals. 
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The first aim of this paper is to investigate the validity of the above mentioned theory 
by confronting it with experimental data on the stability of satellite faces on modulated 
crystals. In order to obtain these data a modulated crystal is needed that displays satellite 
faces and that shows a variation in length of the modulation wave vector as a function of, 
for example, temperature. The first compound we studied was ((СНз)4І^)27пС1з.ввВго.і2· 
For this compound it is possible to study the morphology for only a limited range in 
the modulation wave parameter 7, i.e. 7 varies from 1/3 to 0.42 within the observable 
temperature range. Still, very interesting results can be obtained, as will be discussed in 
section 10.4.1. 
Because of the limited range in values of 7 for the above mentioned compound, we 
decided to consider several structurally related crystals as well. ((CHs^N^ZnCU-zBr* 
(with 0 < χ < 4) is a member of a group of distorted /?-K2S04-type structures. These kinds 
of structure have a sequence of phase transitions, the phases being either incommensurate 
structures or superstructures in which the atoms have coordinations that are analogous 
to those in /3-K2SO4. The general chemical formula of these compounds is A2BX4, where 
В and X represent metal and halogen atoms respectively, while A can either represent 
metal ions such as Rb or positively charged groups such as (CH3)4N (tma: tetra methyl 
ammonium). The modulation wave vector is parallel to c* for all compounds studied in 
our experiments. The incommensurate and commensurate phases can all be considered 
as one modulated phase with superspace symmetry group Pcmn(007)(lsT) and varying 
modulation wave parameter 7 [18, 19]. The 3-dimensional space groups that are the sym­
metry groups (of the superstructures) in the commensurate phases are subgroups of the 
superspace group Pcmn(007)(lsT). Using crystals of a series of A2BX4 compounds we 
were able to study the morphology for a large range in 7, while the average crystal struc­
tures of the different compounds were all isostructural. The results of these experiments 
are presented in section 10.4.2. 
Because of the relatively low stability of most of the satellite faces in comparison to 
that of the main faces, all growth experiments were performed on spherical crystals. In 
this way all possible crystal faces get an equal chance to develop on the growth form. 
Although in the theoretical modulated crystal model, as presented in ref. [13], the 
(3+l)-dimensional embedding can be described by a set of (l+l)-dimensional embed-
dings, the results for the (l+l)-dimensional crystal as presented in figure 10.1 can not be 
compared directly with the experimental results. A modulated bond chain with bond vec­
tor b = (i>i, 62. £»з) is in the (3+l)-dimensional superspace embedded in a 2-dimensional 
plane spanned by b , = (b,0) and 84, = (0,β4). Therefore experimentally observed faces 
(hklm) can only be compared directly to faces (lm) of the (l+l)-dimensional crystal 
model when merely modulated bond vectors b = (0, 0, 63) are present in the crystal 
lattice. As in the A2BX4 compounds most of the bonds are not parallel to the direction 
of the modulation wave, this condition does not hold. Nevertheless, the phenomenon of 
a dependence of the stability of satellite faces on the magnitude of the modulation wave 
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parameter is expected to have a general validity. Therefore, it is still interesting to com­
pare the experimental results with the (l+l)-dimensional theory as will be presented in 
section 10.4. 
As was mentioned above, apart from the surface free energy also the connectedness 
is an important parameter for the stability of main faces. Therefore, the second aim 
of this paper is to study the importance of this parameter for the stability of satellite 
faces. In section 10.5 a study on the connectedness of satellite forms will be presented. 
Subsequently, the results will be confronted with the experimental data. 
10.2 Experimental 
Crystals of A2BX4 compounds were grown from aqueous solutions either by slow evap­
oration of the solution at room temperature or by growth in a vessel as described in [20], 
which is based on a thermally induced convection. In this way single crystals of 0.1 to 1 
cm
3
 in size were obtained. Subsequently, these crystals were polished into spheres using 
a drilling device with a hollow spherical drill and water [8]. The spheres were put into 
a thermostated vessel containing a saturated solution. The vessel was closed thereafter, 
leaving, however, a small opening in order to allow for a slow continuous evaporation of 
the water. If desired, an undercooling was applied. All solutions contained several small 
crystals in order to keep the solution saturated on the one hand and on the other hand re­
duce the effective supersaturation which was initiated by an undercooling or evaporation 
of the solution. The growth parameters of the sphere growth experiments on the different 
A2BX4 compounds are summarized in table 10.1. It should be mentioned that around 
room temperature the solvability decreases with increasing temperature for solutions of 
((CH3)4N)2CoCl4. 
Compound 
((CH3)4N)2ZnCl3.seBr0.1 2 
((CH3)4N)2ZnCl4 
((CH3)4N)2CoCl4 
((CH3)4N)2MnCl4 
((CH3)4N)2CuCL, 
Rb2ZnCl4 
Rb2ZnBr4 
(tmaZCB) 
(tmaZC) 
(tmaCoC) 
(tmaMnC) 
(tmaCuC) 
(RbZC) 
(RbZB) 
^growth ( C) 
1 -21 
8 - 2 2 
18- 19 
17- 18 
24 
17-20 
17-20 
At (h.) 
3 
3 
2 - 2 5 
2 0 - 5 0 
20 - 150 
2 0 - 5 0 
4 - 10 
Δ Τ (°C) 
-0.1 
-0.1 
+2.0 - +4.0 
0 (slow evaporation) 
0 (slow evaporation) 
0 (slow evaporation) 
0 (slow evaporation) 
Table 10.1 Growth temperature, growth time and supersaturation for the sphere growth 
experiments on the different АгВХ^ compounds. 
After growth, main faces as well as satellite faces could be observed on the spheres. 
Most of the latter faces appear as small spots on the growth form. Some, however, appear 
as macroscopic faces. Using an optical goniometer the orientation of all faces was deter­
mined. The error in the position of the faces was estimated to be ±10', although larger 
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deviations were found on spheres that had been allowed to grow for a too short period of 
time. The satellite reflections were all indexed in the superspace group Pcmn(007)(lsT), 
as will be discussed in more detail in section 10.3. Reflections were only indexed when 
their orientation differed less than 1° from a theoretical one. 
Besides presenting a list of observed satellite forms, we also consider the stability of 
these forms. One measure for the stability is the relative surface area. However, because 
of the small size of the satellite faces this criterion could not be used in our experiments. 
We therefore took the relative frequency of appearance (#
r e
i.) of a form as a measure for 
its stability. Here, #«i. = #
ί ο
ω / (#eph.· #5ym.), where #
Е 0 ы is the total number of faces 
of a certain form that were observed, # j p h. the number of spheres studied and # ( y m . the 
number of symmetry related faces of a certain form on the upper half of the sphere. Thus, 
for #
r e
j . numbers ranging from 0 to 1 can be obtained. 
10.3 Selection rules for satellite forms 
In a layer by layer growth mechanism a crystal face (hkl) will grow with layers that 
are oriented perpendicularly to the reciprocal lattice vector Н/,ы and have a thickness 
equal to the distance between two adjacent equivalent lattice planes. According to the 
Bravais-Friedel-Donnay-Harker law [21, 22] a crystal form {hkl} is more important on the 
crystal shape when this interlayer spacing is larger. This spacing is not for every form 
equivalent to the interplanar distance d^ki, as the symmetry elements of the space group 
have to be taken into account. Consider, for example, a crystal structure containing a 
screw axis 2j. For a face perpendicular to this screw axis the same surface configuration is 
repeated at ¿¿ш- Therefore, this face is expected to grow with half layers. Following the 
BFDH-law the spacing d2h2k2i is now a measure for the morphological importance (MI) 
of this face. It should be noted that the conditions for halving, trisecting and so on the 
thickness of the elementary growth layers are the same as those that apply to systematic 
extinctions in X-ray diffraction. 
The question now arises whether the BFDH-law also holds in case of incommensu-
rately modulated crystals. For these crystals, an interlayer spacing dhidm can be defined 
for main as well as for satellite faces. However, except for faces perpendicular to the 
modulation wave vector, no translational symmetry is present between the layers (hklm). 
Nevertheless, Kremers et al. [13] showed that the average energy of the bonds cut by lat­
tice planes (hklm) is the same for all lattice planes that are an integer number times dhkim 
apart. Thus, also for incommensurately modulated crystals "equivalent" lattice planes 
can be defined. Therefore, one expects that the superspace group reflection conditions 
must be considered in order to obtain the smallest interlayer spacing. 
As was mentioned in the introduction, the incommensurate and commensurate phases 
of the distorted /î-r^SCvtype structures can all be considered as one modulated phase 
with symmetry group Pcmn(007)(lsT) and varying modulation wave parameter 7. The 
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reflection conditions for this superspace group are presented in table 10.2. All satellite 
faces, that were observed in our experiments, were indexed in this superspace group, 
taking its reflection conditions into account. 
hklm 
hkOO 
hOlm 
Oklm 
no conditions 
h + к even 
m even 
1 even 
Table 10.2 Reflection conditions for the superspace group Pcmn(007)(lsl) [16]. 
For the commensurately modulated crystal structures one could also choose to index 
the satellite faces according to the reflection conditions of the superstructures. For a 
structure, with q = (r/s)a3* with r,s relatively prime integers, the face (h,k,l,m) will 
become (h, k, sl+rm) in the superstructure notation. Application of the relating selection 
rules for some faces results in an altered restriction to the interlayer spacing, i.e. some 
of the superspace reflection conditions do not hold for certain superstructure symmetries. 
As far as faces are involved that were observed in our experiments, this phenomenon will 
be discussed in more detail in the next section. 
The choice to index the observed satellite faces in the superspace description also for 
the commensurately modulated structures is supported by experimental results; the point 
group of the incommensurately modulated phases is isomorphous to mram, whereas the 
commensurately modulated phases generally have lower point group symmetries. Never­
theless, for all phases the faces (±/i ±k ±(/ + m)), that are symmetry equivalent regarding 
the point goup symmetry mmm, were considered to belong to the same form {hklm}. This 
is justified by the fact that no significant difference in stability was observed for the dif­
ferent (±h ±k ±(l + m)) faces, neither in our work nor in the experiments of Dam and 
J anner [6]. 
10.4 Sphere growth experiments 
10.4.1 Sphere growth experiments on ((СНз^М^пСІз.ввВголг crystals as a 
function of temperature. 
In table 10.3 the different crystal structures and the corresponding values for the modu­
lation wave parameter as a function of temperature are given for ((СНз^М^пСІз.адВгодг 
(tmaZCB) crystals. As is mentioned in the caption of table 10.3, the existence of phase 
IV was only derived from the (i,T)-phase diagram of ((CH3)4N)2ZnCl4_IBrI in reference 
[23] and was never observed experimentally. Phase IV was omitted in the interpretation 
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7 - Î / 5 
0101] 
101-21 
111-1 
11011 
0103 
Temperature f С) 
Figure 10.2 The relative frequency of occurrence (#rti.) of five different satellite forms 
of tmaZCB as a function of temperature. 
of our data, because in our experiments the same crystals were used as in the work of 
Vogels et al. [8], for which a direct transition from phase III to V was observed. 
In our experiments some 10 spheres of these crystals were allowed to grow at 10 
different temperatures, ranging from 1.7 to 20.4CC. On these spheres many satellite faces 
were observed. Those that occurred on spheres grown in phase II could be identified 
unambiguously. However, in the commensurately modulated phases for all faces more 
than one form {hklm} could be assigned to the same face. For example, in case 7 = 1/3 
the {2002} and {1012} forms correspond to the same crystal face orientations. As only 
the latter form was observed in the incommensurate phase, this form was chosen to index 
the corresponding faces in the commensurate phases as well. 
As a result, 6 different forms were observed more than once: the {0101}, {0102}, 
Phase 
Temp (°C) 
System 
Symmetry 
7 
V 
< 4 
Monocl. 
Р 1 1 2 І / П 
1/3 
ivt 
< 6 
Incomm 
Pcmn(007)(lsï) 
2/5 -δ 
III 
< 1 1 
Orthorh. 
Pc2!n 
2/5 
II 
< 2 2 
Incomm. 
Pcmn(007)(lsl) 
0.40 < 7 < 0.42 
I 
> 2 2 
Orthorh. 
Pcmn 
-
Table 10.3 Crystal phases of ((CHa^N^ZnCls.seBro.is- 7 is the modulation wave pa­
rameter. 
tThe existence of phase Г was derived from the (1, T)-phase diagram as presented by Colla 
[23]. Vogels et al. report on a direct transition from phase III to V at 5°C [8]. 
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{1012}, {1101}, {1111} and {1112} form. The latter form was only observed twice. For 
the other forms the relative frequency of appearance as a function of temperature is given 
in figure 10.2. Clearly a difference in stability of the five satellite forms can be observed. 
The {0101} form is the most stable one at all temperatures. Its relative frequency of 
appearance is close to one for nearly the entire temperature range. Only at the highest 
temperature a drop in the frequency is observed. The latter phenomenon is present for 
the {1012}, {1101} and {1111} forms as well. Therefore, we conclude this to be a general 
feature due to the decrease in amplitude of the modulation close to the phase transition 
towards the paraphase (phase I). To understand this, one should keep in mind that the 
stability of satellite faces decreases with decreasing modulation amplitude [13]. 
In figure 10.2 the phase transition from phase V to III is indicated by the dashed line. 
At this transition there is a discontinuous jump in the modulation wave parameter from 
1/3 to 2/5. As the change in 7 for the tmaZCB crystals is largest at this temperature one 
would expect the largest change in stability of the different satellite forms at this phase 
transition. For the {1012} and {0102} forms indeed a pronounced change in the relative 
frequency of appearance (#rei.) can be observed. The morphological importance of the 
{1012} form significantly increases, whereas that of the {0102} form decreases. Due to 
the large scatter in the data it is hard to draw any conclusions out of the lines for the 
{1101} and {1111} forms. The dependence of #re(. on 7 is in any case less pronounced 
for the latter forms than it is for the former ones. In conclusion, the stability of (at least 
some of) the satellite forms is clearly dependent on the length of the modulation wave 
parameter. We will now first present the results of the sphere growth experiments on a 
series of A2BX4 compounds for which a larger range in 7 was studied. Subsequently, all 
results will be compared to the theoretical results as shown in figure 10.1. 
10.4.2 Sphere growth experiments on a series of A2BX4 compounds. 
Sphere growth experiments have been performed on seven different A2BX4 compounds. 
In table 10.4 the results of these studies are summarized. For each compound the fre-
quency of occurrence of satellite forms as well as # r ej. is given. Forms {hklm} were only 
considered when they or their related {hk(l + m)m} forms were observed more than two 
times for one of the compounds. As was mentioned above, the indexing of the satellite 
forms was done in the superspace group Pcmn(007)(lsï). 
The results for tmaZCB that were presented in figure 10.2 are given in the second 
and third column of table 10.4. Again, the change in stability of the {0102} and {1012} 
forms at the V (7 = 1/3) to III (7 = 2/5) phase transition is clearly visible. In the table 
also a drop in the stability of the {1111} form seems to be present going from phase V to 
III. However, this is not due to a stability dependence on 7, but on a dependence on the 
amplitude of the modulation vector as was discussed in the previous section. 
Also for the six other A2BX4 compounds the observed satellite forms are presented. For 
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0101 
0222 
0102 
0122 
0301 
0622 
0304 
0344 
1012 
1101 
lili 
1102 
1122 
1112 
11Ï4 
1134 
112? 
2002 
2022 
2201 
2211 
2211 
2221 
2215 
2212 
2232 
22Ï3 
2223 
2233 
2263 
4002 
4022 
tmaZCB 
L (x=0.1S) 
1/3' 
18 
35 (97%) 
d 
19 (53%) 
-d 
_ 
7 (19%) 
64 (89%) 
52 (72%) 
_ 
d 
-d 
-
. 
-
" 
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. 
-d 
d 
tmaZCB 
(x=0.1S) 
0.40'-0.42 
46 
88 (96%) 
7 (8%) 
m 
m 
31 (34%) 
159 (86%) 
110 (60%) 
-
3 (2%) 
-
-
"d 
-d 
-
-
-
. 
; 
* 
-d 
-d 
tmaZC 
0.40»-0.42 
7 
13 (92%) 
2 (14%) 
• 
m 
6 (38%) 
24 (86%) 
16 (57%) 
-
-
-
-
-d 
-d 
; 
. 
-
_ 
-
. 
-d 
-d 
tmaCoC 
0.41 
12 
23 (96%) 
1 (4%) 
; 
3 (13%) 
; 
10 (42%) 
12 (25%) 
10 (21%) 
2 (4%) 
5 (10%) 
4 (8%) 
1 (2%) 
-
2 (8%) 
1 (4%) 
2 (4%) 
4 (8%) 
2 (4%) 
1 (2%) 
2 (4%) 
. 
5 (10%) 
_ 
1 (4%) 
2 (8%) 
tmaMnC 
1/2» 
10 
12 (60%) 
d = 
1 (5%) 
2 (10%) 
d = 
4 (20%) 
{200} 
6 (15%) 
{111} 
{110} 
{111} 
{110} 
{201} 
8 (20%) 
4 (10%) 
{110} 
{111} 
8 (20%) 
3 (8%) 
3 (15%) 
tmaCuC 
0.674 
10 
15 (75%) 
2 (10%) 
1 (5%) 
1 (5%) 
1 (5%) 
1 (5%) 
6 (30%) 
8 (20%) 
28 (70%) 
1 (3%) 
1 (3%) 
1 (3%) 
-
1 (3%) 
-
1 (3%) 
1 (3%) 
1 (3%) 
1 (3%) 
1 (3%) 
-
2 (10%) 
RbZC 
0.69 
6 
1 
* 
. 
• 
-
1 
2 
-
; 
-
5 
; 
1 
1 
• 
1 
-
2 
RbZB 
0.706 
10 
5 (25%) 
1 (5%) 
" 
" 
" 
4 (20%) 
10 (25%) 
21 (53%) 
4 (10%) 
9 (23%) 
; 
4 (10%) 
-
5 (13%) 
1 (3%) 
1 (3%) 
1 (3%) 
9 (23%) 
3 (8%) 
2 (5%) 
-
-
Table 10.4 Frequency of occurrence of satellite forms {hklm} on spheres of several A2BX4 
compounds. In brackets the relative frequency #rer_is given (in %). The forms {hklm} and 
{hk(l + m)m} are presented in one box. Faces (hkl2l) and (hkl2l) belong to the same form. 
': These structures are commensurately modulated. 
=: For tmaMnC the {hklm} and {hk(l + m)m} forms have identical orientations, 
d: Double layers are allowed when indexing is done for the (commensurate) superstructure. 
RbZC, RbZB and tmaZC the existence of satellite faces has been reported before [1,2,4-7]. 
In contrast to the experiments described by Janner et al. [1] in which large satellite faces 
were observed on RbZC single crystals, in our studies no macroscopic satellite faces and 
hardly any satellite reflections were found on spheres of this compound. Only the {2022} 
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form was observed more than twice. The low stability of satellite faces on RbZC spheres 
was already reported by Dam and Janner [6]. In their experiments on RbZC they did not 
succeed to obtain any satellite faces at all. 
For tmaMnC the spheres were grown in the commensurately modulated phase, where 
7 = 1/2. As a result, the {hklm} and {hk(l + m)m} forms have identical orientations. 
This is indicated by the " = " signs in the 6th column. Furthermore, several satellite faces 
have the same orientation as main faces, e.g. the (1102) (satellite) face is identical to the 
(111) (main) face. Therefore, a face was only considered to be a satellite face when its 
orientation was not parallel to one of the main F-faces as predicted by Vogels et al. [24]. 
For all faces that did not fulfill this criterion the related main face is given in table 10.4. 
As for tmaCuC the value for the modulation wave parameter was close to the com­
mensurate value 2/3, for several faces also an ambiguity in assignment was present. For 
two reasons, however, we were still able to uniquely assign these satellite reflections to 
distinct forms. First, these reflections were all single reflections, indicating that only one 
of the two possible faces was present. Second, the fact that only single reflections were 
observed allowed us to average over all orientations. As a result, for the most impor­
tant satellite faces a unique assignment could be made. For example, the differences in 
orientation between the {0122} and {0101} forms and the {0020} form are 64°0' and 
63°22' respectively. The experimentally observed orientational difference was 63°2б' ± 
20'. Thus, it is very likely that the {0101} form can be assigned to this set of reflections. 
For the group of A2BX4 compounds studied here, the value for 7 ranges from 1/3 to 
0.706. In total 29 satellite forms have been observed. Nearly all satellite forms were ob­
served on more than one type of sphere. This enables us to study the stability dependence 
of satellite forms as a function of the modulation wave parameter. Furthermore, a com­
parison of the results of our experiments to the outcome of the theoretical calculations of 
the (l+l)-dimensional model will be made. (As was already mentioned in the introduc­
tion one should keep in mind that the validity of a direct comparison of experimentally 
observed forms (hklm) with the forms (hm) in figure 10.1 is not guaranteed.) 
Let us look, for instance, at the (01) face in figure 10.1. This face is related to the 
(11) face by the mirror line at a = 1/2. For values of the modulation wave parameter 
smaller than 1/2 the (01) face is more stable, whereas for values larger than 1/2 the (lT) 
face is more stable. For the stabilities of the {1101} and {1111} forms of the A2BX4 
compounds a similar behaviour can be observed. For spheres of tmaZCB, tmaZC and 
tmaCoC the {1101} form is more stable than the {1111} form, whereas for spheres of 
tmaCuC and RbZC this order is reversed. From the data of these satellite forms on 
spheres of tmaZC and tmaCoC it can also be concluded that one should be careful in 
drawing any conclusions from absolute values; although both compounds have similar 
values for the modulation wave parameter, the relative frequencies of occurrence of the 
{1101} and {1111} forms differ by a factor of 3 for these compounds. Still, the ratio of 
the two frequencies of occurrence is qualitatively in good agreement with the theory. 
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For the {0102} ала {0122} forms the same tendency can be observed. For 7 < 1/2 
only the {0102} form was observed, while for 7 > 1/2 only the {0122} form was observed. 
These forms should be compared to the (theoretical) (02) and (22) faces. The stability 
dependence on the modulation wave parameter of these faces is similar to those of the 
(01) and (lT) faces.as only the broken bond energy is considered in the theoretical model; 
only the absolute values might differ. Thus, {hk02} forms are expected to be more stable 
than {/ifc22} forms for 7 < 1/2, which is in agreement with the experiments. 
Also the #„1. for the {0101} and {0222} forms are in agreement with the results of 
the (l+l)-dimensional theory. For the {0101} form #
г е
/. is nearly 1 for 7 < 1/2 and has 
a smaller frequency of occurrence for larger values of 7, which is in accordance with the 
predictions. The {0222} form should be expected to appear on the crystal morphology 
at values of the modulation wave parameter that are larger than 1/2. However, this form 
was only observed once for these values of 7. In order to explain this, the growth layer 
thickness dhkim has to be considered. Considering the reflection conditions for the super-
space group Pcmn(007)(lsl) the form {OUT} is not allowed (see table 10.2). Thus, this 
form is expected to grow with half layers. For each value of the modulation wave param­
eter ¿0222(7) is half as large as doioi(l-7)· Regarding the BFDH law the morphological 
importance of the {0222} form is therefore expected to be considerably lower than that 
of the {0101} form. Apparantly, this effect is large enough to remove the {0222} form 
from the growth morphology. The reason for the introduction of the BFDH-law in this 
interpretation is the fact that a growth morphology is considered. In this case the layer 
thickness is also important, while for the theoretical equilibrium form only the surface 
free energy is relevant. 
In table 10.4 six more sets of {hkOm} / {hkmm} forms are presented. However, due 
to the low stabilities of these forms it is not possible to draw any meaningful conclusions 
from these data. 
The only other form in table 10.4 that allows for a comparison with the theoretical 
results is {1012}. As the curve of the (12) face in figure 10.1 is symmetric around a = 
1/2 one would expect equal frequencies of occurrence for experiments above and below 
1/2. Indeed, the {1012} form was observed for the entire range of 7 and no significant 
differences between the stabilities above and below 7 = 1/2 can be found. Whether a 
minimum in stability is present at 7 = 1/2, as was predicted in figure 10.1, could not 
be determined as the {1012} form is identical to the {2000} form for this value of the 
modulation wave parameter. Nevertheless, a decrease in stability for small and large 
values of 7 for this face is indeed observed. 
It is also interesting to directly compare different compounds that have the same value 
for 7. For 7 « 0.41 three compounds have been studied; tmaZCB, tmaZC and tmaCoC. 
For tmaZCB and tmaZC the results are very similar. Apart from the occurrence of the 
{1112} form on tmaZCB spheres, the same set of faces is found for these two compounds. 
Furthermore, the relative frequencies of occurrence are very similar for all forms. The 
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spheres of tmaCoC show a slightly different morphology. The most important forms are 
the same as those on the other two compounds. However, #„ι. is clearly different for 
the {1101} and {1111} forms as was already mentioned above. Furthermore, the spheres 
of tmaCoC display a much larger number of satellite forms than that of tmaZC and 
tmaZCB. The reason for the latter fact might be rather trivial: the spheres of tmaZC and 
tmaZCB were grown at a larger supersaturation than those of tmaCoC. This might have 
introduced kinetica! roughening of the less stable satellite faces [10]. The difference in the 
stabilities of the {1101} and {HIT} forms can not be explained by the influence of the 
supersaturation and will thus be due to the difference in growth units or to a difference 
in the modulation amplitude of these structures. 
As was mentioned in section 10.3, for the commensurately modulated phases indexing 
can also be performed in the related superstructures. Application of the reflection condi­
tions of these structures results in changed restrictions for some of the faces. For example, 
tmaZCB has the monoclinic structure P l ^ / n for η = 1/3. The reflection conditions for 
this structure are: hkO : h + к even; 00Í : / even. Thus, (1001), which is (101) in the 
monoclinic superstructure, is not forbidden, which is in contrast to the selection rules for 
the superspace group. All faces, for which a doubling of the elementary growth layer is 
only allowed in the superstructure notation, are indicated in table 10.4. Unfortunately, 
it can not be concluded from this table whether the latter faces indeed grow with double 
layers; a relatively higher stability indicating a doubled interlayer spacing dhUm could not 
be observed for these faces. 
In summary, for the most frequently observed satellite forms a clear dependence of 
their stability on the magnitude of the modulation wave parameter was observed. Strik-
ingly, these dependences were qualitatively in a qualitatively good agreement with the 
predictions from the (l-H)-dimensional modulated crystal model. In order to allow for a 
more founded comparison calculations concerning a (3+l)-dimensional embedding of the 
modulated A2BX4 compounds will be performed in the near future. 
10.5 The connectedness of satellite forms 
As was mentioned in the introduction, apart from the surface free energy also the 
connectedness is an important parameter for the stability of a crystal face. In the previous 
section attention was focused on the comparison of the experimental results with the 
theoretically obtained surface free energies. Here, we will confront the experimental data 
with studies on the connectedness of the satellite forms. 
The surface structure of the satellite faces was studied with the help of a computer 
program and graphic utilities. Our approach consisted of several stages. First, the crystal 
lattice had to be defined. The X-ray diffraction data of the average structure of tmaZC 
[25] were used to construct the unmodulated unit cell. Second, the tmaZC lattice was 
reduced to a crystal graph, in which the tma units and the ZC units were reduced to 
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centres of gravity, being connected by lines representing bonds. A detailed description of 
the crystal graph and the set of bonds used is given in ref. [24]. In our model the influence 
of the modulation on the position of the atoms was neglected. This is justifiable, as the 
maximal deviation from the average positions is only a few percent of the average lattice 
parameters [26]. Next, a slice was cut parallel to a face (hklm). The thickness of this 
slice was taken to be equal to the interlayer spacing dhum, corrected for the superspace 
selection rules. The building units and bonds within the slice were projected in a 2-
dimensional plot. In this way the connectedness of the slice could be checked visually. 
For all faces (hklm) slices with thickness ашт were cut at 10 different heigths within one 
interlayer spacing d^um- For all satellite faces that had been observed in the experiments 
on the A2BX4 spheres the connectedness was thus studied for 9 different values of the 
modulation wave parameter 7. It should be noted that in our model a change in 7 does 
not result in changes in the crystal graph. Only changes occur in the orientations of the 
satellite faces and thus in the directions in which the slices are cut. The crystal graphs 
used consisted of at least 1000 unit cells. 
The results of this study are presented in table 10.5. In order to be able to compare 
these results with the data in table 10.4, we assume that the results for tmaZC are 
representative for the whole set of A2BX4 compounds. This is justified, because in our 
model the unperturbed unit cell of tmaZC is used and this unit cell is very similar to those 
of the other A2BX4 compounds (see, for example, ref. [27]). Furthermore, we assume that 
the modulation amplitude is also small for the other A2BX4 compounds. We think this is 
justified as the relative frequencies of occurrence of the satellite forms are not significantly 
larger for the other compounds. 
As can be seen in table 10.5 the connectivity of satellite forms depends on the value 
of the modulation wave parameter 7; the {1102} form, for example, is only connected 
for values upto 0.71. Table 10.5 shows that the most frequently observed satellite forms 
(i.e. {0101}, {0102}, {1012}, {1101}, {HIT} and {1112}) are all connected for the entire 
range of 7. Moreover, many of the forms that were observed less frequently appear not to 
be connected. It can thus be concluded that the connectedness is an important criterion 
also for the stability of a satellite form. 
However, one should keep several things in mind. First, in table 10.5 the connectedness 
is only given qualitatively. No data have been given on the (relative) strength of the 
connected nets. The {0102} form, for example, is connected for the entire range of 7, but 
the net is much weaker at higher values of 7 than at lower values. This is also reflected in 
the observed frequency of appearance: the {0102} form was only observed in case 7 < 1/2. 
For values of 7 up to 0.91 the {2002} form has a surface that consists of large connected 
parts, separated by narrow strips in which no bonds are present, whereas this form is 
reported to be connected only up to 0.31. A more quantitative approach to describe the 
strength of connected nets of satellite faces was described by Vogels et al. [28]. In their 
study, the roughening temperature of a net is estimated from the ratio of weaker and 
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7 
0101 
0222 
0102 
0122 
0301 
0622 
0304 
0344 
1012 
noi 
1111 
1102 
1122 
1112 
1114 
1134 
1124 
2002 
2022 
2201 
221Γ 
2211 
222Î 
2212 
2212 
2232 
22Γ3 
2223 
2233 
2263 
4002 
4022 
0.11 
с 
ne 
с 
с 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
с 
С 
с 
с 
ПС 
С 
с 
ПС 
с 
с 
ПС 
с 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
с 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
0.21 
С 
ПС 
с 
с 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
с 
с 
с 
с 
ПС 
с 
С 
ПС 
с 
с 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
0.31 
с 
ПС 
с 
с 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
С 
С 
с 
с 
с 
с 
с 
ПС 
с 
с 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
0.41 
С 
ПС 
С 
С 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
С 
с 
с 
с 
с 
с 
с 
с 
с 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
0.51 
с 
с 
с 
с 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
С 
С 
с 
С 
с 
с 
с 
с 
с 
с 
с 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
с 
с 
с 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
0.61 
с 
ПС 
с 
с 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
с 
с 
с 
с 
с 
с 
с 
с 
с 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
0.71 
с 
с 
с 
с 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
С 
с 
с 
с 
с 
с 
ПС 
с 
с 
ПС 
с 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
0.81 
С 
с 
с 
с 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
с 
с 
с 
ПС 
с 
с 
ПС 
С 
с 
ПС 
с 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
0.91 
с 
с 
с 
с 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
с 
с 
С 
ПС 
с 
с 
ПС 
С 
С 
ПС 
с 
ПС 
с 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
С 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
ПС 
Table 10.5 The connectedness of the satellite faces that have been observed experimen­
tally; 
c = connected, nc = not connected. The range in 7 that is studied experimentally is 1/3 -
0.706. 
stronger parts of the net. Still, this method can only be used for connected nets. 
Second, because of the limited size of the crystal graph considered, the connectedness 
could only be checked for a limited surface area. Because of the lack of translational 
symmetry on the surface the possibility that nets that seem to be connected are not 
connected can not be excluded. 
Finally, the connectedness was studied using a limited set of bonds in the crystal 
graph. The addition of several (weaker) bonds to the crystal graph might introduce 
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connectedness for some of the nets. For several of the nets, however, connectedness is not 
expected even after the introduction of additional bonds. Still, some of these forms have 
been observed experimentally (e.g. the {0304} form). 
Here, one should keep in mind that in our model a flat box is used to cut crystal faces. 
The actual surface structure, however, is still unknown and might show undulations. 
Moreover, the growth mechanism is unclear. Therefore, a quantitative analysis of our 
data is still impossible. 
In summary, the connectedness of satellite forms clearly has a stabilizing effect on the 
presence of these forms on the growth form. However, also forms that are not connected 
have been observed experimentally. 
10 .6 C o n c l u s i o n s 
Upon growth from aqueous solutions spherical crystals of distorted /?-K2S04-type 
structures displayed a large number of satellite faces. Indexing in the superspace group 
Pcmn(007)(lsT) resulted in 29 different satellite forms. Nearly all forms were observed 
on more than one type of sphere. For the most frequently observed ones a very pro-
nounced dependence of their stability on the length of the modulation wave vector was 
observed. The stability dependences of these forms (hklm) were qualitatively in rather 
good agreement with the predictions for forms (hm) resulting from the theory for mod-
ulated 1-dimensional crystals of Bennema et al. and Kremers et ai. The application of 
superspace selection rules appeared to be relevant. 
Furthermore, theoretical studies on the structure of satellite faces indicated that the 
connectedness of these faces is dependent on the length of the modulation wave vector. A 
comparison with the experimental results showed that the most stable satellite forms were 
all connected and that the stabilities of these forms increase when the strength of their 
connected nets increase. However, connectedness appeared not to be a strict requirement 
for satellite forms to be stable, because a considerable part of the observed forms was not 
connected. The latter forms, however, were the least stable ones. 
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Abstract 
A thorough analysis of the surface configurations of ADP at the atomic/molecular 
level has revealed a much larger number of PBCs and F-slices than obtained previously 
by Aquiló and Woensdregt (AW) in 1984 and 1987 by means of visual inspection of 
structure projections. The computational results of these relatively early applications 
of the Hartman-Perdok (HP) theory may be called into question in so far as they arise 
from an incomplete set of theoretical data. Specifically, the ADP forms {031} and {211}, 
{211} classified earlier by AW as S and К forms, respectively, are here demonstrated to 
be genuine F forms. 
The present theoretical results improve agreement with experiment: (i) The theoretical 
F character of {031}, a form thought by AW to be important in connection with tapering, 
is reconciled with the experimental observation by AW, according to which {031} grows 
as flat faces, (ii) The interpretation of an experimental observation by Dam et al. in 1986 
of a series of small flat faces on zone [111] was dismissed by AW in 1987 as theoretically 
impossible, on the grounds that only one F face, the (022), was known to occur on that 
zone. The fact established here that (121) = {211} is also an F face located on the 
same zone invalidates that objection. The theoretical F character of (121) agrees with the 
recent experimental observation of Verheijen et al., according to which (121) is located 
on the [ill] flat face band. 
The aim of the present work is to (i) remove some degree of confusion currently in the 
literature as regards interpretation of experimental results, and (ii) provide a tool enabling 
a more accurate and adequate investigation of the growth mechanism and morphology of 
ADP type structures than has thus far been available. 
11.1 Introduction 
The NH4H2PO4 (ADP) structure has been the subject of intensive study in the past 
[1, 2, 3]. This paper provides a complete and detailed account of the surface configura­
tions and a reliable classification of the crystal forms of ADP type structures. It focusses 
"The work presented in this chapter will be published in: J. Cryst. Growth (1995) 
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on the topological-combinatorial features of ADP obtained from a network analysis. The 
obtained results apply without modification to KDP as well as any other structure pos­
sessing the same combinatorial properties as ADP (while taking account of the reflection 
conditions). Important issues like attachment, surface or step energies and roughening 
temperatures [4, 5] are beyond the present scope, but they are intended for future inves­
tigations. 
The primary undertaking in studying crystal growth morphology within the framework 
of the Hartman-Perdok (HP) theory [4] is to determine all possible growth layers (or F 
slices) which could grow flat according to a layer-by-layer mechanism. In general, several 
distinct F slices corresponding to different atomic/molecular compositions exist in one 
and the same face orientation. 
The proposition that complete knowledge of all surface configurations of a structure is 
prerequisite to an adequate study of the growth processes is by no means an exaggerated 
claim, in view of the following: 
1. In applying the HP theory to obtain the structural morphology, one is in pursuit of 
not just any F slice, but the energetically optimal F slice, within each face orientation. 
That is the F slice with the minimum magnitude of attachment energy. Therefore in 
order to select the growth layer with the optimal molecular composition in a given 
face, one must in principle calculate the energies of all the F slices existing in that 
face. Energy calculations based on an incomplete set of data can be of limited use 
only. 
2. The crystal forms are classified in the HP theory as flat, stepped or kinked (see 
section 11.2 in this connection). For that classification to be reliable, one must have 
at one's disposal the complete set of PBCs and F, S, К slices, to ensure that no 
relevant forms have been overlooked. 
There are additional processes which, in order to be studied adequately, require complete 
prior knowledge of the surface configurations: 
• The uniqueness of the composition of the presumed optimal F slice: it has been 
argued [6] that the existence of more than one F slices with the same face orientation 
which are (almost) equally optimal - and hence (almost) equally probable - has 
implications for the growth mechanism. 
• The effect of solid-fluid interaction on the growth process: the F slice which may 
have turned out to be energetically optimal with respect to vacuum or vapour may 
no longer play any major role when growth occurs in the presence of a fluid. That 
role shifts to those F slices which interact most strongly with the particular fluid 
substance in contact with the crystal surface. 
Investigation of both issues mentioned above depends on a comparative examination of 
all alternative growth layers. 
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11.2 Classiñcation of slice configurations 
Traditionally a slice is classified [4] as F (flat) if it contains at least two intersecting 
periodic bond chains (PBCs) with stoichiometric composition, provided it satisfies the 
"flatness criterion" [7, 8]. That means that each pair of molecules which are related 
by lattice translations and belong to an F slice with orientation (hkl), say, M with cell 
translation [uvw] and M with cell translation [u'v'w'], must differ by a lattice translation 
[u — u',v — v',w — w']/ /(hkl). Failure to satisfy this condition results in principle in a 
roughened face. Here stoichiometric F slices which violate "flatness" may be called for 
convenience "pseudo-F". Pseudo-F faces do not grow flat. 
Further, the HP theory classifies a face as S (stepped) if it contains PBCs in one 
direction; К (kinked), if it contains no PBCs at all. The original HP formulation does not 
state that the PBCs of an S slice should be limited to only one direction. It neither takes 
explicit account of the the pseudo-F case, nor does it classify pseudo-F faces as either S 
or К. 
Pseudo-F faces are not К faces. Formally though perhaps counter-intuitively, pseudo-
F faces could be called S according to the HP prescription. For the sake of clarity, in this 
work slices containing PBCs in only one direction are called "strictly-S". Consequently, 
the slice configurations of ADP are classified here as F, pseudo-F, strictly-S or K. 
11.3 Description of the structure 
For a detailed description of the ADP structure the reader is referred to ref. [1] There 
are four formula units NH 4 H 2 P0 4 in the I42d unit cell (o = b = 7.5 Â, с = 7.55 Â). The 
growth units are defined: Ρ = H2PO4-, N-= NH4. The general reflection conditions are 
h + к + I = 2n for (hkl); 2h + I = An for (hhl). The special reflection conditions are 
2k + I = 2n + 1 or 4n. 
For the sake of performing the network analysis, the original cell is transformed into a 
primitive cell [9,1] of two formula units a = b = с = 6.51 A, a = β = 109.65°, η = 109.11°, 
according to the transformation 
(11.1) 
и 
V 
w 
= 
I 
и 
V 
w _ 
T-1 = 1 0 1 , Τ " 1 ν  υ , T-4y\ = U , (11.2) 
where x, y, ζ are fractional axial coordinates, and the subscripts I and Ρ refer to the 
original and primitive cells, respectively. Table 11.1 gives the fractional axial coordinates 
of Ρ and N in the I and Ρ cells, and the correspondence between Aquiló and Woensdregt's 
(AW) and our notation. It should be noted that the ionic mass-center positions adopted 
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I cell 
Refs.[l, 2] This work χ y ζ 
PO(l) Pi 0 0 0 
PO(2) P 2 1 0 1 
PO(3) P 3 ι ι ι 
PO(4) P 4 0 1 \ 
NH(1) Ni 0 0 1 
NH(4) N2 o i l 
NH(3) N3 1 1 0 
NH(2) N 4 I o ! 
Ρ cell 
This work χ у ζ 
Pi 0 0 0 
ρ 1 3 1 
^ 2 ϊ ί 2 
Ρι[111]ρ ι ι ι 
Ρ2[ΙΟΟ]Ρ f \ ι 
Ni è Ι ο 
N2 ! \ \ 
Νι[001]ρ 1 1 1 
Ν2[010]ρ f | ι 
Table 11.1 Fractional axial coordinates ζ, у, ζ of the molecular mass centers of ADP in 
the original (I) and primitive (P) cells. 
from ref. [1] do not completely follow the international tables, but have the о and ò coor-
dinates interchanged. The remaining of this section is concerned with the combinatorial 
features of ADP. The definition of strong {f,g} and weak {e} bonds used in ref. [1] is also 
adopted here: 
f bonds: P i - N i , Pi-N,.[110], P2 - N2[010], P2 - Ν2[Ϊ00] 
g bonds: P i - N 2 , Pi - Ν2[Ϊ00], P x - Ν 2 [ϊ ϊ ϊ], Ρα - Ν2[Ϊ0Ϊ] 
P 2 - N i , P î - N ^ O l l ] , P2-Ni[001], P2 - Ni[Ï00] 
e bonds : Pi - P2, Ρ! - Ρ2[0Π], Ρ χ - Р 2 [Ш], Pi - Ρ2[0Ϊ0] 
The stoichiometry condition implies the presence of an integral number of formula units. 
Since in ADP a formula unit is a PN pair, possible stoichiometric compositions consist of 
PjNi, PiN2, P2Ni and P 2 N 2 . Therefore, for a PBC or a slice cell to have stoichiometric 
composition, it must contain either one PN pair equalling half the primitive cell content, 
or two PN pairs equalling the full primitive cell. 
Structures with the same combinatorial features as ADP are characterized by the same 
specifications of bonds as listed above, and the same association of molecules imposed on 
the composition by stoichiometry. 
11.4 Periodic bond chains 
The reader is referred to refs. [7, 10] for an operational definition of direct chains 
(DCs). There periodic bond chains (PBCs) are expressed as bundles of DCs and, where 
applicable, irreducible borders. The network analysis was performed with respect to 
the primitive cell by program FFACE [7] which applies a graph-theoretic method. Two 
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This work 
[uvw]p 
[no], [no] 
[Oil], [Oil], [101], [îoî] 
[121], [Ш], [211], [211], 
[0lI],[0Ïl],[10Ï],[Ï01] 
[111], [loo], [ooi], [oio] 
[010], [001], [100], [IH] 
[221],[llI],[2lO],[Ï20] 
[221], [Hl], [210], [120] 
(uvw)¡ 
(001) 
(100) 
(101) 
/111\ 
\ 2 2 2 ' 
ПІІ) 
\ 2 2 2 ' 
/ 1 1 3 \ 
\ 2 2 2 ' 
/ I 1 3 \ 
\ 2 2 2 ' 
Νξ° N%° N™c Nf*c 
18 10 many 6 
11 6 many 4 
4 2 2 2 
17 8 many 6 
17 8 many 6 
2 2 2 2 
2 2 2 2 
Refs. [1, 2] 
tfPBC JVPBC 
3 2 
5 4 
0 0 
3 2 
not considered 
1 1 
not considered 
Table 11.2 Comparative summary of penodic bond chains Directions containing direct 
chains of ADP obtained by program FFACE, graph-theoretically [uvutjp denotes a direction 
with reference to the primitive cell, (uvw)j denotes the corresponding zone with reference to 
the original cell A/£f and N™c are the total numbers of direct chains (DCs) and periodic 
bond chains (PBCs}, respectively, when both the strong (f,g) and the weak (e) bonds are 
included in the network analysis of program FFACE NRC and JV£BC are similarly defined 
for the case when only the strong (f,g) bonds are considered 
alternative sets of bonds were used as input for the derivation of the DCs: the strong and 
weak bonds together {f,g,e}, and the strong bonds alone {f,g}. 
The results are summarized in table 11.2. The [шш]
Р
 are the direction indices of the 
direct chains found by FFACE in the Ρ cell, corresponding to zone (uvw)i in the I cell. 
Nj£ and N^c are the total numbers of DCs resulting from the {f,g,e} and {f,g} sets 
of bonds, respectively, in each direction listed in the first column of table 11.2. These 
numbers refer independently to each direction, because no symmetry properties were 
utilized in deriving the DCs. N[gfc and Nf*c are the corresponding total numbers of 
PBCs constructed from these. 
Including the weak bonds e in the analysis does not increase the number of directions 
in which DCs and PBCs occur. It does increase the total numbers of DCs and PBCs in 
each direction (the table entry "many" means up to ss 15), as well as the compexity of 
some PBCs. The PBCs arising from the {f,g} scheme are mostly simple chains, while 
some PBCs in the {f,g,e} scheme have irreducible borders [10], e.g. dangling bonds. 
Table 11.2 also contains a comparison with previous results. In refs. [1, 2] the PBC 
analysis was based principally on the strong {f,g} bonds. Nevertheless some of the PBCs 
described there utilized the weak e bonds in an essential way, that is to say if the e bonds 
were omitted, these PBCs would not have occurred. So the distinction between purely 
{f,g}-based and {f,g,e}-based PBCs (last two columns of table 11.2) in refs. [1, 2] is 
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not always sharp. It is clearly seen in table 11.2 that in refs [1, 2] several PBCs were 
overlooked in each direction. In particular, the total omission of the PBCs in direction 
[121]p = [101]i resulted in incorrect classification of forms (see subsequent sections). 
In what follows we focus on the set of strong bonds {f,g}. The resulting PBCs are 
listed in detail in appendix A. The molecules are labelled by translations in the Ρ cell. 
Every link between molecules is labelled as an f or g bond. The PBCs listed in appendix 
A are all stoichiometric and distinct; the latter means that no duplication among the 
listed PBCs arises when the molecules are repeated infinitely along the chain direction. 
One primitive direction corresponding to each zone is given. Not all the bonds present in 
a PBC are shown, for ease of presentation (see, e.g., fig. 11 1). Finally, the listed PBC 
directions are complete, meaning that combining the existing half-cell PBCs produces 
nothing new. As an illustration, Fig 11.1 shows the PBCs B\-B^ in detail projected on 
/ f t / 
• fît011!/' ° 
о 
• B a 
уШ 
2 о
 9 β' Ρ [011] о т В 4 J ° # D 2 I 
УР
- ^ " N , " 9 
--&' .. О. 
*С~ш ° » N ríooi<^ 
о 
Б [on] ., 
,&<^ющ 
Figure 11.1 ADP structure projection parallel to (100)p showing how the half-cell PBCs 
£3 and B4 combine to produce the full-cell PBCs B\ and B2 Solid lines are bonds within 
the basic PBC period Dashed lines are bonds extending the PBC to infinity Large filled 
circles Pi, large open circles P2, small filled circles N1, small open circles N2, cell translations 
are in the Ρ cell 
(100)p, with all the bonds drawn and labelled. It is easy to see that by combining B$ and 
£4 one obtains B\ and B2. 
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11.5 F slices 
F slices are constructed by combining DCs (or PBCs) [7] subject to the conditions 
outlined in section 11.2. Table 11.3 gives a summary of the F slices derived by program 
FFACE, employing the two alternative sets of bonds {f,g,e} and {f,g}. The face indices 
(ΛΑί)ρ refer to the Ρ cell. The ± sign reflects the fact that there can be no distinction 
between parallel slices of opposite sense. {hkl}i is the corresponding form in the I cell. 
N[ge and Nfg are, respectively, the total numbers of F slice compositions based on the input 
bond schemes {f,g,e} and {f,g}. Equal numbers of F slices were obtained independently 
of symmetry considerations for each face (hkl)p listed in the first column. As expected, 
the addition of the weak e bonds does not increase the number of orientations in which 
F slices occur. But, in contrast to the PBC case, the e bonds add practically nothing 
new to the F slices. Only one F slice composition in {011}i depends on the e bond in 
an essential way, so that it becomes disconnected when the e bond is removed. This can 
be understood from the large number of duplications which arise in general when PBCs 
are combined to form F slices. Thus the conclusion follows that the e bonds are totally 
unimportant, in agreement with AW's accessment [1] (see also section 11.6). 
In what follows we focus on the results obtained from the {f,g} bonds. In order to 
express the F slices in terms of PBCs, some additional PBCs are necessary, which are 
specified in appendix A. These PBCs are not substantially new, but related by symmetry 
to the PBCs in lists Α-G of appendix A. The F slice compositions are listed in appendix 
В in terms of molecules and cell translations in the Ρ cell. The F slices consist of PBC 
This work 
(Ш)р 
±(lïl),±(lïï) 
±(010), ±(01ϊ), ±(100), ±(101) 
Full slices 
Half slices 
±(012), ±(011), ±(102), ±(101) 
±(210), ±(120), ±(121), ±(2ΪΪ) 
±(2Ϊ2), ±(122), ±(2Ϊ1), ±(12ϊ) 
{Ш}
г 
{020} 
{011} 
{022} 
{211} 
or {211} 
{031} 
NF 
9 
И 
2 
2 
2 
NF 
θ 
10 
2 
2 
2 
Refs. [1, 2] 
Κ
 or
 К 
1 or 2 
2 
0[1], 2[2] 
0 
0 
Table 11.3 Comparative summary of F-slices. F-forms satisfying the reflection conditions 
of ADP and F-slice configurations obtained by program FFACE (Ш)р are the face indices 
in the primitive cell, the ± sign reflects the indeterminacy of the overall sign. {hkl}\ is the 
corresponding form in the original cell. Nfge is the total number of F-slices computed when 
both the strong {f,g} and weak {e} bonds are employed; NL is the total number of F-slices 
computed when only the strong f,g bonds are employed. 
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pairs and sometimes series of ions and bonds between braces; the latter are additional 
bonds within or between PBCs or irreducible borders like dangling bonds, branches or 
loops. Moreover, the F slices listed in that appendix are distinct; that is, no duplications 
arise when the molecules are repeated infinitely by translations parallel to (hkl)p. The F 
slices are shown in structure projections in figs. 11.2 and 11.3. Had the analysis been 
Figure 11.2 ADP structure projection perpendicular to [011]p showing the F slices of 
{020}i and {031}i Symbols as in fig 11 1 Encircled symbols denote ions in different 
[uvw}p cells as indicated, coinciding m projection 
carried out in terms of the I cell at the outset, then the same results would have been 
obtained, provided the following were discarded: (a) those PBCs which, when transformed 
to the Ρ cell, turned out to be inadmissible [10] (e.g., PBCs with an integral multiple of 
a primitive period, integer х[иг>ш]р); and (b) networks with slice cells exceeding the 
maximum primitive cell content of 4 molecules. 
In summary, each of the forms {020}, {011}, {022} and {031} contains pairs of op­
posite F face orientations. The 8 F face orientations of form {211} are opposite to the 
8 F face orientations of form {21Ï}. The energy properties of the F slice configurations 
and their interrelations with respect to symmetry (see, e.g., ref. [8]) are the subject of an 
on-going investigation into the theoretical growth habit of ADP, undertaken by the same 
team. 
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Figure 11.3 Same as fig. 11.2 showing the F slices of {011}i, {022}i, {211}i (and {211}i) 
in projection parallel to (100)p. 
11.6 Discussion of previous experimental and theoretical work 
In this section all face and translation indices refer to the I cell. Comparison between 
the present and earlier results shows that only part of the existing F slice configurations 
- as was also the case with the PBCs - could be detected in the past by visual inspection 
of structure projections [l](see table 11.3). One consequence is that, in the case of F 
forms possessing a large number of F slices, e.g. F slices of {020} and {Oil}, subsequent 
investigation has to proceed on the basis of an incomplete set of data [2]. Consequently 
the usefulness of the obtained results is sometimes questionable. 
A more severe consequence is that F forms with only a few F slices can be missed 
altogether. The F forms {211}, {211} and {031} are an example of the resulting misclas-
sification: 
1. Form {031} was classified by AW as a "genuine S face" (ref. [1], p. 530). Further 
AW state (ref. [2], p. 549), " the {Okl} faces with к > I, which are characteristic 
of the so-called tapering of ADP crystals, are S faces", and conclude (ref. [2], p. 
559), "The form {031} is an S form, and cannot be present in the theoretical growth 
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form. The presence of {031} on crystals grown in the laboratory must be due to 
external factors." 
The F character of {0.31} is established by the existence of either F slice {031 }i or F 
slice {031}г shown in appendix В and fig. 11.2, in agreement with the experimental 
outcome reported by AW. 
2. Form {211} (and {21Ï}) was classified by AW as follows (ref. [1], pp. 535, 536): 
"Although the hydrogen e-type bonds should in principle be neglected ... we nev-
ertheless reformulated the PBC construction taking also these bonds into account. 
The result of this, in our opinion erroneous supposition, is the appearance of one 
additional PBC parallel to (Oil), causing {211} to become an S face instead of a К 
one." 
Parenthetically, a note concerning the e bonds is in order. AW state that the weak 
e bonds should be ignored because they are unimportant [1]; subsequently they 
indicate that including these bonds in the analysis leads to somewhat different re­
sults, and affects the final classification of crystal forms. The present work provides 
sufficient evidence that the e bonds are truly unimportant; including them in the 
analysis leads to practically identical results (see table 11.3), leaving the classifica­
tion of crystal forms totally unaffected. 
The interpretation of an experimental observation by Dam et al. in 1986 [3] of a 
series of small flat faces parallel to the [111] zone of ADP was dismissed in 1987 
by AW [2] as theoretically impossible. The reason presented for this objection 
was the location of the fiat-face band. Zone [111] extends from F face (Oil) to S 
face (220) passing through (121) (= {21Ï}). AW argued (ref. [1], p. 535), "The 
explanation by Dam et al. that such faces are situated between F faces is incorrect 
since {110}, which was indicated as the starting point of the bands, is not F but 
an S face. Neither is the assumption that there exist PBCs parallel to ( | | | ) in 
order to explain a secondary set of bands justified, even if hydrogen bonds are taken 
into account." Implicitly, the first stated argument would have to hold at least as 
strongly for (121) as for (110), since (121) was classified by AW as а К face [1, 2]. 
AW correctly pointed out that no PBCs exist in direction ( | | | ) in either the {f,g} 
or {f,g,e} scheme of bonds. However, PBCs do occur in direction [101] = (011), 
employing the {f,g} bonds only: C\ and Сг> listed in appendix A. Furthermore, the 
existence of either F slice {211}i or F slice {211}2 (where only the {f,g} bonds are 
employed) shown in appendix В and fig. 11.3 classifies {211} and {211} as genuine 
F forms. This result invalidates the objection above voiced by AW against the 
experimentally observed flat-face band, hopefully paving the way to a satisfactory 
explanation of observations. 
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11.7 Non F slices 
The non F slices axe compiled here for completeness. This category comprises the 
pseudo-F suces (composed of stoichiometric intersecting PBCs, while violating "flatness"); 
strictly-S slices (having PBCs in only one direction); and К slices (having no PBCs at 
all). 
• Slices of (222)p = (004^ = {004}i were classified as К in refs. [1, 2]. The slice 
cell should contain one PN pair. Here the existence of either one of the intersecting 
PBC pairs 
B3 + {PigNjgPjflOQp, B4 + {PagN1[001]gPa[101]}p, 
classifies {004}i as pseudo-F. The reason for the pseudo-F character is that the 
differences in cell indices of ions related by lattice translations N2-N2[ÏOO]p and 
Ni[001]p-Ni[011]p are oblique to the face. 
• Slices of (321)p = (Ϊ41)ι = {141}i were not considered in refs [1, 2]. The intersect­
ing directions [121]p and [Πΐ]
Ρ
 contain the PBCs Ci,C 2 and (7i,G2, respectively. 
{141}i is pseudo-F in view of any one of the PBC pairs C\ + G\, Ci + G2, G2 + Gi, 
Ci + G2. 
• Forms {hkO}://(001): are "strictly-S" slices (except for {020} which is F). In par­
ticular, slices of (002)p = (220)i = {220}i were classified as S in refs [1, 2]. The 
slice cell should contain one PN pair. Here slices are found with (i) P1N1 and P 2 N 2 
pairs, and (ii) PiN 2 and Ρ2Νχ pairs. In case (i) {220}i is strictly-S due to either one 
of the [110]p PBCs A5 or A6. In case (ii) {220}i is pseudo-F due to the existence of 
either one of the intersecting PBC pairs: 
{PigNagPxIlOOjfr + {P1gN2[ï0ï]gP1[010]}p, 
{P2gNlgP2[100]}p + {P2gN1[011]gP2[010]}p. 
Interestingly, a face orientation may contain slices belonging to different categories, 
depending on which portion of the unit cell is present in the slice cell. 
• Forms {0fc/}i//(100)i are "strictly-S" slices (except for {Oil}, {022}, {031} which 
are F). In particular, slices of (21Ï)P = (013)i = {013}i were classified by AW as 
follows (ref. [1], ρ 535): "The presence of the К face (001) situated between two 
F faces {011} induces the К character to all faces {Okl} with к < J." Here {013}! 
is found to be strictly-S due to the existence of either one of the [011]p PBCs Bi 
or B 2. By an analogous reasoning {026}i is also strictly-S due to either one of the 
PBCs S 3 or Bi. 
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• Forms {hkk}i//(0ll)h {hkk}¡//(011)i are "strictly-S" slices (except for {211}, 
{211} which are F). 
• Forms {Л,*,-(А + *")}і//(аН>ь { М . Л + * } І / / < Ш > І . are "strictly-S" slices. In 
particular, slices of (110)P = (112)i = {112}i were classified as S in refs [1, 2]. Both 
{112}i and {224}¡ are strictly-S in view of the [001]P PBCs E^-Et and E&, E6, 
respectively. 
• Forms {2h,2k,-3(h + k)}i//(\\l)b {2h,2k,3(h + *)>i//<| | |>i, are "strictly-S" 
slices (not considered by AW [1]). 
• Slices of (222)p = (444)i = {444}т. {111} was classified as К in refs [1, 2]. Here the 
forbidden form {222}i is pseudo-F, and {444}i is K. 
(020) 
(101) 
(301) 
b 
Figure 11.4 Stereographic projection showing the PBC zones and classification of the 
crystal forms of ADP. Large filled circles, F; large open circles, pseudo-F; small filled circles, 
some of the strictly-S slices. 
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11.8 Conclusions 
1. A rigorous and thorough derivation of the slice configurations of ADP reveals the 
existence of many more PBCs and F slices than reported in earlier studies. In 
particular, all of the PBCs of (101) and all of the F slices of {031}, {211} and {211} 
are reported here for the first time. The results are summarized in the stereographic 
projection of fig. 11.4. The PBC directions are drawn as zones. 
2. There are several F-slices in {020}, {Oil}, {022}, {031}, {211} and {21Ï}; several 
pseudo-F slices in {220}, {004} and {141}; several strictly-S slices in, among other 
orientations, {220}, {013}, {026}, {112} and {224}. {444} and every other form 
has К character. 
3. The experimental findings of (a) flat {031} faces and (b) a series of small flat faces 
on the [111] zone of ADP support the present theoretical results more than previous 
theoretical results. In particular, the theoretical F character of (121) agrees with the 
recent experimental observation of Verheijen et al. [11], according to which (121) is 
located on the [111] flat face band. 
4. Whatever explanation is devised for the experimental results may utilize the PBCs 
and slice configurations listed in this paper as a reference framework [11]. 
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Appendix С: List of the P B C s of ADP 
The PBCs of ADP listed below are based on the strong {f,g} bonds. 
(A): PBCs in [110]p = [001]i 
Ar = {PlfNigP2fNa[010]gP1[110]}p, A2 = {PjfNigP^lOO^fllOlgPjllODp, 
A3 = {P1fN1gP2[OOÏ]fN2[01ï]gP1[110]}p> Αι = { Р ^ ^ Р ^ В Д О О ^ Р ^ П О ] } ? , 
As = {PifNjfP^llODp, Ae = {P2fN2[010]fP2[110]}P. 
(B): PBCs in [011]p = [100]! 
Br = {PifNjgPafNapOOjgPjpllDp, B2 = {PlgN2[100]£P2[no]gNi[I01]fPi[011]}Pl 
B3 = {PigNa[Ï00]gPi[011]}P, ß 4 = {P2gNi[011]gP2[011]}p. 
(С): PBCs in [121]p = [101]i 
d = {PifNjgPjfNjtOlOlgPitWl]}?, C 2 = {PigN2[ÏOO]fP2gN1[011]fP1[121]}p, 
(D):PBCsin[l l l ]p = [ | y ] I 
£»i = {P1fN1gP2fN2[010]gP1[lll]}p, D, = {ΡιίΝ
ι 8Ρ2[100]Α^Ρι[111]}Ρ, 
D3 = {PjgNjfPatOÏOlgN^OOllfPillllDp, Z?4 = {PigNapOOjfPagNjOOllfPiIllllb, 
Ds = {P lgN2gPi[lll]}p, De = {PagNjIOllJgPallllDp, 
(E):PBCsin[001]p = [ ì ì ì ] I 
Er = {P1fN1gP2fN2[Ï00]gP1[001]}p, E2 = {Pig^fP^OiOlgNitOOlJfP^OOlJb, 
E3 = {PigNalïOOjfPatïïOlgN^ïïllfPiIOOlDp, 
EA = {PifN^ÜOlgPalOÏOlfNatïïOlgP^OOlDp, 
Es = {P1gN2[Ï00]gP1[001]}p, £ 6 = {PagN1[001]gP2[001]}p, 
(F):PBCsin[221]p = [ ì ì | ] I 
Fr = {PifNigPallOOlfNatllOjgP!^!]}?, F2 = {P1gN2fP2[100]gN1[lll]fP1[221]}P 
( G ) : P B C s i n [ ï ï l ] p S S [ l l | ] , 
Gì = {PjgNatïOOjfPalïïOlgNjïïlJfP^ni]}? 
G2 = {P1fN1[n0]gP2[ÎÏ0]fN2[2Ï0]gP1[ïïl]}p 
Additional PBCs related by symmetry to the above: 
Ab = {N2[i00]fP2fN2[010]}P) % = {NigPagNxtOllJb, 
B'¡ = {Р 2[100] е^[111] еР 2[Ш]}р, 4 = {Р 2 [Ш] 6 ^[П0] 6 Р 2 [И0]}р, 
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where A¿ equals A^ shifted by one link, B't equals В
л
 shifted by one link, B'[ equals Bi 
translated by [100]P and E'b equals E6 translated by [ΪΠ]ρ. Next, Hi and tf2 are PBCs 
in direction [Ϊ00]ρ which is symmetrically equivalent with direction [lll]p (list D): 
Hi = {PigNjpOOlgP^IOODp, H[ = {P1gNagP1[100]}p, 
H2 = {P2gNi[IOO]gP2[IOO]}p, H2 = {Pa[0Î0]gNi[ïl0]gP2[ÏÏ0]}Pl 
where H[ equals Hi translated by [100] and Я 2 equals H2 translated by [0Ï0]. Finally, 
Li and L2 are PBCs in direction [210]p which is symmetrically equivalent with direction 
[Iïl]p (list G); Mi and M2 are PBCs in direction [01Î]P which is symmetrically equivalent 
with direction [121]P (list C): 
Li = {P^igPallOOjfNalllOjgPjplODp, Μ
λ
 = {P1fNlgP2[00ï]fN2[01ï]gP1[01ï]}P, 
U = {PigNjfP,[100]gNi[100]fPi[210]}p, M2 = {P1[001]gN2[Ï00]fP2gN1[ÏOO]fP1[01O]}P. 
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Appendix D: List of the F slices of ADP 
The F slices of ADP are expressed in terms of the PBCs listed in appendix A. 
F slices of ( l ï l )p = (020)i = {020}i (shown in fig. 11.2): 
F{020}i = A5 + B3 + {NigP2fN2[IOO]}p, F{020}2 = A5 + B3 + {NlgP2[100]}P) 
F{020}3 = As + B3 + {NlgP2[00Î]}p, F{020}4 = A5 + B4 + {P l gN2}P , 
F{020}5 = As + B\ + {P lgN2[Ï0Ï]}P, F{020}e = Ai + Bs + {P2gN1[ÏOO]}p1 
F{020}7 = >i; + ß3 + {P2gNi[001]}p, F{020}8 = A6 + B4 + {N2[010]gP1[010]}p1 
F{020}9 = Ae + B4 + {N2[010]gP1[lll]}p, 
F slices of (OlO)p = (101)i = {Oil}! and (020)P = (202)i = {022}i (shown in fig. 11.3): 
F{011h 
F{011}3 
F{011}4 
F{011}5 
F{011}6 
F{011}7 
F{011}8 
F{011}9 
F{011}10 
F{022}i 
= Ea + Hu F{011}2 = F4 + Я2, 
= Eb + Hx + {P '^xgPjfNapOODp, 
= E
s
 + Нг + {NjpOOlfPalHOlgN ï^ïllfPiIOOl]},,, 
= Es + Я
х
 + { Р ^ И О Ц р + {N2[Î00]fP2}p, 
= Es + Нг + {NapOOlfPjgNjlOllDp, 
= Es + Нг + {PjfNipïOlgPapSIDp, 
= £i + ff2 + {P2fN2[010]gPi[121]}p, 
= E6 + H2 + {P2fN2[010]}p + {Ni[001]fPi[001]}p, 
= E6 + H2 + {NilOOlJfP^OOllgNalïïODp, 
= Es + Hu F{022}2 = Ее + H3, 
F slices of (122)p = (03Ï)i = {031}¡ (shown in fig. 11.2): 
F{031}! = Bi + Li, F{031}2 = ВЦ + L2, 
F slices of (011)p = (211)i = {211}i or {211}i (shown in fig. 11.3): 
F{211}i = Я І + М Ь F{211}2 = Я 2 + Ma. 
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Chapter 12 
On the hypomorphism of ADP crystals 
O n t h e h y p o m o r p h i s m of A D P crys ta l s 
M.A. Verheijen, L.J.P. Vogels ала H. Meekes * 
Abstract 
The morphology and symmetry of spheres of ADP crystals has been studied. Faces 
as well as bands were observed. In contrast to the 42m symmetry as determined from X-
ray and neutron diffraction studies, the bands on the spheres displayed a 222 symmetry. 
It is shown that this reduced symmetry either is the bulk symmetry or is induced by 
stereospecific interactions at the surface. The influence of several parameters on the 
stability of the bands and the symmetry of the spheres has been studied. At pH = 6.15 
the symmetry reduction was found to be absent. 
12.1 Introduction 
The crystal structure and morphology of NH 4 H 2 P0 4 (ADP) have been the subject of 
many studies. X-ray diffraction studies at room temperature have determined the sym­
metry of ADP crystals to be tetragonal (space group I42d). At 148 К a phase transition 
occurs towards an orthorhombic (P2i2i2i) structure [1, 2, 3]. Neutron diffraction studies 
confirmed the tetragonal symmetry at room temperature [4]. 
ADP crystallizes from aqueous solutions in anhydrous form. The natural habit consists 
of a tetragonal prism capped at either end by pyramidal faces as is shown in figure 12.1. 
Thus, this crystal morphology is in agreement with the point group 42m. 
In 1965 Bennema [5] reported on sphere growth experiments using spherically polished 
ADP crystals. On these spheres faces as well as a set of bands were observed. The 
geometry of the set of faces was in accordance with the point group 42m. However, the 
geometry of the bands indicated the presence of a lower point group symmetry: 222. This 
phenomenon of the manifestation of a lower morphological symmetry in comparison with 
the symmetry as derived from a structural analysis is called hypomorphism. Strikingly, 
only one of the two possible 222 geometries, that can be obtained via symmetry reduction, 
was found. Dam et al. [6] repeated the experiments and observed a second group of bands 
that confirmed the 222 symmetry. The origin of the symmetry reduction was not found. 
Similar experiments on (isostructural) KH2PO4 (KDP) crystals did not show a reduction 
in symmetry [5, 6]. 
*The work presented in this chapter will be published in: J. Cryst. Growth 
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(020) 
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Figure 12.1 The habit of (tapered) ADP crystals grown from aqueous solution displaying 
the prismatic {020} and the pyramidal {011} faces. 
In the last decennia much work has been carried out on the influence of several transi­
tion metal ions on the growth rate and the habit modification of ADP and KDP crystals. 
Especially, attention was focussed on the phenomenon of tapering, i.e. the possible for­
mation of new, high index faces {Ш} [7, 8]. None of these studies report on an observed 
reduction in symmetry. 
The aim of this paper is threefold. First, we want to clarify why the symmetry 
reduction from 42m to 222 occurs. Attention is focussed on the question whether this 
reduction is either a bulk property, a surface effect or a growth artefact. The second 
object of research is the difference in stability of the two 222 geometries. Third, the 
reason for the presence of growth bands will be discussed. The origin of their stability 
will be discussed theoretically using the results of a PBC analysis and experimentally 
by varying the growth conditions. The following growth parameters that could influence 
the symmetry and the stability of the bands were studied: the growth procedure of the 
original crystals, the sphere polishing procedure, the sphere growth procedure, the growth 
temperature, the possible influence of impurities, the type of solvent and the pH of the 
solvent. 
12.2 Sphere growth experiments 
12.2.1 Preparation and analysis of the spheres 
ADP crystals grown from an aqueous solution at temperatures ranging from 298 to 
313 К were sawn into blocks of approximately 1 cm3. Using a rasp these cubes were made 
roughly spherical. Subsequently, the crystals were placed in a hollow cylinder of which 
the inner wall was covered with sandpaper. A circular air-flow forced the crystal to roll 
along the inner side of the cylinder, resulting in an almost perfect sphere. To remove all 
debris and damaged surface layers, the spheres were slightly polished with demineralized 
water. 
The resulting spheres were placed in a saturated solution of ADP. Several solvent 
compositions as well as growth procedures were used. Each of these experiments will be 
discussed seperately below. In all experiments flat faces appeared on the growth form, 
bounded by rough, curved regions. The observed forms are: {020}, {011}, {112}, {112} 
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and {220}. In addition, bands appeared on the surface. The faces have been indexed 
taking the selection rules of the tetragonal spacegroup I42d into account. Unless the 
subscript orth. is added, forms are given with respect to the tetragonal system. 
The orientations of all faces and bands have been determined using a Nedinsco optical 
goniometer. Using this equipment the orientations of facets can be measured with respect 
to a reference face by means of a reflected light beam. The angular resolution is 2.5 
minute of arc. The resulting data were plotted in a stereographic projection. In total 80 
sphere growth experiments have been performed on some 30 crystals. 
12.2.2 Growth from an aqueous solution 
In this section the sphere growth experiments from aqueous solutions will be pre­
sented. In section 12.2.2.1 experiments performed at low supersaturations will be dis­
cussed. Studies on the influence of the growth procedure of the original crystals, the 
polishing procedure, the growth temperature and the diffusion on the point group sym­
metry will be reported here. The influence of the supersaturation itself will be discussed 
in section 12.2.2.2, the role of metal ion impurities and microbes in sections 12.2.2.4 and 
12.2.2.5 respectively and the influence of the pH will be discussed in section 12.2.2.6. 
12.2.2.1 Growth at low supersaturations 
Spheres were placed in a stagnant saturated aqueous solution at 293 K. Growth was 
allowed to take place for 5 to 20 hours by slow evaporation of the solvent. As a result, the 
spheres increased about 1 - 3% in weight and faces as well as bands were observed. Careful 
observations of the spheres by means of an optical goniometer showed continuous bands 
of reflections, indicating that they consisted of a continuous range of orientations. The 
{Oil}, {112} and {112} faces showed up as flat faces giving a well defined reflection in the 
goniometer. However, the {020} faces gave rise to diffuse circles of reflections, indicating 
that their surfaces were slightly conical, the deviation from the theoretical orientation 
being a few degrees. The {220} faces have not been observed on these spheres. 
In figure 12.2a the stereographic projection representing the results of the above men­
tioned sphere growth experiments is shown. Three sets of bands can be distinguished: 
bands Ai and A2, running along <111> zones, and В bands. The Aj bands were already 
observed by Bennema [5] and in addition the В bands by Dam et al. [6]. Remarkably, 
as can be deduced from this figure, the symmetry operations m and 4 belonging to the 
space group I42d are no longer found in the morphology. Only three mutually perpen­
dicular twofold axes are present. The loss of the mirror planes is visible in the absence 
of a second set of В bands and in a difference in stability of the Ai and A2 bands. On 
all spheres the Ai bands cover a larger area and show a more intense and clear reflection 
in the goniometer than the A2 bands. In the following experiments we not only want to 
find the reason for the symmetry reduction, but we will also investigate the reason for the 
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Figure 12.2 Stereographic projections of the morphology of spheres grown from an aque­
ous solution at low supersaturation at 293 K. a) The geometry of observed faces and bands 
displaying the (lowered) 222 pointgroup symmetry. The symmetry operations of the point-
group 42m are indicated in this figure. Solid and dashed lines represent orientations on the 
upper and lower halfs of the sphere respectively, b) Schematic representation of the spread 
in orientation of the A\ and В bands. 
stability differences of the two types of A and В bands, i.e. we want to determine under 
which conditions the second 222 geometry would occur, having A2 bands that are more 
stable than A] bands. 
In figure 12.2a it is suggested that the Ai bands always run along a <111> zone. 
Closer inspection of these bands using the goniometer, however, reveals that most of the 
Ai bands consist of two or three bands, all deviating from the < U 1 > zone. For these 
bands a spread in orientations was found as indicated in figure 12.2b. In figure 12.3 a 
SEM image of a part of the Aj band is shown. Clearly visible are at least two bands, 
both partly consisting of a series of facets. 
Also for the A2 and В bands a spread in orientations was observed. The В bands 
run approximately along the <412> zone. The largest spread is observed near the {112} 
faces; some bands appear to bend towards these faces whereas others seem to bend away 
from them. 
In order to study the influence of the growth history of the onginal crystaL· from which 
the spheres were obtained, three different crystal growth techniques were used: 
• Crystal growth from a stagnant solution by slow evaporation of the solvent. 
• Crystals grown on a rotating arm in a saturated solution that was cooled down with 
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Figure 12.3 SEM image of an Ai band consisting of (at least) two bands. The bands are 
connected to the {011} face just below the lower left part of the figure. The scale bar is 1 
mm. 
a cooling rate of about 0.3 К per 24 h. 
• Growth in a vessel of the Arend type [9], in which crystals are supplied with a 
continuous flow of slightly supersaturated solution due to a thermal gradient in the 
vessel. 
The spheres that were produced from these three types of crystals all displayed the same 
morphology in the sphere growth experiments. We therefore conclude that the growth 
procedure of the original crystals has no essential influence on the morphology of the 
spheres. 
The influence of the growth temperature was studied by performing sphere growth 
experiments at 326 K. No significant differences in morphology were observed. 
The influence of the polishing procedure was also studied. To prevent any influence 
implied by the polishing cylinder, ADP crystals were polished spherical by hand using 
polishing paper. Subsequently, the outer 1 mm of these spheres was dissolved in dem-
ineralized water. Sphere growth experiments did not show any differences in geometry in 
comparison with the standard procedure. 
Finally, stirring the ADP solution during growth didn't have any effect on the geometry 
or stability of bands on the surface. 
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12.2.2.2 Growth at high supersaturations 
In order to investigate the stability of the growth bands, sphere growth experiments 
have been performed at higher supersaturations. Spheres were placed in a stagnant satu­
rated aqueous solution at 323 К that was subsequently cooled down using a cooling rate 
of 0.4 K/min. Growth was allowed to take place for 30 min. As a result, faces as well 
as bands could be observed on the crystal surface. Here the {020} faces appear as flat 
faces on the crystal form. In addition to the faces observed at low supersaturation {220} 
faces were observed. In figure 12.4 the stereographic projection of the geometry of bands 
is presented. Again the point group symmetry that can be assigned to the morphology 
is 222 and the Ai bands are more pronounced than the A2 bands. Additional bands Ci
a
, 
Cu, Cía, См,, Di and D2 were observed, whereas В bands did not appear. The С and D 
bands run parallel to the <011> and <010> zones respectively. These bands also display 
the reduced symmetry, as the С 1 о, Сц and Di bands are larger than their mirror images 
Сга. Сгь, Ü2. Contrary to growth at low supersaturations, a high supersaturation yields 
A bands running almost perfectly along <111> zones. All A bands give sharp bands of 
reflections in the goniometer, suggesting the A band to be a series of stable, flat faces. 
Figure 12.4 Stereographic projections of the morphology of spheres grown from an aque-
ous solution a) at high supersaturation b) at 1000 g / / с. Only growth bands on the upper 
half of the sphere are shown. 
A second experiment to study the influence of the supersaturation was the growth 
at high gravitational forces. A tube containing an oriented ADP sphere in a slightly 
supersaturated solution was placed in an ultracentrifuge. Growth was allowed to take 
place for 10 minutes at a rotary speed of 3000 rpm. As a result a force of 1000 g was applied 
parallel to either of the three crystallographic axes. In this way a concentration gradient 
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was built up in the tube during the experiment and thus an anisotropy in supersaturation 
resulted. A comparison of growth velocities by measuring the increase in weight at rotary 
speeds of 0 and 3000 rpm showed that a significant increase in velocity is obtained when 
the centrifugal force is applied. This can be explained by an increased supersaturation in 
combination with a compression of the diffusion layer at the surface. 
A stereographic projection of the bands grown at 1000 g // с is shown in figure 12.4b. 
A remarkable difference between the spheres grown at high supersaturation and those 
grown in the centrifuge can be seen in the stability of the В and С bands. In the latter 
experiments no С bands have been observed, whereas the B-bands are clearly present. 
The В bands cross the {112} faces in contrast with the geometry obtained upon growth 
from low supersaturations. If the spheres are oriented with the a or b axis parallel to g, 
a geometry is obtained that is similar to the one shown in figure 12.4a. In none of the 
experiments a significant difference in growth rate of the upper and lower halves of the 
spheres was observed. Therefore, we suggest that only a small gradient in supersaturation 
was present. Compression of the diffusion layer due to severe convection has to account for 
the increased growth rate. The latter effect does not have any influence on the symmetry 
of the geometry of bands. 
12.2.2.3 The inequivalence of the a and b axis 
In contrast to the case of a point group 42m, for crystals having a point group sym­
metry 222 the a and b axes are not symmetry related. The resulting inequivalence can 
indeed be observed in figure 12.2a as the geometries of bands surrounding the {200}
orth. 
and {020}„a,, faces differ systematically. In order to investigate whether this inequiva­
lence is an intrinsic property of the lattice or a surface effect ten spheres were prepared 
out of one single crystal. The direction of one of their (common) a axes was indicated on 
the spheres. A subsequent sphere growth experiment showed that the geometry of bands 
was the same for all ten spheres. We thus conclude that the inequivalence of the a and b 
axis and thus the symmetry reduction from 42m to 222 has its origin in the ADP crystal 
lattice. 
However, it can not be concluded from these experiments whether the bulk symmetry 
is 42m or 222. This can be understood for the following reason: the orientation (hkl) 
on the crystal surface is symmetry related to the orientation (khl) by means of a mirror 
plane in the I42d structure. This implies that the corresponding surface structures are 
enantiomers. Interaction of these surfaces with a stereospecific agent might introduce 
a difference in stability of the two orientations. In order to examine this mechanism for 
symmetry reduction the influence of possible stereospecific agents will be discussed below. 
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12.2.2.4 The influence of M3+ ions 
It is well known that ADP crystals grown from a solution that is contaminated with 
metal ions can have tapered {020} faces [7, 8], i.e. these faces are curved, displaying a 
continuous range of orientations {Okl}. Dam et al. showed that two kinds of tapering 
play a role: prismatic and pyramidal tapering. Prismatic tapering is caused by an in-
homogeneous distribution of growth centres on the {020} faces combined with the effect 
of M3+ metal impurity ions retarding the resulting growth layers. Pyramidal tapering 
is an edge effect and only changes the crystal habit when the {020} growth layers grow 
too slow to fill up the distorted edge configuration. The tapering effect was shown to be 
maximal at low supersaturations [10]. This is in agreement with our observations that 
the {020} faces are conical when grown at low supersaturations and flat when grown at 
higher supersaturations. As in most of our experiments the supersaturations are very 
small, the possible influence of metal ions can not be neglected. 
In order to investigate the influence of metal ions more explicitly, spheres were grown 
in an ADP solution containing 10 ppm of Cr3+. The {020} faces on these spheres were 
all conically shaped. In this case the tapering can not be described merely by high index 
faces in the {Okl} zone. All orientations {hkl} within a few degrees from the {020} faces 
are present. Careful observations of the spread in orientations showed anisotropy in the 
tapering angle: the maximal tapering angle in the {Okl} zone is approximately twice as 
large as that in the {hkO} zone. All observed bands showed a diffuse reflection in the 
goniometer and a spread in orientation perpendicular to the length direction of the bands 
of 5 to 10 degrees. Upon growth from a slightly supersaturated solution containing 1000 
ppm of Cr3+ no bands were observed at all, which is most likely due to severe tapering 
effects. Growth at higher supersaturations (0.4 K/min.) resulted in untapered crystals 
for both solutions. 
Dam et al. reported that the addition of 10~3% EDTA per mol KDP in the solution 
was sufficient to reduce the step blocking effects of the M3+ ions and thus to prevent any 
tapering of KDP crystals [11]. However, on spheres grown in a similar solution of ADP 
we again observed some tapering and diffuse bands. This indicates that at the very low 
supersaturations we applied the remaining concentration of metal ions is still high enough 
to influence step growth. 
12.2.2.5 The influence of microbes 
In recent years, several reports have been made on the presence of organic impurities, 
such as microbes, in KDP solutions [12, 13, 14]. The occurrence of these impurities was 
shown to influence the defect structure and optical properties of the crystals grown from 
these solutions. The reduction of the concentration of organic matter in a solution using 
H202 and UV irradiation [12,13] and the sterilization of the solution using Hg [14] resulted 
in higher quality crystals, as tested by laser scattering tomography and optical damage 
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threshold measurements. The actual role of these microbes in the growth process is not 
yet understood. 
As was mentioned in section 12.2.2.3 the symmetry reduction on ADP spheres could 
be introduced by the interaction of stereoselective agents with the crystal surface. We 
therefore investigated the influence of microbes on the morphology of the spheres. Three 
different methods were used in order to remove the microbes from the solution: steriliza-
tion at high temperature, by addition of Hg and by UV irradiation of an ADP solution 
containing H2O2. 
Following the first method, a saturated ADP solution was boiled for 2 days in order to 
sterilize the solution. In a closed vessel the solution was cooled down and crystallization 
was allowed to take place. In this way several crystals were obtained. Next, these crystals 
were polished into spheres using sterilized tools and subsequently rinsed off with sterilized 
water. Finally, these spheres were placed back in the original solution. After growth again 
a set of bands displaying the 222 geometry was observed. No changes in morphology were 
found. 
Second, for sterilization by means of Hg approximately 1 ml Hg was added to 100 
ml of saturated ADP solution. Sphere growth experiments were performed according to 
the procedure as described in section 12.2.2.1. No changes in the 222 symmetry were 
observed. 
For the third method a saturated ADP solution containing 0.1% of H2O2 was illumi-
nated for 20 h. by a mercury lamp. Subsequently, a sphere was placed in the solution 
and growth was allowed to take place for 10 h. under continuous illumination. Again, no 
changes in the geometry of bands was observed. 
From these three types of experiments it can be concluded that the possible interaction 
of the microbes with the ADP crystal surface neither introduces a symmetry reduction 
nor a change in stability of the bands. 
12.2.2.6 The influence of the pH 
In this section we will focus on the role of the solvent itself. Because of the large 
number of hydrogen bonds in the crystal lattice the interaction of the water molecules, 
and several other (impurity) agents, with the surface layers will certainly have an influence 
on the stability of the different faces and bands. By changing the acidity of the solution 
the structure of the interface and the growth units will also change. Therefore, sphere 
growth experiments were performed at pH = 1.2 and 6.15. 
The solution of pH = 1.2 was obtained by the addition of H3PO4 to an aqueous solution 
of ADP. The morphology of spheres grown at pH = 1.2 was rather simple: only tapered 
{020} faces, {011} faces and A bands showed up on the crystal form. The bands were 
split in two, their orientations deviating from the <111> zones. Again, the Ai bands 
were larger than the A2 bands. 
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Upon growth in a solution of pH = 6.15, that was obtained by the addition of NH4OH, 
a totally different geometry was obtained. In figure 12.5 the stereographic projection of 
the bands is shown. The most remarkable feature is that the 42m symmetry can be 
assigned to this pattern; no changes in stability between the different types of А, С and 
D bands present could be observed. В bands were absent. Only the {020}, {011} and 
{112} faces were present. No tapering of the prismatic faces was observed. All A bands 
ran parallel to the <111> zones. 
Figure 12.5 Stereographic projection of the morphology of spheres grown from an aque­
ous solution at pH 6.15 and low supersaturation. Only growth bands on the upper half of 
the sphere are shown. 
The influence of the pH on the crystal growth can be manyfold. The change in acidity 
not only affects the structure of the interface and the growth units, as was mentioned 
above, but also the solubility of M3 + ions. Byteva [15] determined that the solubility of 
FeCl3 in ADP solutions and the tapering angle on crystals grown from these solutions 
are both negligible above pH = 4.7. Thus, the influence of the metal ions on the crystal 
growth can be cancelled by increasing the pH. Our results are in good agreement with 
these findings; tapering is present on spheres grown in solutions of both pH 1.2 and 3.5 
(standard solution), but was not observed on those grown in solutions of pH = 6.15. 
The fact that bands exist at pH = 6.15 while the tapering is minimized indicates 
that the occurrence of the bands is not caused by the tapering effect. As the spread in 
orientation and the splitting of the A bands are absent at pH = 6.15, we suggest this to 
be a pH-dependent phenomenon; these deviations of the A bands from the <111> zones 
might be caused by the same step blocking mechanism that is responsible for the tapering. 
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12.2.3 Growth from an aprotic solvent 
In the previous paragraph it was reported that the H 3 0 + concentration in the solution 
has a profound influence on the stability of the growth bands. In order to study this 
influence in more detail an aprotic solvent was used: DMSO. Upon growth from a solution 
of ADP in DMSO four types of faces show up: {020}, {Oil}, {112} and {1Î2}. Also A 
and D bands have been observed on the spheres. However, the stability of these bands 
was very weak and the deviations from the <111> zones were rather large for some of 
the A bands. From these experiments it was not possible to assign a symmetry to the 
geometry of bands. 
12.3 Discussion 
On the spheres of ADP five different forms have been observed: {020}, {Oil}, {112}, 
{112} and {220}, ranked in order of decreasing surface area. According to the PBC 
analysis performed by Strom et al. [16] only the first two forms are F faces, the latter 
three being S faces. Nevertheless, the {112} and {112} faces appear as macroscopic, flat 
faces on the crystal spheres. The {031}, {211} and {2lT} faces that were also classified 
as F forms have not been observed in any experiment. 
The bands observed on the spheres can be classified in four groups: А, В, С and D, 
running along the <111>, <412>, <011> and <010> zones respectively. Three of these 
bands (А, С and D) are oriented perpendicularly to a PBC, which implies that all faces 
{hkl} in these zones contain at least one PBC. Thus, these bands can be regarded as a 
continous series of S faces. Surface reconstruction or stabilization by adsorbents is then 
needed to explain the occurrence of the sets of faces. On the other hand, these bands could 
also be built up out of an alternating sequence of two types of F faces, the dimensions 
of these facets being smaller than the wavelength of the light used in the goniometer 
experiments. This would mean that the A bands consist of {011} and {Oil} facets, the 
С bands of {101} and {020} facets and the D bands of {011} and {020} facets. From 
our experiments we could not exclude either of the possibilities. Detailed SEM studies 
on Α-bands showed that the size of these possible facets should be smaller than 0.1 μτη. 
When we allowed the crystals to grow for a week the A bands partly transformed into 
stepped regions having the {011} orientations. This phenomenon can also be observed in 
the SEM image of figure 12.3. For these regions a sharp reflection in one single direction 
was found using the goniometer. This observation does not immediately favour the model 
of an alternating sequence of F faces at microscopic scale. One can also imagine that 
the A bands start as meta-stable continuous series of S faces that evolve into stepped 
faces upon further growth. For the В bands no stabilizing effect can be found using the 
outcome of the PBC analysis as no PBC's run perpendicular to the <412> zone. 
If we compare the results of our sphere growth experiments with those of Bennema 
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[5] and Dam et al. [6] it can be concluded that we observed a larger number of bands. 
As Bennema and Dam et al. did not observe the mirror images of the Ai bands (which 
were called the A bands in their experiments) and the В bands they concluded the point 
group symmetry to be lowered from 42m to 222. In our experiments we did observe the 
mirror related A2 bands. However, under standard growth conditions their total surface 
coverage was always smaller than that of the Ai bands. Thus, we also observed the reduced 
symmetry 222. Furthermore, in our experiments again only one of the two possible 222 
geometries that can be obtained upon reducing the symmetry from 42m was found. This 
is in agreement with the occurrence of the С and D bands, which were only observed in 
our experiments; on all spheres the Ci0, Сц and Di bands were more pronounced than 
their mirror images C 2 e, С2ь, D2. 
The detailed studies presented in section 12.2.2 and 12.2.3 showed that the symmetry 
reduction is not just an artefact introduced by the growth procedure of the seed crystals 
or the sphere polishing procedure. Parameters that did influence the stability of the bands 
are the pH, the concentration of metal ions and the supersaturation. Their effects can not 
be considered to be totally independent of each other: an increase in the pH lowers the 
solubility of the M 3 + ions and an increase of the supersaturation reduces the step blocking 
effect of the metal ions. This can indeed be seen in the morphology of the {020} faces. 
Tapering was only observed on spheres grown at low supersaturations and low pH. A 
feature of tapering that never has been mentioned in literature upto now, is that tapering 
not merely occurs in the direction of the c-axis, but rather occurs in all directions. We 
thus obtained crystals having conically shaped prismatic faces. We want to stress that 
this polydirectional tapering was not only observed on spheres but also on large single 
crystals of some 30 cm3 in size. The theory of Dam et al. [8] explaining the phenomenon 
of tapering can account for this polydirectional tapering as the steps on the {020} faces 
do not merely have edges parallel to the <100> directions, but in fact have a pointed 
spiral shape [17]. 
If we compare the geometry of bands on spheres having tapered {020} faces with those 
on spheres having untapered faces, we find that on the former spheres В bands occur and 
the A bands are split up and give rise to diffuse reflections, whereas on the latter spheres 
the В bands are absent, С bands occur and the A bands are single bands giving a sharp 
reflection in the goniometer. We thus conclude that the tapering also affects the bands. 
Due to the tapering the orientations of the facets on the A bands deviate from the <111> 
zones resulting in a wide spread in orientations, while tapering of the С bands results in a 
large shift in orientation of these bands, the new orientation being called B. In summary, 
the M 3 + impurities affect the stability and orientation of the bands on the crystal spheres, 
but they are not the cause of the symmetry reduction as the reduced symmetry is also 
present on spheres grown at high supersaturation. 
As was reported in section 12.2.2.3, the symmetry reduction has its origin in the ADP 
crystal lattice. Two possible explanations now arise. First, the bulk crystal structure 
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might indeed be 222 in contrast with the results of the X-ray and neutron diffraction 
experiments. For the second explanation, the bulk symmetry is 42m and symmetry re-
duction occurs at the surface. The latter possibility can be effectuated by the presence of 
stereospecific agents. Microbes were found not to influence the symmetry. There might 
be other stereospecific molecules present in the solution that do introduce this effect. At 
pH = 6.15 the observed geometry was in accordance with the 42m symmetry. Therefore, 
the influence of the acidity on the structure of the surface, the growth units and impurities 
has to be considered. An increase of the pH will cause (part of the) phosphate groups at 
the surface to become deprotonized. This process is not sufficient to explain a stereose-
lective symmetry reduction. Cerreta and Berglund [18] reported that in a saturated ADP 
solution about 80% of the phosphates is bound in polymers. Thus, ammonium ions, phos-
phate groups and polyphosphate groups are present in the solution. The first two types 
of growth units nor their conjugated bases have a chiral centre. Therefore, any stereospe-
cific interaction of these groups with the surfaces will not occur. On the contrary, some 
of the polyphosphates do have a chiral centre, assuming that the hydrogen atom bridging 
the oxygen atoms is situated a-centrally and is confined to one of the oxygens. In this 
way three isomers of the dimer can be constructed and six of the trimer. However, no 
mechanism is present that favours the formation of either of the enantiomers. Therefore 
a racemic mixture of all stereo isomers of the polyphosphates is expected to be present 
and stereoselective interactions with the crystal surface will not occur. Increasing the pH 
to 6.15 will at most cancel the chirality of the polymers. In conclusion, a change in the 
pH of an aqueous ADP solution can change the symmetry of the spheres grown in this 
solution. Stereospecific impurities, apart from microbes and phosphate complexes, are 
the only agents capable of introducing the pH-dependent symmetry changes. The nature 
of these impurities and the mechanism for this effect are not yet found. 
12.4 Conclusions 
On the spheres of ADP crystals bands have been observed. From the results of SEM 
studies and a PBC analysis it can be concluded that the bands consist either of a contin-
uous series of S-faces or of an alternating sequence of F-faces of sub-micron size. 
The geometry of the entire set of bands is in accordance with the 222 pointgroup sym-
metry, which is in contrast to the results of X-ray and neutron diffraction experiments, 
displaying 42m symmetry. Only one of the two possible 222 geometries, that can be ob-
tained via symmetry reduction, has been observed. From the sphere growth experiments 
it was shown that the symmetry reduction is either present in, or induced by the bulk 
structure. In this paper attention was focussed to the verification of the latter hypothesis. 
Therefore, several growth parameters have been studied. 
The seed crystal growth procedure, the sphere preparation method and the growth 
temperature did not have any influence on the stability of the bands. The supersaturation, 
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the convection and the presence of metal ion impurities and microbes did influence the 
stability of the bands. However, no changes in symmetry were observed upon changes of 
these parameters. On the contrary, an increase in pH to 6.15 resulted in a geometry of 
bands that is in agreement with the 42m symmetry. It is not yet understood by which 
mechanism the effect of symmetry reduction is cancelled by the increase of the pH. 
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Summary 
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This thesis comprises structure, surface ала morphology studies of three types of 
crystals. Crystals consist of an ordered stacking of building units called unit cells. These 
cells are again built up from atoms, molecules or sets of ions. Many material parameters 
are determined by the symmetry and the specific content of these unit cells. Therefore 
the knowledge of their content, that is of the internal structure of the crystals, is of vital 
importance for the understanding of solid state properties. 
The morphology of the crystals is to a major extent determined by and can adequately 
be described using the specific properties of the unit cells. Regarding the relative positions 
of the atoms in the unit cells not only a set of possible crystal faces can be generated, 
but also the relative size of these faces can be calculated, resulting in a prediction of the 
actual crystal morphology. 
Growth of crystals occurs via the addition of new particles to the surfaces. At low 
supersaturations this growth proceeds by the migration of new growth units towards kink 
positions at the step edges present on the surfaces. Depending on the source of the 
steps, the diffusion rate of growth units towards the surfaces, their migration rate on the 
surfaces and their incorporation rate to the kinks, a large variety in surface topographies 
can be found. Therefore, a detailed study of the surface phenomena during or after 
growth can reveal a wealth of information on the actual growth process and the factors 
determining the growth velocity. In the studies presented in this thesis optical microscopic 
techniques (optical reflection, polarization, phase contrast and differential interference 
contrast microscopy) as well as atomic force microscopy were used to study the crystal 
surfaces. 
The three types of crystals that were studied are fullerene, modulated and ADP crys­
tals. In the first part of this thesis structure, surface and morphology studies of the 
fullerenes Ceo and C70 are presented. In chapter 2 the procedure for growing Ceo crystals 
from the vapour phase is given. The crystals obtained have an f.c.c. structure. A the­
oretical determination of the equilibrium form of these crystals results in a morphology 
that is bounded by {111} and {200} faces. The predicted occurrence and the relative 
size of these faces are in good agreement with the experimentally observed morphology. 
Preliminary surface studies show the {200} faces to have roughly 1 μπι high ridges and 
faceted islands. The presence of these features is explained to be due to the blocking of 
step growth by impurities. 
In chapter 3 more detailed surface studies on Ceo crystals are presented. Because of 
a larger purity of the starting material for crystal growth the phenomena as described 
in chapter 2 are no longer found on freshly grown crystals. Still, a whole range of other 
features has been observed. For crystals grown at low supersaturations both on the {111} 
and the {200} faces low, down to monolayer height, curved steps are found. Growth kinet­
ics are found to be governed by surface kinetics. At higher supersaturations macrosteps 
as well as two-dimensional morphological instabilities and epitaxial dendrites have been 
observed on the {111} faces. The growth velocity of the dendrites is found to be highest in 
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the direction of minimal step free energy. Lattice defects are observed to manifest them­
selves on the surfaces in the form of low angle grain boundaries, slip lines and macrosteps. 
Dislocation movement occurs along {111} glide plains. Due to the introduction of heat 
to the surface by illumination surface fracture has occurred. Cracking occurs along {110} 
cleavage planes. 
Fracture is present only in the outer 1 - 5 д т of the crystals as is discussed in a more 
detailed analysis in chapter 4. In this chapter attention is also focussed on the sources of 
growth steps: contact nucleation, an enhancement of the nucleation rate at the edges of 
the faces due to volume diffusion, two-dimensional nucleation, single defects and groups 
of defects, such as low angle grain boundaries, planar faults and twin boundaries. Also 
the discovery of an h.c.p. minority phase of Ceo is reported. 
The growth phenomena as described in the first chapters are interpreted using existing 
crystal growth theories in chapter 5. On the basis of step rates and growth shapes it is 
concluded that the growth is determined by volume and surface diffusion. 
Studies on C70 crystals are presented in chapters 6 and 7. Single crystal X-ray diffrac­
tion and ТЕМ measurements show a series of five different phases: (from high to low 
temperatures) f.c.c, rhombohedral, ideal h.c.p. (c/o = 1.63), deformed h.c.p. (c/a = 
1.82) and a monoclinic phase. The calculated theoretical morphologies appear to be in 
good agreement with the experimentally observed f.c.c. and h.c.p. morphologies. 
The phase transition of f.c.c. C70 crystals towards a further lower temperature trigonal 
phase has been studied at the surfaces using both optical and atomic force microscopy. 
A detailed interpretation of the domain patterns present on the surfaces allows for the 
assignment of molecular orientations to the different domains in the patterns. 
In the second part of the thesis studies on (incommensurately) modulated crystals 
are reported. In the lattices of a series of distorted /3-K2S04-type structures a displacive 
modulation is present. The presence of this modulation results in the occurrence of extra, 
so-called, satellite faces. The orientations of these faces can be described using four Miller 
indices (hklm). 
In chapter 8 a theoretical model is presented that enables us to calculate surface 
free energies of main and satellite faces of modulated crystals. This model is based on 
a superspace description of a modulated structure. It is shown that when a crystal is 
cut along an (hklm) plane only a selection of the total set of bond lengths is cut. This 
principle of selective cuts results in surface free energies that can be lower than the surface 
free energies of faces of an unmodulated crystal. Thus, this model explains the possible 
occurrence of satellite faces on the growth form. The case of a modulated one-dimensional 
crystal is treated in more detail. The surface free energies of faces (hm) are found to be 
strongly dependent on the length of the modulation wave vector (q). A larger modulation 
wave amplitude is predicted, in general, to result in a larger stabilization of the satellite 
faces. 
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((CH3)4N)2ZnCU_a;BrI (tmaZCB), one of the members of the above mentioned family 
of modulated structures, forms crystals containing a modulation wave length that is de­
pendent on the temperature and the composition (x). Optical goniometer measurements 
of the orientations of the different satellite faces as presented in chapter 9 show that it 
is possible to monitor the change in the length of the modulation wave vector by deter­
mining the orientations of the satellite faces. Futhermore, a new commensurate phase is 
reported for crystals with χ ranging from 1.2 to 2.19, q being 4/llc*. 
In order to verify the results of the modulated one-dimensional model the relative 
stability of satellite faces has been determined for eight members of the above mentioned 
family of modulated crystals. The relative frequency of occurrence is taken as a measure 
for the stability of the faces. As a result, the stabilities are found to be clearly dependent 
on the length of the modulation wave vector (see chapter 10). A qualitative agreement 
between experiments and theory is found. The selection rules of the superspace group are 
shown to be relevant for the appearance of faces. 
The third part of this thesis discusses the morphology and symmetry of ADP crystals. 
The PBC analysis as presented in chapter 11 reveals a larger number of PBC's than were 
reported previously in the literature. Furthermore, additional F-faces are found ({031}, 
{211} and {211}). 
From literature it is known that the morphological symmetry of ADP spheres is lower 
than the point group symmetry as determined from diffraction techniques. The lower 222 
symmetry manifests itself in the geometry of growth bands on the surface. In chapter 12 
the symmetry and stabilities of faces and bands on ADP spheres are discussed. As a result 
it can be concluded that the reduced symmetry either is the bulk symmetry or is induced 
by stereospecific interactions at the surface. At pH = 6.15 the symmetry reduction is 
found to be absent. 
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Dit proefschrift beschrijft studies aan de structuur, oppervlakte en morfologie van drie 
soorten kristallen. Kristallen zijn opgebouwd uit een geordende stapeling van bouween-
heden, die we eenheidscellen noemen. Deze cellen zelf zijn opgebouwd uit atomen, 
moleculen of groepen ionen. Veel eigenschappen van de vaste stof worden bepaald door 
de symmetrie en de specifieke inhoud van deze eenheidscellen. Daarom is de kennis van 
hun inhoud, dat wil zeggen van de interne structuur van de kristallen, van groot belang 
voor het begrip van de fysische eigenschappen. 
De morfologie, dat wil zeggen de uitwendige vorm, van de kristallen wordt voor een 
groot deel bepaald door de specifieke kenmerken van de eenheidscel. Gebruikmakend 
van deze kenmerken is het mogelijk een goede voorspelling te doen van de morfologie; 
uitgaande van de posities van de atomen in de eenheidscel is het niet alleen mogelijk om 
te voorspellen welke vlakken voor zullen komen op de kristallen, maar er kan ook een 
uitspraak gedaan worden over hun relatieve groottes. 
Het groeien van kristallen vindt plaats door de aanhechting van nieuwe deeltjes aan 
het oppervlak. Bij een lage oververzadiging wordt de groei gekenmerkt door de migratie 
van nieuwe groeieenheden naar de aanhechtingsplaatsen van de treden, die zich op de 
oppervlakken bevinden. Afhankelijk van de bron van de treden, de diffusiesnelheid van 
groeieenheden naar het oppervlak toe, hun bewegingssnelheid op het oppervlak en de 
aanhechtingssnelheid aan de treden kan een grote variëteit aan oppervlaktestructuren 
gevonden worden. Dit houdt in dat een gedetailleerde studie van de kristaloppervlakken 
tijdens en na de groei een rijkdom aan informatie kan opleveren over het groeiproces en 
de groeisnelheidsbeperkende factoren. In de studies die in dit proefschrift zijn beschreven 
zijn zowel optisch microscopische technieken (optische reflectie, polarisatie, fase contrast 
en differentieel interferentie contrast microscopie) als atomaire kracht microscopie (AFM) 
gebruikt om de oppervlakken te bestuderen. 
De drie soorten kristallen, die zijn bestudeerd, zijn fullereen, gemoduleerde en ADP 
kristallen. In het eerste deel van dit proefschrift worden de structuur, oppervlakte en 
morfologie studies aan de fullerenen C«) en C70 gepresenteerd. In hoofdstuk 2 wordt 
de procedure voor het groeien van Сад uit de gasfase beschreven. De aldus verkregen 
kristallen vormen een kubische dichtste bolstapeling van Ceo moleculen (een f.c.c. struc­
tuur). Een theoretische bepaling van de evenwichtsvorm van deze kristallen resulteert in 
een morfologie die bestaat uit {111} en {200} vlakken. De voorspelde aanwezigheid en de 
relatieve grootte van deze vlakken komt goed overeen met de experimenteel waargenomen 
kristalvorm. Een nadere bestudering van de {200} vlakken toont gefacetteerde eilanden 
en opstaande randen met hoogteverschillen in de orde van 1 μπι. De aanwezigheid van 
deze relatief hoge fenomenen kan worden verklaard door het blokkeren van tredengroei 
door verontreinigingen. 
In hoofdstuk 3 worden gedetailleerdere oppervlakte studies van С
ю
 kristallen ge­
presenteerd. Vanwege een hogere zuiverheid van het uitgangsmateriaal voor de kristal­
groei zijn op later gegroeide kristallen de fenomenen, die in hoofdstuk 2 beschreven zijn, 
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niet waargenomen. Daarentegen is er een heel scala aan andere oppervlaktestructuren 
waargenomen. Op kristallen, die bij een lage oververzadiging gegroeid zijn, vinden we 
gekromde treden met een hoogte van enkele lagen of slechts één laag moleculen. De 
groeikinetiek blijkt voor deze kristallen te worden bepaald door de snelheid van de opper-
vlakteprocessen. Op kristallen, die bij hogere oververzadigingen gegroeid zijn, nemen we 
macrosteps, 2-dimensionale morfologische instabiliteiten en oppervlakte dendrieten waar. 
De groeisnelheid van deze dendrieten blijkt het grootst te zijn in de richting waarin de 
trede vrije energie minimaal is. Roosterfouten zijn zichtbaar op de oppervlakken in de 
vorm van macrosteps, kleine hoek korrelgrenzen en eliplijnen. De beweging van dislo-
caties geschiedt langs {111} glijvlakken. Door de toevoer van warmte naar het oppervlak 
door de lamp van de microscoop kunnen breuken in de oppervlaktelagen van de kristallen 
ontstaan. Deze breuken worden gevormd langs {110} kliefvlakken. 
De breuken ontstaan alleen in de buitenste 1 tot 5 д т van de kristallen, zoals in 
meer detail wordt beschreven in hoofdstuk 4. In dit hoofdstuk wordt tevens meer aan­
dacht besteed aan de bronnen van de groeitreden. Op Сад zijn de volgende tredebron­
nen waargenomen: contact nucleatie, een verhoogde kiemvorming aan de randen van de 
vlakken door volume diffusie, twee-dimensionale kiemvorming, individuele defecten en 
groepen defecten, zoals kleine hoek korrelgrenzen, vlakfouten en tweelinggrenzen. Verder 
wordt in dit hoofdstuk ook de ontdekking van een hexagonaal dichtst gestapelde kristal­
structuur (h.c.p.) van Сад gerapporteerd. 
De groeifenomenen die in de eerste hoofdstukken beschreven zijn, worden met behulp 
van bestaande kristalgroeitheorieën geïnterpreteerd in hoofdstuk 5. Op grond van trede-
groeisnelheden en -vormen kan er geconcludeerd worden dat de groei bepaald wordt door 
volume- en oppervlaktediffusie. 
In de hoofdstukken 6 en 7 worden studies aan C70 kristallen gepresenteerd. Eenkristal 
Rontgen diffractie en transmissie electronenmicroscopie metingen tonen een reeks van 
vijf verschillende fasen: (van hoge naar lage temperatuur) f.c.c, rhombohedraal, ideaal 
h.c.p. (c/a = 1.63), vervormd h.c.p. (c/a = 1.82) en een monokliene fase. De berekende 
theoretische morfologiën zijn in goede overeenkomst met de experimenteel waargenomen 
f.c.c. en h.c.p. kristalvormen. 
De faseovergang van f.c.c. C70 kristallen naar een andere lagere temperatuur trigonale 
fase is bestudeerd aan de oppervlakken met behulp van zowel optische als atomic force 
microscopie. Door een gedetailleerde interpretatie van de domeinpatronen, die op de 
oppervlakken aanwezig zijn, is het mogelijk gebleken om voor alle domeinen de oriëntaties 
van de C70 moleculen ten opzichte van het oppervlak te bepalen. 
In het tweede deel van dit proefschrift zijn studies van (incommensurabel) gemo-
duleerde kristallen beschreven. In het kristalrooster van een familie van vervormde ß-
K2S04-achtige structuren is een verplaatsingsmodulatie aanwezig. De aanwezigheid van 
deze modulatie resulteert in het voorkomen van extra vlakken, satellietvlakken genoemd. 
De oriëntaties van deze vlakken kunnen worden beschreven met vier Miller indices (hklm). 
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In hoofdstuk 8 wordt een theoretisch model gepresenteerd, dat het mogelijk maakt om 
oppervlakte vrije energieën van hoofd- en satellietvlakken van gemoduleerde kristallen te 
berekenen. Dit model is gebaseerd op een superruimte beschrijving van een gemoduleerde 
structuur. Er wordt aangetoond dat slechts een deel van de totale set van bindingslengtes 
wordt gesneden, indien een kristal wordt gekliefd langs een vlak (hklm). Dit principe van 
selectief snijden resulteert in oppervlakte vrije energieën van vlakken van een gemoduleerd 
kristal die lager kunnen zijn dan de corresponderende energieën in het geval van een 
ongemoduleerd kristal. Dit vormt de verklaring voor de stabiliteit en het voorkomen 
van deze satellietvlakken op de groeivorm. Het geval van een een-dimensionaal kristal 
is in meer detail uitgewerkt. De oppervlakte vrije energieën van vlakken (hm) blijken 
sterk afhankelijk te zijn van de lengte van de modulatie golfvector (q). In het algemeen 
blijkt een grotere modulatie golf amplitude te resulteren in een grotere stabilisatie van de 
satellietvlakken. 
((CH3)4N)2ZnCl4_IBrI (tmaZCB), een van de leden van de hierboven genoemde 
familie van gemoduleerde structuren, vormt kristallen met een modulatie golflengte die 
afhankelijk is van de temperatuur en de samenstelling (i). Optische goniometer metingen 
van de oriëntaties van de verschillende satellietvlakken laten zien dat het mogelijk is om 
de verandering in de lengte van de modulatie golfvector te bepalen door het opmeten van 
de oriëntaties van de verschillende satellietvlakken. Verder is er een nieuwe, commensura-
bele fase gevonden bij kristallen met een samenstelling waarbij χ tussen 1.2 en 2.19 ligt. 
In deze fase is q = 4/lic*. 
Om de resultaten van het gemoduleerde een-dimensionale model te verifiëren zijn de 
relatieve stabiliteiten van de satellietvlakken van acht leden van de bovengenoemde fa-
milie van gemoduleerde verbindingen bepaald. De relatieve frequentie van voorkomen is 
hierbij als maat genomen voor de stabiliteit van de vlakken. Uit deze metingen blijkt 
dat de stabiliteit duidelijk afhankelijk is van de lengte van de modulatie golfvector (zie 
hoofdstuk 10). Een kwalitatief goede overeenkomst tussen de experimenten en de theorie 
is hierbij gevonden. De selectieregels van de superruimtegroep blijken relevant te zijn voor 
het voorkomen van de satellietvlakken. 
Het derde deel van dit proefschrift behandelt de morfologie en de symmetrie van ADP 
kristallen. De PBC analyse, die in hoofdstuk 11 beschreven wordt, onthult een groter 
aantal PBC's dan voorheen in de literatuur beschreven was. Verder is er ook een aantal 
additionele F-vlakken gevonden: {031}, {211} en {21Ï}. 
Uit de literatuur is bekend dat de morfologische symmetrie van ADP bollen lager is 
dan de symmetrie die volgt uit diffractie experimenten. De lagere 222 symmetrie kan 
worden afgeleid uit de geometrie van de groeibanden die op het oppervlak aanwezig zijn. 
In hoofdstuk 12 wordt de symmetrie en de stabiliteit van de vlakken en banden op ADP 
bollen bediscussieerd. Er kan worden geconcludeerd dat de gereduceerde symmetrie ofwel 
de eigenlijke symmetrie van de bulk is, ofwel geïnduceerd wordt door stereospecifieke 
interacties aan het oppervlak. Bij pH = 6.15 is geen symmetriereductie gevonden. 
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Kristallen zijn overal te vinden: in de natuur, in de supermarkt en bij de juwelier. Al 
eeuwen zijn de mensen gefascineerd geweest door hun glimmende vlakjes. Overbekend 
zijn de diamanten, die voor sieraden gebruikt worden. De vlakjes op deze kristallen zijn 
ontstaan door een bewerkelijk proces van slijpen en polijsten. Veel kristallen hebben deze 
vlakjes echter al zonder al die tussenkomst van mensenhanden. Denk maar eens aan de 
grote kwartskristallen, die in de natuur gevonden worden. 
De uiterlijke vorm van de kristallen, ook wel morfologie genoemd, heeft de wetenschap-
pers al eeuwen lang geboeid. Al snel bleek dat er heel wat orde in die blinkende steentjes 
zat. In de 17e eeuw werd reeds ontdekt, dat de vlakjes van een bepaald soort kristal altijd 
dezelfde hoeken met elkaar maken. Er is nog meer regelmaat met het blote oog te zien: op 
kristallen van één soort zie je meestal dezelfde vormen van vlakjes. Zo kom je op keuken-
zoutkristallen allemaal vierkante vlakjes tegen, terwijl de vlakjes op suikerkristallen heel 
verschillend van vorm zijn. 
Waarom heeft een kristal gladde vlakken? 
Om de uiterlijke vorm van de kristallen te kunnen begrijpen moeten we gaan kijken naar 
de opbouw van de kristallen: de knstalstruktuur. Alle kristallen zijn opgebouwd uit een 
heel regelmatige opeenstapeling van atomen. Deze atomen vormen bindingen met elkaar 
en zorgen zo dat er een heel netwerk ontstaat van atomen die met elkaar verbonden 
zijn. Het bijzondere van kristallen is nu die regelmatige opbouw. Je kunt het netwerk 
onderverdelen in kleinere netwerkjes, die allemaal precies hetzelfde zijn. Zo'n netwerkje 
kun je eigenlijk beschouwen als de bouwsteen van het kristal. Dit is een heel belangrijke 
eigenschap. Als je weet wat de vorm van zo'n bouwsteen is en je weet wat er precies 
in zit, ken je in feite de hele opbouw van het kristal. Je hoeft dan alleen nog al die 
bouwstenen naast elkaar en op elkaar te stapelen. De 'bouwstenen' noemen we in vaktaal 
eenheidscellen. 
Nu komen we bij de verklaring van die gladde kristalvlakjes. Tijdens de vorming van 
het kristal (ook kristalgroei genoemd) zal de opeenstapeling van de eenheidscellen meestal 
zo netjes mogelijk gebeuren. De oppervlakken van een kristal zullen daarom bestaan uit 
lagen, waarin allemaal eenheidscellen netjes naast elkaar liggen. Zo worden oppervlakken 
gevormd, die heel erg vlak zijn. 
De precieze vorm van de eenheidscellen bepaalt welke hoeken de vlakken met elkaar 
maken en wat de vorm van die vlakken is. Daarom ziet elk soort kristal er weer anders 
uit: de eenheidscellen zijn immers voor elk type kristal weer anders. 
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Kristalgroei kan op verschillende manieren gebeuren. Eén manier is het bevriezen van 
een vloeistof. Dit noemen we groeien uit de smelt. Een voorbeeld hiervan, dat we alle-
maal wel kennen, is het maken van ijsklontjes. In het vriesvak van de koelkast gaat de 
kristallisatie van het ijs niet erg gekontroleerd. Tijdens het bevriezen ontstaan er vele 
kristalletjes tegelijkertijd. Elk ijsklontje bestaat daardoor uit zeer vele kleine kristalletjes, 
die aan elkaar gegroeid zijn. Op het ijsklontje is daarom niets te zien van kristalvlakjes. 
Als we de eigenschappen van kristallen willen bestuderen hebben we vaak liever één groot 
kristal dan vele kleintjes. De kristalgroei opstelling in het laboratorium zal daarom wat 
ingewikkelder zijn dan alleen een ijsvormpje en een vriesvak. 
Een tweede manier om kristallen te maken is groeten uit een oplossing. Een voorbeeld 
hiervan is het maken van suikerkristallen uit suikerwater. Deze kristallen kun je heel 
makkelijk thuis maken. Het achterliggende idee is, dat je niet onbeperkt veel suiker kan 
oplossen in een bepaalde hoeveelheid water. Bij een bepaalde hoeveelheid toegevoegde 
suiker raakt de oplossing verzadigd. Als je nog meer suiker in een kopje met zo'n oplossing 
gooit, zal deze deze suiker niet oplossen, maar op de bodem blijven liggen, hoe hard je 
ook roert. De hoeveelheid suiker, die op te lossen is, hangt af van de temperatuur. Als 
een warme, verzadigde oplossing afgekoeld wordt, raakt hij oververzadigd. Dit betekent 
dat er meer suiker opgelost is, dan er eigenlijk opgelost kan zijn. Het resultaat is, dat 
een deel van de opgeloste suiker zal gaan uitkristalliseren. De enige hindernis, die dan 
nog overwonnen moet worden, is de vorming van het eerste kiempje. Als dat gevormd is, 
kan het uitgroeien tot een groot kristal. Zo'n kiempje wordt meestal gevormd op een ruw 
oppervlakje. Als je thuis kristallen gaat groeien, zal je merken dat een wollen draadje een 
ideale plaats is voor de vorming van kiempjes. 
Een derde manier om kristallen te maken is de groei uit de gasfase. Ook de lucht kan 
namelijk verzadigd zijn van een bepaalde chemische stof. Als die lucht afkoelt, raakt hij 
oververzadigd en worden er kristallen gevormd, net zoals bij de groei van suikerkristallen 
uit de oplossing. 
Hierboven heb ik vertelt dat kristallen kunnen groeien uit een smelt, uit een oplossing 
of uit een damp. Maar wat gebeurt er nou eigelijk op microscopische schaal? Hoe vindt 
de aanhechting van de bouwstenen aan het oppervlak plaats? 
Het precieze verloop van het groeiproces hangt sterk af van de oververzadiging. Bij een 
lage oververzadiging hoeft er maar weinig uit te kristalliseren. De aanvoer van bouwstenen 
naar het kristal zal dan niet zo groot zijn. De kristalgroei kan dan heel netjes en geordend 
verlopen. De kristalvlakken zien er dan net uit als terrasvormige rijstvelden: grote vlakke 
terrassen met hier en daar een trede naar een iets hoger gelegen terras. (Op kristal 
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oppervlakken kunnen deze treden heel laag zijn, soms maar 1 miljardste meter hoog.) 
Nieuwe bouwstenen zullen zich hechten aan de treden en zorgen zo dat de laag zich 
uitbreidt over het kristaloppervlak. 
Bij een hoge oververzadiging is de aanvoer van bouwstenen naar het kristal zo groot, 
dat het kristal niet meer de kans krijgt om zeer geordend te groeien. De vlakken worden 
veel ruwer en groeien veel harder. 
De precieze vorm van de treden en de ruwheid van het oppervlak hangen af van een 
aantal processen, die bij de groei een rol spelen. Dit betekent dat je door een nauwkeurige 
bestudering van de oppervlakken van kristallen veel kunt leren over hoe ze precies gegroeid 
zijn. 
Inhoud van het proefschrift 
Zoals de titel al aangeeft, bevat het proefschrift onderzoek aan de struktuur, de op­
pervlakken en de morfologie van drie soorten kristallen. De bijzonderheden over deze 
kristallen zal ik hieronder apart bespreken. Verder zal ik heel in het kort aangeven, wat 
ik precies heb onderzocht aan deze kristallen. 
Fullereen-kristallen 
De kristallen van fullerenen zijn opgebouwd uit een familie van heel bijzondere molekulen. 
Het meest beroemde lid van deze familie is de Виску bal. Dit molekuul bestaat uit 
zestig koolstofatomen, die op een wel heel speciale manier aan elkaar gebonden zijn. 
Samen vormen ze de bolvormige kooi, die op de voorkant van dit proefschrift is afgebeeld. 
De voetballers zal de gelijkenis met de leren knikker niet zijn ontgaan: in de kooi zijn 
vijfhoeken en zeshoeken te zien, die hetzelfde patroon vormen als de leren lapjes op een 
voetbal. De chemische formule voor de Bucky bal is Ceo-
Het "grotere broertje" van de Bucky bal bestaat uit zeventig koolstof atomen (C70) 
en lijkt wat vorm betreft meer op een rugbybal. 
Het onderzoek aan Ceo en C70 kristallen wordt beschreven in het eerste deel van dit 
proefschrift. Het bestaan van deze molekulen werd pas in 1985 ontdekt. Ze waren toen nog 
maar in zulke kleine hoeveelheden aanwezig, dat het niet mogelijk was om er onderzoek 
aan te doen. Het duurde nog vijfjaar voordat een groep onderzoekers een manier vond 
om de fullerenen in hoeveelheden van een gram of meer te maken. Toen werd het ook pas 
mogelijk om er kristallen van te groeien. 
In hoofdstuk twee staat een van de eerste recepten voor de groei van fullereen-kristallen 
beschreven. Een foto van een Bucky bal kristal is te zien in figuur 2.2. Dit kristal is slechts 
een halve millimeter groot en weegt maar een paar milligram. Toch is dit formaat groot 
genoeg voor onze kristalgroei studies. Waar we benieuwd naar waren was namelijk hoe 
de groei van deze kristallen op microscopische schaal plaatsvindt. In de hoofdstukken 2 
tot en met 5 zijn vele foto's van de oppervlakken van С
ю
 kristallen te zien. Deze foto's 
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zijn gemaakt met allerlei microscopen. De meeste foto's laten de oppervlakken duizend 
keer groter zien, dan ze in werkelijkheid zijn. Uit al die foto's kunnen we concluderen dat 
de groeisnelheid sterk bepaald wordt door de snelheid, waarmee de bouwstenen zich naar 
de treden op de oppervlakken bewegen. 
Van de kristallen van C70 is veel minder bekend dan van die van C«)· We hebben 
daarom eerst uitgezocht hoe de eenheidscellen van C7o eruit zien. Dit bestaat beschreven 
in de hoofdstukken 6 en 7. 
Gemoduleerde kristallen 
Gemoduleerde kristallen zijn hele speciale kristallen. Het bovenstaande verhaal over de 
regelmatige stapeling van eenheidscellen gaat voor hen niet op, althans niet helemaal. Bij 
gemoduleerde kristallen zijn alle eenheidscellen net weer een beetje anders van elkaar. On-
danks de afwezigheid van die regelmaat hebben deze kristallen toch vlakke kristalvlakken. 
En wat heel bijzonder is; door die kleine verschillen tussen de eenheidscellen zijn er ex-
tra veel vlakken te vinden op deze kristallen. De extra vlakken worden satellietvlakken 
genoemd. Deze vlakken zouden niet voorkomen als alle eenheidscellen gelijk aan elkaar 
zijn. 
In hoofdstuk 8 staat een theorie beschreven, waarmee je kan verklaren waarom die 
extra vlakken voorkomen en hoe groot deze vlakken zullen zijn op de kristallen. In de 
twee daaropvolgende hoofdstukken wordt beschreven welke satellietvlakken we allemaal 
gevonden hebben. Bovendien wordt aangetoond dat de theorie een redelijke voorspelling 
doet van de vorm van de kristallen. 
ADP 
Net zoals de gemoduleerde kristallen zijn ook de kristallen van ADP buitenbeentjes, 
maar nu om een hele andere reden. Zoals hierboven al beschreven is, kan je voorspellen 
welke vlakken er op een kristal voorkomen als je weet hoe de eenheidscel eruit ziet. Bij 
ADP kristallen gaat dit echter fout. In de laatste twee hoofdstukken van dit proefschrift 
proberen we te achterhalen waarom de voorspelling niet klopt. 
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